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THE PREFACE

The publication of this book is in no sense a reflection on the several good books

now in use. The author, in his own study of the Chinese language, felt the need of a book

containing short lessons, each of which could be easily and thoroughly learned in a day,
thus emphasizing both system and thoroughness.

Missionaries in the first few years learn from five hundred to one thousand characters

so that they easily recognize them in the Bible, or in some familiar context
;
but would

not be able to recognize many of them alone, or in unfamiliar places, because they do not

know the component parts. No character is thoroughly known until its component parts
are known. You do not know an English word until you can spell it. The older

missionaries will find this method helpful in making their knowledge of the language more

thorough and accurate, and it is hoped that many of them will make use of this book.

The Union Language School at Shanghai showed a marked tendency on the part of

missionaries to learn to write as well as to read the Chinese; and the analytical study of

the character was quite popular, both with beginners, and with those who had studied the

language for several years.

The Plan of the Book

Kang Hsi's Dictionary contains about forty thousand characters. Gile's large

Dictionary contains ten thousand eight hundred and fifty nine separate characters. Five

or six thousand characters are sufficient for printing a daily newspaper. The thorough

knowledge of two thousand well selected characters will enable one to read intelligently

almost any Chinese production with an occasional reference to the dictionary. It is better

to know well a limited number than to half know a much larger number.

This system contains two thousand selected characters, divided into four parts of

five hundred each, with a view to making four volumes of one hundred lessons each.

This first volume contains the most common, with the preference given to action

words. The second volume is intended to be a natural continuation of the first. The
third is to be based on the New Testament, and the fourth is to be a sort of key to the

different kinds of Wen-li.

The First Volume

Each lesson, with a few exceptions, contains five characters, which are analyzed into

their component parts, when possible into complete characters. Some characters have to

be analyzed down to their strokes, and for that reason the Stroke Alphabet has been

introduced to make it possible to spell out all the characters. It is a significant fact that

a large majority of the component parts are radicals, or combinations of radicals. This

strongly emphasizes the importance of learning the radicals. While this volume claims to

have five hundred characters, it really has about eight hundred including radicals and

other component parts.
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ii PREFACE

The lesson vocabularies are given in the regular written form, and also in a short

hand form which is much used. These can be easily learned along with the printed

character, and it will greatly facilitate the reading of both printed and written Chinese.

Each lesson also contains a list of characters under the head, "Synthetic Characters. 1 '

These have been added to illustrate the synthetic method of building up characters. They
need not necessarily be considered a part of the lesson which the student feels compelled
to learn. Take them as an extra gift.

It is not only highly important to thoroughly learn the characters, but more so, to

learn phrases into which they combine, because the Chinese language consists largely

of ready-made phrases. A special feature of each lesson is the two and three character

phrases placed at the beginning, and used in the longer sentences. The student is urged
to learn these phrases. The sentences illustrate the uses of these phrases, and perhaps
could have been made more practical, if more characters had been available. Chinese

teachers often criticize each others work. Your teacher may find fault with these

sentences. If so, ask him to take the available characters and make better ones. Students

will find it an excellent practice to make other sentences with the help of .their teachers.

The value of this book by no means depends entirely upon the Chinese sentences.

Where Northern and Southern mandarin use different characters, the author at first

thought of putting the two readings side by side, but on further consideration decided that

this would not be an improvement. If students find that different characters and phrases

are used in their localities, they can with the aid of their teachers easily make the necessary

changes. This book stands for a system of study, rather than for particular characters,

phrases, and sentences.

The English translation is a compromise between a literal translation, that helps

to show the Chinese idiom, and a free translation, that easily renders up its meaning.

Where the Chinese sentence has two possible meanings both are sometimes given. Some

necessary explanations are given in parenthesis. The author has endeavored to translate the

finer shades of meaning into English, but has found it a very difficult undertaking.

No English sentences are given to be translated into Chinese, because these English

translations may be so used.

The notes do not claim in any sense to be exhaustive, but it is hoped that the}' will

be suggestive and helpful.

They deal largely with characters and idiomatic phrases. They have been made

with a view to helping the beginner by making the lessons easier and more interesting.

The second volume will go more into the grammar and rhetoric of the language.

The English definitions are short, and generally confined to those uses of the

characters that could be illustrated in the sentence. The student is advised to look up the

characters in some good dictionary for a fuller definition. The radicals are not defined in

the lessons, because they are defined in the radical vocabulary. Each radical has its radical

number attached. The special radicals of the lesson vocabularies are sometimes used in

sentence-making, but the other radicals and component parts are not so used
;
still it is
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important, if the characters are to be thoroughly learned, to learn all of these component
parts.

"The Standard System of Mandarin Roinanization" has been adopted, because it is

hoped that it will become generally used. It can be bought at the Mission Presses, and

therefore need not be treated at length here. It is very unfortunate that so many different

systems of romanization are in use. Please do not add another! Many of the Chinese

sounds cannot be accurately represented with the English alphabet. The student is urged
to get the sounds first hand from the Chinese teacher, and to adapt the romanization to the

Chinese, rather than the Chinese to the romanization.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon learning the tones. A tone exercise is

given below, and the student ought to practice it daily with the teacher, until the different

tones can be clearly distinguished. This will require time and patience, but it will pay
well. In this book the tones are indicated by numbers on the characters and diacritical

marks on the romanization. The romanized Chinese name, the number, and diacritical

mark, of each tone are given below, and should be learned at once.

Shang ping, i

Hsia ping, 2

Shang sheng, 3

Chu sheng, 4
Ruh sheng, 5

The first has no diacritical mark, and the fifth is shown by the letter // being the

final of the romanization.

Tone Exercise

IS 5

O
ft

1

re;

t
4

o
2

up
1

O
/E
O

It is also important to be able to distinguish between the aspirated and

unaspirated sounds. This is one of the great difficulties of the language. Read
what is said about aspirates in the "Standard System of Roinanization", Volume
one, page three !

Practice with the teacher the aspirate exercise given beow, until the

aspirated and unaspirated sounds can be easily distinguished !.
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Aspirate Exercise

i

a:
1

JUT

to

EH

The vocabulary of the characters, arranged under their radicals, with the lesson

numbers is given at the back of the book, to enable students to easily trace up any character

that they may have forgotten.

A separate list of the radicals is also given. Some students may prefer to learn the

radicals in the beginning, but the average student will find it much easier to learn them

after finishing this volume, because the common ones will then all have been learned.

There are two methods of learning Chinese Characters. One might be called the

picture method, where the character is learned as a whole like a picture; the other is the

analytical, or spelling method, which is used in this book. This latter method will help
the student to be more thorough, and the daily short lessons and reviews will make it easier

to be systematic.

The lessons are purposely made short, so that the student may have plenty of time

for constant reviewing, and also for getting out among the people and learning as much

colloquial Chinese as possible. Form the habit right in the beginning of being able to

learn and use Chinese sounds without the aid of the written character, or romanization \

Learn as the child learns \ A character, the sound and use of which is already known, will

be much more easily learned and remembered. While the characters ought to be

thoroughly learned, one's speaking vocabulary need not, and ought not, to be limited by
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the number of characters known. The review.? indicated will enable the student to review

all that is behind each mouth. Other extra reviews will also greatly help to fix the

characters in the mind so that they cannot be forgotten. The value of this system depends
a good deal upon the reviews. If the lessons are not most thoroughly learned, then longer
lessons would be better.

The work on this volume has, for the most part, been done along with other duties,

and in a limited time just before leaving China on vacation. The author is far more
conscious of its defects than will be those who may be disposed to criticize. It is hoped
that the good points of the system, despite any defects, may make this volume useful to

those who wish to learn the Chinese lano'nage !o c>

Criticism to make the book more useful is invited, and will be utilized in a later

edition.

The Chinese teacher has been purposely made responsible for the Chinese sentences.

This was done in order to get original Chinese rather than translated Chinese. For what
is good in them give him the praise; for what is not good blame the author for trusting
him more than was wise.

The author spent two years in learning to analyze and write the two thousand

characters, taking five a day, five days in the week, four weeks in the month, ten months in

the year, and with sufficient reviewing to enable him to stand an examination on the whole

two thousand at the end of the two years. This was done to test the system before

publishing even the first volume. He is also convinced by his own experience that two

thousand Chinese characters can be thoroughly learned in two years by a new missionary

who has no other duties that would hinder the study of the language.

Many useful tilings have been thought of in connection with this first volume,' but

they have not been put in for fear of over-loading the book. Some of them will be put in

the later volumes, and others can be found in dictionaries and other books.

The author's first and greatest acknowledgements are due to the Rev. J. B. Webster

of the Southern Baptist Mission who has been associated with him from the beginning, and

has been so helpful in so many ways, that the author insisted on his taking a place on the

title page- as co-author, and reluctantly consented to his refusal to do so. It is hoped that

the student will find the book more interesting and valuable because of his part!

More is due to my Wife for her sympathy, help, and encouragement, than she will

allow me to express.

The late Dr. G. A. Stuart of the Methodist Episcopal Mission heartily approved of

this plan, and agreed to be co-author
;
but was, unfortunately, taken away before he was

able to do his promised part. He made some very valuable suggestions -and wrote a few

notes.

Acknowledgements are also due to other friends, who made valuable suggestions.

The acknowledgements would be far from complete without special mention of my
teacher, Mr. Hsia Gia Tang, who was made responsible for the Chinese sentences.
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Mr. Pan Dz Fang, Mr. Tong Tsing En, and Mr. Chen Tsun Seng, my good friends

and co-laborers, gave me some very valuable help.

Thanks are due to the Board of Trustees of the Baptist College and Seminary, and

to the faculty of the same, for relieving me of a large part of my duties for three months to

enable me to finish this volume before going home.

The author sends this volume forth with a prayer that it may hasten the coining of

God's Kingdom in China !
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LESSON I. ANALYTICAL PRIMER

J

INTRODUCTORY NOTES.

1. The student is here earnestly urged

to study the preface until the plan and

purpose of this book is thoroughly under-

stood. In this way no one feature of the

book will be over-emphasized at the expense

of the whole plan. This will make the

work much more interesting and instruc-

tive. It is specially important to practise

the tone and aspirate exercises. Even

a week spent on this preface will not be

time lost.

2. While writing is very important

and the student is advised to learn to

write even with a Chinese pen, still the

object of this book is the analysis and

thorough knowledge of the Chinese

character rather than penmanship.

3. The Chinese language has no

definite alphabet, but it has a number of

strokes with which all the characters are

written.

Footnote Read these introductory notes i-io, in lessons 1-4,

at once.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 1.

1. Note that stroke #1 is illustrated by

two characters,
' and .

2. With the Chinese, ten "I* is a

perfect number. When a thing is ten

parts good it is perfectly good.

I _i> ^t
3. is also written | +\ ja.

4. Zl is also written If ^\ fCv]

5. El is also written |l| ^C ^
6. "f* is also written O ft* }"

7. J is a character constantly used

both for euphony and to express past time.

While f is a simple character, its proper

use is very difficult. The student is

advised to carefully study its uses in later

lessons. The correct use of certain com-

mon characters distinguishes the good

speaker. Liao" is often pronounced

la" in the colloquial.

REVIEW THE PREFACE
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LESSON 1 1 . ANALYTICAL PRIMER

INTRODUCTORY NOTES 4-6.

4. The present list of twenty strokes,

contained in the first four lessons does not

claim to be exhaustive but is enough for

all practical purposes. Any other strokes

that might appear in any character would be ;t

combination of some of these, twenty

strokes. Fourteen of the twenty are coin-

strokes.

5. Not all of the strokes have definite

names, different Chinese teachers give them

different names. The names given here

have been simplified as far as possible,

and the student is advised to use them.

They are also numbered and those who

wish can use the numbers too.

6. A simple character is chosen to

illustrate each stroke. The order of

writing these strokes is very important

and should be learned from the Chinese

teacher.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 2.

1. is not used in the spoken

language except in combination with other

characters, and seems to emphasize and

complete their meaning rather than add a

distinct meaning of its own. It is much

used in the classical language with the

definitions given in this lesson.

2. is also written *

3. Distinguish A. A.

4. is the radical form of this

character but in general use it is written

*.

5. ^* is often written <J* when used

in combination to form other characters.

REVIEW LESSON 1.
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LESSON III. ANALYTICAL PRIMER

INTRODUCTORY, NOTES 7-8.

7. With these twenty strokes all

Chinese characters can be written. Care-

ful practise right in the beginning will

save the student much time in learning

the Chinese characters and in giving them

the proper Chinese shape. Therefore it is

highly important, not only to learn the

names and numbers of these strokes, but

also to learn to write them as the Chinese

do.

8. The horizontal strokes have a slight

upward tendency from left to right. Left-

hand perpendicular strokes slope slightly

toward the right from top to bottom.

Right-hand perpendicular strokes slope

slightly toward the left from top to bottom.

For example, note how the teacher writes

P and 3 in contrast with the same

characters printed.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 3.

1. /L is not the common word for all

in the spoken language. Several words

for all will appear later.

2. The Chinese have no one general

word for each gender, such as male and

female, but use special words for special

classes of living beings. "5C A is woman,

but ~C is only used to express gender for

persons.

REVIEW LESSON 2.
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LKSSON IV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 11

INTRODUCTORY NOTES, 9-10.

9. The strokes are given to enable

the student to learn thoroughly the

structure of the character. The characters,

however, in this book, are analyzed as far

as possible into other complete characters

rather than down to their strokes. About

five-sixths of them can be analyzed into

two complete characters. A few have to

be separated into their strokes, hence an

additional reason for learning the strokes

in order to be able to spell any character.

10. The characters opposite the strokes

are to illustrate how the strokes combine

to form characters. These ought to be

thoroughly learned with each lesson, be-

cause many of them will be introduced

into sentences later without further defini-

tion. Some are radicals and for that

reason ought to be learned. The few

uncommon ones are chosen because of

their simplicity.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 4.

1. i-s used onl as a radical.

having the same tone and sound, is the

common character for a parcel.

2. "t" is not the common character for

lost or dead, but is used with these mean-

ings in certain connections.

3. ^ i s n t the common word for but

in the spoken language but is quite

common in the written language.

REVIEW LESSON 3,
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LESSON V. ANALYTICAL PRIMKR 13

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 5.

Mr

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS, LESSON 5.

1. One, two, three, four, five. 2 Two

or three. 3. Three or two. (A Chinese

idiom for slightly emphasizing the

maximum number). 4. Three or five

(a small but indefinite number). 5.

Four or five. 6. One ounce. 7 Four

ounces. 8. A master. 9. Not good,

or bad. 10. Is it good or not good ?

11. It is good. 12. It is not good.

13. A good man. 14. A woman. 15-

A good woman. 16. People. 17. A

good master. 18. The master is bad.

19. To treat men. 20. To treat men

well. 21. To treat men badly. 22.

The Lord treats men well. 23. Men

treat the Lord badly. 24. A common

man. 25. Not an ordinary man. 26.

A dead, or lost man. 27. The man is

lost, or, dead. 28. A skilled hand. 29.

Eighty people. 30. A good bow. 31.

A skilful bowman. 32. A woman master.

1 . The Chinese language has no

special character for the articles, #, <7;/,

and tJic.
,
sometimes alone, and some-

times in connection with other characters,

is used for the articles.

2. Two characters are used for the

numeral, two, and |*$. standing

alone is generally used as an abstract

,
takes its place to express

concrete numbers, __ and not pf is

always used in forming larger numbers,

e.g. 12,222, etc.

3. The large way of writing the

numerals is much used in letter writing,

formal documents, postage stamps, etc.

These larger characters for the numerals

are given in the notes and it is strongly

urged that they be learned. There is

also a short-hand way of writing the

numerals which is much used and ought

to be learned.

4. P9 is also written )\ and ^
5. "FT. is also written *fa and ffr.

6. One of the usual ways of expressing

a question is to repeat the main idea with

a negative, as in Sentence 10. The

affirmative answer is given in Sen. 11,

and the negative, in Sen. 12.

Synthetic Characters.

1. ITT, ^P shi, time; ^pf teh,

special ; ffjf

'

shi, poetry ; ^F deng, to

wait.

2. HF ! $? bei, cup ; 3i pei, vast
;

"iS* foil, not.

REVIEW 1-4.
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LKSSON VI- 15

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 6.

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS, LESSON 6.

1. One, two, three, four, five. 2.

Six, seven, eight, nine, ten. 3. Eleven,

twelve, thirteen. 4. Nineteen, twenty,

twenty-one. 5. Thirty, forty, fifty,

ninety. 6. Seventy-one, seventy-five. 7.

The first, the second, the eighth, the tenth,

the eleventh, the twenty-second, the

fiftieth. 8. Five times nine are forty-

five. 9 Five time six are thirty. 10.

Four times seven are twenty-eight. 11.

Twice eight are sixteen. 12. Four times

eight are thirty- two. 13. Four times

five are twenty. 1.4. Five times five are

twenty-five. 15. Six times six are thirty-

six. 16. Thirty or forty. 17. Fifty

or sixty. 18. Seventy or eighty. 19.

May. 20. May not. 21. May or may

not? 22. Is. 23. Is not. 24. Is it

or not? 25. Is it good? (Another way

of asking a question). 26. Is she a

good woman? 27. Is not a good man.

28. Is not an ordinary man. 29. Is

(the first good) a first class man.

1. While pj can be used without JU of

Lesson 2., it is generally used with it except
in terse conversation.

2. Jjl is the common verb, to be, and is

used for all numbers and tenses. Number
and tense are sometimes indicated by other
words in the sentence.

3. The cardinal numbers are converted
into ordinals by prefixing the character $j|,

e-- H& tne first
)
etc -

4. Note both the similarity and the
difference between the Chinese and Englisho
methods of numeration, as illustrated in the

sentences; (a) Chinese has no special
names as eleven and twelve except in the

case of ^j, Hang; (b) the units are added to

ten, not prefixed, as in the English, four-

teen
; (c) the number of tens is expressed in

about the same way in both languages, e.g.

forty is four tens, the Chinese say pg -p,
and even between ten and twenty, the fact

that there is only one ten is sometimes
indicated as h A eighteen. This method
is consistently followed, as 4^ -f* , seventy-
one.

5. The sign of multiplication is not

expressed here by a character, because it

is not generally used in the spoken language.
The character used in books to express

multiplication will be given later.

6. 7^ is also written -L
(y?

7. ^ is also written -fr ^
8. fa is also written ^ ^
9. Let the student note that, in the

sentences given, some words necessary to

make good sense in the English are

frequently omitted in the Chinese, e.g. the

verb, to be, conjunctions, and pronouns.

Synthetic Characters, i. "PJ
3

, ilf
1

go,
older brother ; fnf- ho, river

; fif- ho, what,

how; 2. ^ 4
, $|

2

ti, to raise, to mention;

j|ff- ti, text, theme.

REVIEW 5, 1-2.
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LESSON VII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 17

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 7.

i. Come (Imperative or infinitive). 2.

Will come, or must come. 3. One man. 4.

Two. 5. Want three men to come. 6. Must

come three men. 7. Three men will come.

8. Thirty. 9. Forty-two. 10. Want one

hundred. n. One hundred. 12. One

thousand. 13. One Thousand. 14. One

hundred and ten. 15. Want one hundred

and ten. 16. Three hundred and twenty-

one are Western men, or foreigners. 17.

The master wants five hundred and five

men. 18. Five hundred and five (505).

19. Two hundred and seven (207). 20.

Want one thousand and eight men, (1008).

21. 1010. 22. 5020. 23. 3206. 24. Want

sixteen or seventeen good men. 25. Three

or four women. 26. It is not three or four,

it is thirty or forty. 27. Twenty-six or

seven. 28. Two or three hundred. 29..

One hundred men may come. 30. Must come

one thousand men.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 7.

1. In addition to other uses, jgf is much
used to express simple futurity Jgf ^ may
mean, want to come, wish to come, must come,
or WILL come. The exact meaning must
be decided by its connection.

2. Concrete nouns, in the Chinese

language, require certain words between

themselves and the numerals and demonstra-

tives to describe or classify the noun. These

characters are designated by several different

names, but they are called classifiers in these

lessons,
fjgf

is the most general of all the

classifiers. It is used with nouns which
have no special classifier, and may be used

with almost any noun after it has been once

introduced with its special classifier, but care

should be taken not to use it too frequently ;

e.g. fUJA- fHI is also used with numerals

without the noun to make them concrete,

e-g- ^F" simply means the abstract number,
a thousand while ^jJjSJ means a thousand

ofsome particular persons or things. Excep-
tions and other classifiers will be explained
as they appear in later lessons.

3. In Chinese, nouns are not declined

and verbs are not conjugated, but case,

number, tense, and mood are shown, either

by the addition of Other words, or by the

context, e.g. ^ may be the imperative, come,

or the infinitive, to come.

4. "gf is also written jg

5. ^ is also written ff

Synthetic Characters.

1- Sf
5

) P
5

> meh, an east and west road;

^f
5

, suh, to pass the night; fg
4

, pa, to fear.

2 - ^F"
1

) Pf
1

tsien, a north and south road
;

^fe
1

gwai, crafty.

3- :c3
> JH

1

>"
ao

)
the waist.

REVIEW 6, 3=4.
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LESSON VIII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 19

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 8.

i. This. 2. That. 3. Who? 4. What

or any. 5. This is called what? 6. That

is called what? 7. Want what man? 8.

Want this man. 9. Want that man. 10.

Which one? IT. Want which one? 12

Who is it that wants? 13. Call which man

come? 14. Call this one man come. 15

Want this one hundred men to come. 16.

These two are called what? 17. Those two

called what? 18. These. 19. Those. 20.

These are called what? 21. Those are called

what? 22. A few. 23. These few. 24.

Those few. 25. These men. 26. Want one

hundred and six men. 27. One hundred and

eighty. 28. One thousand and sixty. 29.

One thousand and seven hundred. 30.

Those men, will they come? 31. That

man, is he good or not? Very good. 32.

This man, is he a good man? He is a

good man. 33. Asia;

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 8.

1. 3^ and 5|$ are the demonstrative

pronouns, and when not used with a special

classifier, are generally used with j|5| for

the singular and |[ for the plural. They

may be used without J0 or ^ when

followed by the verb, to be.

2. 5J$ is also used for the interrogative

pronoun, who, whom
; 31$

' 10 for which

or which one. It should be noted that 51$,

when used as an interrogative takes the

shang sheng, third tone, instead of the chit

sheng, fourth tone.

3. w !$ is used both for the inter-

rogative, what, and for the indefinite, any.

4. The student armed with jfl fljSj Pif

Tar H* ought to be able to learn the names

of many things around him, and is strongly

urged to do so.

5. Note that, as in Sentences 27 and

29, tens and hundreds, preceded by hundreds

and thousands need not be expressed in

Chinese.

6. Pj may be used with gf| in asking

questions instead of repeating the main idea

with the negative, e.g. Uf ^ $j* ^,
instead of $-f >f> $J compare Lesson 5,

note 6.

Synthetic characters.

1. T0T "> m"
1

djen, to deliberate;

y^ kan, adequate to.

REVIEW 7, 5-6.
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LESSON IX. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 21

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 9.

i. Mine. 2. Yours. 3. His, hers, or

its. 4. We, or us. 5. You. 6. They

7. Our. 8. Yours (plural). 9. Theirs.

10. You want this one. n. He, or she,

wants that one. 12. My two hundred.

13. Your nineteen. 14. You three. 15.

They two men will come. 16 Two for

me and eight for you. 17. Does he want

to come, or will he come? 18 H" does

not want to come, or he will not come. 19.

E:ght people. 20. These two, do 3-011

want? 21. These two I want. 22. I am

an Asia man, Asiatic. 23. Yes. 24. No.

25. It is not mine, it is yours.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 9.

1.
ftfj

is added to nouns and pronouns to

form the possessive case. It is the equival-

ent of both the '^ and the preposition, of, in

English construction.

2.
dffj

is also used with adjectives to

convert them into pronominal adjectives,

taking the place of the noun understood, e.g.

3% lc H i0 & 60 I want three white ones.

3. ff^ is used with personal nouns and

pronouns to form the plural. It is never

used with impersonal nouns, but indefinite

adjectives, the plural of the demonstratives,

or the definite number is used instead as

may be seen in the sentences.

4. {/
is also written ^

5. Pronouns are used freely in these

sentences to illustrate their meanings and

uses, but they are not generally used in

conversation where the meaning would be

clear without them, especially in talking

to equals or superiors. The student is

cautioned against using the personal pro-

nouns too frequently. The Chinese in con-

versation drop out a great many words, and

speak in a very terse way that cannot be

reproduced in the written language, except

in direct discourse.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ffc
3

*

2. #
3

2
o, a goose; ft, o, hungry.

2
, ning, respectful term for

REVIEW 7-8.
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LESSON X. 23

ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS, LESSON 10.

i. Now. 2. Dead, or alive; here, or

not here. 3. One handful. 4. Have or

not have? 5. Have. 6. Have. 7. Have

8. Not have. 9. Not have. 10. Not

have. 11. This is his, yours not have, or

is all gone. 12. This is, that is not. 13.

That is not mine, mine are all used up. 14.

Has he come now, or not come? He has

not come. He has come. 15. Has he four

men, or not? He has not four men, he has

three men. 16. What do you want? I

do not want any thing. 17. He has five

hundred. 18. Three are mine; a hundred

and six are yours; three hundred and ninety

one are his. 19. Is his master dead, or

alive ? He is dead. 20. Some have come

and some have not come. 21. Some want

and some do not want. 22. Some men are

here and some men are not here. 23.

Some may be wanted and some may not be

wanted. 24. One month has thirty days.

25. The first day. 26. The fifth month.

27. Five months. 28. You take my
handful of white flax and give to him.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 10.

1. > is the ordinary negative except
with ^f where $ is used. ^ is not used
with ^ and ^ is not used with ^.

2. & and PfC ^, ^f and ^ 5^, often with
the addition of $j for the sake of euphony
are used to express the English yes, and, no.

See sentences.

3- ;H ^ ;H> " ^ or "' ^ 0'> ^ & W >

/m^^ or have not, is one of the usual ways
of asking questions. The answer is given
by repeating the affirmative or negative
form of the statement.

4. The general meaning of ^ is have
but it is often used for there is, and some.

$. Some scholars claim that ^f without

^ is never used for the common auxiliary

verb, have, but it seems sometimes to be so

used, e. g. /^ ^ f|S| A 2fc three men have

come. Note that in this construction ^
requires a word between it and the principal

verb, e.g. one must not say, H $9 A ^ 2fc-

Even J ^ is not always used for the

negative of the auxiliary have.

6. ^ ^ is often used in the sense of

used up. gone, e.g. j/p gtjf $ ^ T yours is

used up, or gone, indicating that you once

had some but have none now.

7. $i meaning, here, is sometimes used

for the verb, to live, in order to avoid using
the unpleasant word, death.

8. 1C has three uses: (a) It is the

classifier of fans, knives, and most other

things having handles, (b) It is used in

the sense of to take hold of, with a view to

moving the object. It is so used sometimes

with abstract thought, (c) It has a colloquial

usage in some places, meaning to give.

9. The months of the year do not require

f, to express their order. Sentence 26.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

4
. ,
vu

,
a park; ||4 hwei, to bribe.

REVIEW 9, 1=2.
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LESSON XI. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 25

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 11.

i. One (of some thing understood). 2.

Several (of some thing understood). 3.

Several. 4. Things (East and West). 5.

Several tens. 6. Several hundred. 7.

Several thousand. 8. Ten odd. 9. Bring!

10. Take away! n. This one thing. 12.

That one thing. 13. You want how many

things? I now want five things. 14. You

go and bring my things. 15. This one thing

takeaway! 1 6. That one thing bring! 17.

This is not my thing, those several are

mine. 18. These things are called what?

19. These several tens of things are called

what? 20. My things have they come or

not come ? Ten odd pieces have come, ten

odd pieces have not come. 21. His things

have they come or have they not come?

22. Is it his things or is it not his things? It

is not his things, his are used up. 23. Take

water and bring! 24. Those three things

are called what? 25. How many men have

come? Several hundred men have come.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 11.

i. ffi next to f@ is the most common

classifier.

2 - 3|t IS East and West, is the most

common expression for things.

3. Note that the object of ^ 3fe or

^P- 3c always, either precedes the two or is

placed between them, but never follows

them. It would not be correct to sa

4. ^ is also written,

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ^ 4
, iP

5
chioh, but, yet; J

5

fah,

law, plan; ^ T

diu, throw.

2. jfe
1

, ^ 4
dung, freeze; t$

4
dung,

roof-beams;

3- 3BI
3

, tH
1

gij a machine; g,

to ridicule; tH
1

gi, hunger, famine.

Note how the change of radical in these characters affects the

meaning of the characters.

REVIEW 10, 3-4.
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LKSSON XII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 27

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 12.

1. Can or not can? 2. An able hand.

3. Enough, finished. 4. Empty hand. 5.

Empty. 6. Come ! 7. Go ! 8. Please

teacluT ! 9. To produce, to be by 1 irth. 10.

Birthday. n. A stranger. 12. Can the

teacher come or not come, teacher can you

come or not come? Cannot come. 13. Can

he come, may he come? 14. Can you, or

are yon able to go? I cannot go. 15. Please

you go and take my things and bring them !

1 6, Enough, take away! 17. You go and

ask the master to come! 18. The teacher

wants what things? Now does not want

anything. 19. You have come how many

months? Came eight months ago. 20.

Men's hands are by birth have, or men are

born with hands. 21. This man is an able

hand. 22. You are empty hand come, not

have brought anything. 23. Is it not that

he has empty come, or come in vain? 24.

The sixteenth day of the third month is

your birthday, you must not invite strangers

to come ! 25. Is he a good man ?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 12.

1. ffH is added to verbs to form the

imperative mood, e. g. ^ HH go\ 3s lib

2. In some places it is also used as

a final interrogative particle instead of

US which is the more generally used

interrogative, ful ^ Wb nas ne come?

3. jfli is used with X to express the

idea of finisJied, enough, that will do,

e -g- ifti I ^=P- ife Ha ^^ ^'# dk> ^^
it away. Notice that the last jfH in this

sentence is used to form the imperative.

4. The student is cautioned against

using ffH too frequently.

5. off is used a great deal in con-

versation as an equivalent to the English,

please, and is absolutely necessary when

speaking to equals and superiors, e.g.

Hpl "7C -OL 2K please, teacher, come\ It

is not customary to use it in addressing

servants. In some cases it is used as a

sign of respect and need not be translated.

6- 7U 3l is the common designation

for a teacher, and is also used as the

equivalent of the English, Mr. It is not

applied to servants and uneducated people.

7. Note that in sentences 22-23 white

is used for empty, but it is not the

regular word for empty.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- tt?
2

' Jffr' hsiung, a bear; JH 4
tai,

behavior. 2. |p|"', ^fg bai, to spread, to

range. 3. si, to wash. 4.

seng, domestic animals; $;t
4
sing, surname

sing, disposition; sing, a star.

REVIEW 11, 5=6.
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LESSON XIII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 29

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 13.

i. Originally. 2. Originally wanted.

3. Originally is or was. 4. Himself. 5.

To study. 6. To write. 7. A student or

scholar. 8. Two books. 9. This book.

10. These three books are good books, n.

Those two books are bad. 12. Those five

books are mine. 13. This one book is

yours. 14. Want to study this one (book)

not want to study that one, 15. You

want to study which book? 16. I do not

want to study any book. I want to write.

17. He does not want to write, he wants to

study. 18. It is not that you want to study,

it is that you want to wiite. 19. It is not

that he wants to go, it is that I want to go.

20. 1 originally did not want to study, but

it is that you caused me to study. 21. He

originally is a scholar. I wish to ask him

to come and write. 22. He originally

wanted to go, it is not that you caused him

to go. 23 Want him himself to come take

this book.

EXLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 13.

1. ^. is the classifier for books and is

the only one that should be used with ^jj.

It joins with other characters to form

many idiomatic phrases. See sentences.

2. A verb is often tollowed by a noun

as its object when the noun need not be

translated, being used to strengthen the

meaning of the verb, as in sentences 17-18

with the verbs for study and write.

3. A verb followed by a noun as its

object may become an adjective describing

another noun and all three characters may

be translated by one word as in sentence

7 lift w J\ study book man, a student.

4. Sentence 14 illustrates the fact that

the classifier can be used without its

noun .

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1 -ilt* ^ *&' 4 i -i A4- 5 1 1

1. ^s. , -^ ben, stupid; $$ boh, a

large bowl, 2. Hf
3

, ife" duh, to slander.

3. Hr', iC cljou, daytime. 4. H[ , ^
sie, to purge.

REVIEW 12, 7-8.
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LKSSON XIV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 31

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 14.

i. Once or one time. 2. Return. 3.

Go back. 4. Come back. 5. The first

time. 6. The first one. 7. Wood. 8. If.

9. Just right. 10. The day in question

or on that day. n. Control. 12. Has

come back. 13. When you come back

14. When he goes back. 15. If he does

not come, you must come. 16. If you do

not come, he must come. 17. Can you

study? I can study. 18. Can you write?

I cannot. 19. He cannot study, he can go

bring things, 20. Have you learned your

lesson, or not? (The free translation the

only possible in this case) I have not learned

it. 21. Is your head well or not? Weil.

22. I am the first, and you are the second.

23. His books are not just right, you do

not want to bring them and study. 24.

The ground can produce wood or trees. 25.

Has he brought wood or not ? Has brought.

26. Cause him go, take water, bring, give

me. 27. I am the first time go back. 28.

He took my things and pawned ten odd

pieces. 29. You ought to go, I ought not

to go. 30. On that day I was controlling,

now I am not controlling.

EXLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 14.

1. H] is an auxiliary verb generally

used with 3fe and ;fe e.g. ^ come,

back, |U -Jc go back.

2. "Iff is a much used word. As a

noun it means an assembly, society, or

church. As a verb it means to assemble,

also to be able, can, in sense of acquired

ability, Ttflj "If jilt flf-, he can read, has

learned to read. fjg means to be able,

can in the sense of ability, 'fjjj, "j|fc ^, he

can go.

3. HI ", the first, is a stronger and

more particular expression than fjft -,

the first.

4. J0I is used with |5|, with or without

2fc, as E return, or SS ?fc
.. *

return, where fi|| need not be translated.
^t * ^

5. ^ is the common equivalent for,

if, and is used with or without ^ and

it is not always necessary to translate^.
,-t;|

*

6. The Chinese often leave out ^
where the English requires if but the

omission makes the condition less definite

and certain.

7. is also written [fij (HI

8. 'jf is also written ^
SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

an eddy. 2.

hwei, irresolute; flSp hwei,

hwei, draw.

sketch; f?lj
4

gwei, an executioner. 3

^tf
5

) ^ re
>

to provoke; |
5

nih, to

hide, to conceal; g 1

, Jra
>3

dang, to resist.

REVIEW 13, 9=10.
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LKSSOX XV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 33

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 15.

i. Above. 2. Below. 3. Within. 4.

Without. 5. Lining. 6. Outside gar-

ments. 7. Outside man. 8. Upon or in

the book. 9. Up go, go up! 10. Come

down. ii. At above or above. 12. At

below or below. 13. Within. 14. With-

out. 15. Here, there. 16. This one

head, or end. 17. That end. 18. This

man is inside. 19. That man is outside.

20. My book is above. 2 1 . His book is

below. 22. What man is within ? There

is no man within. 23. Want which man to

come? 24. That man, can he go or not go?

2^. Please vou go and call him come down !w J O

26. Up, up, down, down, altogether,

there are twenty men, six are servants.

27. If the teacher is upstairs, ask him to

come down ! 28. A man has two hands

and one mouth. 29. How many sticks of

wood do you want? Want eighteen sticks.

30. His outside garment has a white lining.

31. There is one outside man, or foreigner,

who wants to study the characters in our

books.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 15.

1. 'tE which is about the equivalent of,

in, on, at, is often used with other words

to form adverbial phrases of place, sen-

tences 11-15.

2. The object of ffi is always placed

between it and the following preposition,

or as some might contend adverb of place,

e.g. ffi (f _h on the book. (This phrase

is used, not only for the outside surface of

the book, but also for the inside of the

book) .

3. -Ifi is the classifier for poles, sticks,

masts, lampwicks, hairs of the hea.d, etc.

4. ^ is the classifier for oxen, cows,

sheep, fowls, ducks, geese, tigers, ships,

eyes, boots, shoes, stockings, boxes, hands,

feet, arms, etc.

5. Note that 58 is often used in the

sentences where it need not be translated.

6. is also written

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. .h\ ~fr
3

cliia, to stick, as in the

throat. 2. 1|
5

, f' shwang, a couple.

REVIEW 14, 11-12.
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IfSSON XVI. 35

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 16.

i. Self. 2. Myself. 3. Yourself. 4.

Himself, herself, itself. 5. One's own. 6.

My own. 7. Your own. 8. His, her, its

own. 9. Ourselves. 10. Yourselves. IT.

The'iiselves. 12. Our own. 13. Your

own. i.j. Their own. 15. Self come, as

of water-works water. 16. Clothes. Nat-

urally. 17. Please instruct (polite way of

asking a question.) 18. Church. 19. To

enter the church. 20. To teach, or instruc-

tion. 2i. I want you yourself to go, do not

want him to go. 22. There are no matchcs-

here, also there is no water-works water.

23. You take my several garments and

bring them. 24. The teacher will naturally

first teach him, will not first teach me. 25.

Please teacher this is what character? 26.

Take my book and bring it and give it to

the teacher and ask him to teach you. 27.

Please teacher now there are how many men

come and enter the church? 28. You

naturally will come and study. Yes, I will

come. 29. Please teacher come yourself

and teach me, or ask the teacher to come

himself and teach me.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 16.

1. Note both the reflexive and inten-

* m

sive uses of
| 4 fi in these sentences.

2. ff)t when used alone corresponds

more to the word, teach, and when used

with fiJll means more, to give instruction,

but just as these words are interchanged

in English, so they are in Chinese.

3. ^x is used with jfpf in polite

language where it need not be translated,

sentence 25.

4. In the phrase ^ k, 4X originally

****

meant the upper garments and k the

lower garments, thus forming the com-

plete expression for clothes.

5. $$ used alone is quite common in

the classical language, but it is used in

the spoken language in combination with

other characters.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- l^
4

i ^4

chou, stink; Jf/ sih,

breath, to rest.

2. 7&
2

, ^ ran, to light, to burn; ffi

men, to twist.

REVIEW IS, 13-14.
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LKSSOX XVII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 37

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 17,

ENGLISH TRANSLATION LESSON, 17.

i- ( io to a recitation, as of a teacher. 2

Know, know facts. 3. Know, know per- i

sons and Chinese characters. .}. Know,
j

acquainted with. 5. .Must not. 6. It is

secured. 7. Not have, or not obtain. 8.

Know characters, recognize characters. 9.

Know characters well. lo. This lesson is

the seventeenth lesson, i i. Will you go to

your recitation? 12. I want yon, teacher,

to come and teach me to recognize characters,

j 3. If want to know characters, not obtain

a teacher, cannot study. 14. Do yon know

my things? I do not know, he knows. 15.

Cause him to go and bring them, and give

to me ! 16. Who knows him? Xo one is

acquainted with him. 17. I do not know

him. 18. Teacher, do you know me?

i 9. L do not know you, teacher. 20. I do

not know characters I want him to come and

teach me. 21. He knows 3507 characters

22. Having secured a good teacher, I

cannot but study. 23. Ask our teacher to

come to the recitation to teach us to studv.

1 . The Chinese have a number of ways

of expressing the idea of knowing. HUfvf,

to know facts in general : g^J fa to know

in the sense of recognizing persons and

characters
; &&JJFJ|, to know in the sense of

being acquainted with persons, or knowing

Chinese characters ; f|| is used alone or

with ^Tf in the sense of knowing characters.

2. -fly is a much used character. It

is often used in combination with other

characters where it is sometimes difficult

to translate, and may not always be

necessary to do so, but it always adds at

least a shade of its fundamental meaning,

to obtain. It is found in many peculiar

and interesting idioms.

It is used, (a) alone as a principal

verb, sentence 22
;

(*b) as an auxiliary

verb, sentence 13, (c) Sometimes with ^
to express something that ought not to be

done, or must not be done, sentence 22.

3. The auxiliary verb generally follows

the principal verb, and when used in the

negative with ^P the ^ sometimes conies

in between the principal and auxiliary

verbs, sentence 19.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ; , :g ko, a nest
; y& ho, an

assistant. 2. Hf|\ 5 giao, to sprinkle;

l$j shao, to burn; jjfc rao, to wind round.

REVIEW 15-16,
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I.ESSOX XVIII- ANALYTICAL PRIMER 39

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 18,

i. How many? 2. Very many. 3. Very

fe\v. 4. How great? 5. Frond, conceited.

6. One half. 7. The larger half or part. S.

The smaller half or part. 9. Not very good.

10. Not able to do or be without. 1 1. Ran-.

12. Indispensable. 13. Man, as opposed to

woman. 14. Carefully, thoroughly. 15. Von

have secured one half of the things. 16. There

are not many great men, small men are

numerous. 17. Our things are not much.

18. His things are not a few, many. 19.

Has the official come ? He has not come. 20.

If the official is upstairs, request, or invite,

him to come downstairs! 21. A great many
men have come. 22. Is that man good or not

good? He is not very good. 23. Is this

thing good or not good? Not good. 2^.

How many men have come? Twenty men

and thirty women have (come). 25. A
hundred odd. 26. The larger half or part

give to him. 27. The smaller half or part

give to me. 28. This man is not proud, the

church cannot do without him. 29. Of the

many and of the few not have one man who

does not know him to be good. 30. Is not

this rare? 31. This book you must carefully

study. 32. Well! you can write characters.

33. Bad ! that man's hand is gone.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 18.

1. Sentences 22-23 illustrate the ques-

tion and answer of an alternate inter-

rogative. ftu ^. ^ ifc has he come or has

he not come? Affirmative answer ?%$, \

has come; negative answer ^f*3J n t come.

Note that the answer is the repetition of the

thing asked, with or without the negative.

2. Attention is especially called to the

idiomatic uses of ^ ^1^ and >\ as illus-

trated in the sentences.

3. The Chinese have no general word

to express gender. ^ and j express male

and female for persons only.

4. The Chinese language has a number

of ways of expressing comparison. Ot'lhf is

commonly used to express comparison in

an inferior degree e.g SIB&SlKIBiff
this is not as good as that. An adjective

followed by jg=| expresses comparison in a

superior degree, e.g. 5x2==! better.

5. Characters are often doubled to

emphasize their meaning, sentences 2, 14.

6. A few is sometimes expressed by

much with the negative, and much by few

with the negative, sentences 17-18.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- ^>'> ^ 2

i> remove; '\5r* chi, ex-

travagant. 2. ^\ 0$' chao, noisy; fep
3

chao, fry, feb
4

miao, admirable
; & sha,

sand; ^" seng, a province, economize 3.

\ >fc
4

tai, too, very. 3. ^ 4

, f
4

ban,

comparison ; ^Ij
4

pan, to judge.

REVIEW 17, 1-10.
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LESSON XIX. A X A I , VT I CAL PR IMKR 41

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 19,

i. Because. 2. Why? 3.
To be or act as

a man. 4. To act or look out for self. 5.

How? 6. How? 7. How can? 8. Kind

gr pattern. 9. Different. 10. Different, not

of one kind. n. Several kinds. 12. Dili-

gent. 13. Must not be used. 14. More

than can be used. 15. A servant. 16. Win-

does he not come? I do not know. 17.

Being a man one must act or live for men

and not for self. 18. Please teacher teach

me how to write, because I do not know !

19. He does not know how to study. 20.

This kind is not very good. 21. There are

two kinds of men here, men and women. 22.

Men and women are very greatly different.

23. These several sticks of wood are

different, some large and some small. 24.

My books are of several kinds. 25. You

wish to use my things, because your things

are used up. 26. Studying, if not have a

teacher to teach, is no use. 27. Must be

diligent to study. 28. Those things are

not many, how can it be that they are

more than can be used up. 29. This thing-

is made of wood and cannot, or must not,

be used. 30. He is a good servant, why not

use him? 31. This man is the one whom

you called, I did not call him.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 19.

1. $j added to adjectives turns them

into nouns of quality, e.g. $f* good; $j ErJ

the good.

2. tpj added to nouns of material turns

them into descriptives, e.g. y^CSM wood ;

wooden.

3. H^J added to a verb gives it the

force of a verbal adjective and converts

the clause in which the verb stands into a

relative clause, | ul /E rf* ^if ^R tKj he ls

the one whom vou called. For other uses

of $J *ee lessons 20, 22.

4. H is not used by itself in the

spoken language, but with jib forms the

common expression |AJ j^j because.

5. While nf^ means Iioiv, the common

expression for how is ^
sentences 18-19.

or

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1-

tobacco.

i grace; / >'
e11 ^ smoke,

4I&( ' r i

1^ \vei, talse.

REVIEW 18, 6=10.
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LKSSON XX. ANALYTICAL PRIMKK 13

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 20,

!. Speak words. 2. Ability, talent. 3.

Business. 4. To do business. 5. A great

matter. 6. A small matter. 7. Good deeds.

8. Not have said. 9. Must not be said. ro.

Talking
1

this way and that way. n. Well

said, well said. 12. Able to be said, but not

able to be done. 1 3. Not able to do. i 4. If you
wish tospeak well, you must first study much.

15. Please you do this business and he do

that business, because this business is much

and that business is a little. 16. Please

teacher come and teach us to speak ! 1 7.

Cause him to go and do business or work !

1 8. That business not well to be done. 19.

Please teacher how is this thing to be done !

20. He as a man is exceedingly good! 21.

This business I can do, that business I can-

not do. 22. That word must not be spoken.

23. Men in general doing great matters and

small matters first must from the beginning do

well, then many men will not have anything

to say, will not find fault. 24. Taking this

word and speaking this way and that way
what is he doing? 25. Please you do a

good deed and cause him to go out. 26.

You, teacher, writing characters are the

very best. Well said, well said (you are

too polite) I do not write very well. 27.

You do not want to cause him to work, he

can talk, but cannot work. 28. That man's

ability is exceedingly great.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 20.

1. In sentence 20 /j has the meaning

of being, as, he being a man or as a many

2. The combination J 'Ihfrf is a very

strong modifying phrase, emphasizing the

word to which it is attached, e.g. $jr f"Kj

"T ^P TV exceedingly good ; >f Iff fKj ~J*

-T* fo exceedingly bad. The phrase is

adverbial and modifies both adjectives and

adverbs. Jify seems to be used for the

sake of euphony and need not be translated.

3. Notice the idiomatic expressions in

sentence 21, This com-

bination of two verbs with ^f or ^
between them is a common equivalent for

the Potential Mood of the English language.
<M
Ifa between the main verb and the

auxiliary verb expresses the possibility of

the action; ^ in the same position

expresses the impossibility of the action.

4. In sentence 22 the expression, f$fc

^Sfrf is a common Chinese idiom in
,x pi

which >p \^ expresses another phase of

the Potential Mood, i.e. that the action of

the preceding verb ought not to be done.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- IS < $L shui, revenue, $fc yueh,

pleased; H]ft toll, to take off clothes. 2.

fn" ffl' tsing, clear, pure ; 0J
2

tsing, clear

weather; Hpf ging, eye-pupils; ^' tsai,

to guess,

REVIEW 1M9.
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L,KSSON XXI. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 45

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 21

i. Jesus. 2. Doctrine. 3. Important. 4.

Not important. 5. Notice, attend to. o. Go

over what one has learned, review. 7.
Have

reason. 8. Said as follows. 9. Jesus' doc-

trine. 10. vSome men say that Jesus' doctrine

is bad. i i. Why do they thus speak? It is

because they do not know that Jesus' doctrine

is good. 12. Does that man know Jesus.'

He does not know him, because no one has

taught him. 13. Please teacher take Jesus'

good doctrine and teach him! 14. Please

you take my book and bring it. 15. To act as

a teacher one cannot do without the doctrine

books. i 6. Has he reason or not? He has

not reason, you do not want to notice him.

r;. This matter is important, that matter is

not important. 18. The teacher says you

must important review, or that it is import-

ant for yon to review. 19. These two good

garments you must use your hands and hold

tight, and not lose one garment.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 21.

1. Tlu- two characters translated, Jesus,

arc used simply for their sound and not for

their meaning.

2. Notice the instrumental use of -j^

in sentence 13, where it is used with an

abstract idea rather than with a concrete

object, as in sentence 14.

. -* ^ FU

3. In sentence 15, ^fx fcf again has

the potential force mentioned in the pre-

ceding lesson. It means cannot in the

sense of ought not to be without.

4. In Sentence 5, while neither itJI

nor ^ means, to notice, the combination

of the two does mean, to notice, and the

same thing is true in vSentence 6 where Kg

fff means, to review.

5. Here let the student be reminded

that combinations often have meanings

quite different from the definitions of the

individual characters, though no doubt

careful study would discover at least shades

of their fundamental meanings.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- -W iff? ye, grandfather.

^f Hfc' sn, Soochow.2-
j

3. jf|
4

Iff.

3

tao, to lead.

REVIEW 20 1=2.
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LKSSON XXII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 47

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 22.

i. Enough, all right. 2. Also the same.

3. Too much. 4, Too little. 5. Make a

living. 6. Not to be passed. 7. Not to like,

uncomfortable. 8. Only is, it is merely.

9. Great faults and small faults. TO. Not

well. rr. Preach. \2. A preacher. T3 Talk

reason. 14. Explain books. "( $. Meaning.

16. Good ideas or designs. 17. Gratified.

18. Your this book is all right. 19. My
book is also the same. 20. He has done too

much, you have done too little. 21. That

woman has good ideas and can make a living.

22. He because of teaching me is not well,

I in my heart am uncomfortable, or I feel

bad about it. 23. That matter has passed,

finished. 24. This matter I cannot pass

over. 25. This is merely a small matter.

26. You two men have faults, he has great

faults and you have small faults. 27. That

preacher his meaning do you know? I do

not know. 28. That small man how is it

that he does not talk reason? 29. The

teacher in explaining the book talks in

accordance with reason (literal translation

impossible). 30. That man is exceedingly

gratified. 31. Jesus doctrine books have

you studied or not? I have studied. 32.

That matter I am ashamed to do.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 22.

1. jgj and J are both about the

equivalent of the perfect tenses of the
* \A.

'

English language. jJa added to J

strengthens the statement, and makes the

completion of the action more definite in

time, e.g. ifeifeT he went', f&ij&T
he has gone ; '^t'nJiciGa has or Jiave not

gone. The pluperfect and future perfect

tenses, while using these characters to

express the idea of completion of the

action; require other characters -to give the

different time elements.

2. Several idiomatic phrases are form-

ed with 5^ sentences 3-10 and are

illustrated in the longer sentences.

3. H\J is added to a verb and its

object to express the agent, e.g. fPlja^il

to preach; ^ja^|B^J a preacher. This

is a common and serviceable usage. See

lessons 9, 19, 20.

4. j, is also written J.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. tH
3

, fta ta, third personal pronoun;

i^
4

di, earth, place ; ^fffli" chi, pond.

o ^4 ifr 4 i. j A^4 .

* M > MS !> hundred thousand; rH i,

to reflect on, to recall.

3. *S', US' sai, the cheek.

REVIEW 21, 3-4.
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LKSSON XXIII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 49

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 23.

i. To consult together. 2. A merchant.

3. To measure. 4. To understand, as of

meaning. 5. Certainly cannot. 6. Thousand

times ten thousand not want. 7. Understand

or not understand, as of one's words. 8. To

understand human nature. 9. To take a

proper view of things. 10. Not to understand

affairs in general, u. Now please you two

men consult together how to do this business,

because we do not know how to do it. 12.

Teacher speaking words I do not understand,

the meaning also do not understand. 13.

You measure this thing and see how large.

14. I want to be a teacher and he wants to

be a merchant. 15. The merchant must

understand human nature. 16. This business

you certainly can not do, because you do

not understand the inner meaning. 17.

This book he cannot study, because no man

has taught him. 18. That man does not

understand affairs, also does not take a

proper view of things, therefore you by all

means must not cause him to come.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 23.

1. JUT in the 2nd tone is a verb, but it

is also used in the 4th tone as a noun

and means, a measure, a limit.

2. In some places fi]jj|t (shang i) is

used instead of fffiijf .

3. 5/3 is composed of the sun and the

moon radicals, and its meaning is a

natural result of the combination. This

character illustrates the value and im-

portance of knowing the components

parts.

4. with 13 seems to be generally used

for understanding the meaning of words,

while |g seems to be used for understand-

ing the words. But jjl rather than ^^ is

used in combinations relating to the dis-

position and affairs of men, sentences 8-10.

5. |i| is used to strengthen a negative

statement, sentences 16, 18.

6. ^ is also written ~Jj .

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.
1 -HI-" Jt&- i- f i r\ OR- HH
1.

, /FJft nang, food. 2. tjfj , jgfc

ming, covenant. 3. p|
4

jS yu, stupid ;

;S
4

yu, to meet. 4. [iP '(if)

4

moved, affected.

REVIEW 22, 5-6.
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LESSON XXIV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 51

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 24,

i. To believe. 2. Mutual friendship. 3.

To consult with. 4. Believing heart, or

faith. 5. To reflect or think. 6. Think one

think. 7. I heart within think. 8. To tell,

inform. 9. That man's words I do not

believe. 10. You teacher's words I believe.

II. I believe in you and you believe in me,

we two are mutual friends. 12. That man

has no faith, please you reflect how to

cause him to believe. 13. Please you think

about it, this business, he can do or cannot

do? 14. Do you think that man under-

stands the doctrine of Jesus or not? I think

that he does not understand, because he does

not understand your words. 15. Please you

take my meaning and tell him! 16. Men in

preaching must use good meaning and must

also have good instruction. 17. This man

has no ability. 18. Please you tell those two

men not to talk, because we wish to study.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 24.

1. When a character is composed of

two radicals side by side, the one on the

left is generally the radical of the

characters, but /f[J is an exception to this

general rule in having its radical on the

right hand side.

2. The character flf is composed of A
and fg ,

which is a good combination for

faith, if the man is an honest man.

3. Sentence 6. illustrates a peculiar and

common idiom, think one think for think.

4. Sentence 7. shows that the Chinese

formerly considered the heart as the seat

of thought. Have they been alone in

this?

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- TH i ^ s iang> a box; Jfja siang,

small side-room of a court
; ^pfj shwang, frost.

>| ^ ^rt* 1 * I ** *

2- a ) is dzao, to create, to build; jfe

kao, to trust.

REVIEW 23, 7-8,
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LKSSON XXV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 53

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 25.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 25.

i. Certainly. 2. Certainly must. 3. Not

necessary. 4. Certainly. 5. Union. 6. Alike

or not. 7. Mutually alike. 8, Not mutually

alike. 9. To dine. 10. You certainly must

come and dine. n. That man's heart is

bad you certainly must not go with him.

12. That business I think it is not necessary

to do, he says certainly must do, I come to

consult with you, certainly which way is

good. 13. You need not take my meaning and
\

tell him. 14. These men's hearts are they

alike or not ? I think that the unlike are

many and the like are few. 15. The mean-

ing of these two characters is it alike or not

alike? 16. I will eat with you here. 17. Is

the meal ready? 18. Can you eat this rice?

I cannot eat it, eat not down go. 19. Please

you consult with the teacher how to make

his book.

1. Note the expressions for certainty,

, */] and also those for obligation

and necessity,

2. IR) can often be translated by the

conjunction, and, but it is always and, in

the sense of, together with.

t=t .

3. |PJ is also written,

4. HJ is also written,

5. Because rice is the principal part of

a Chinese meal, N&llS means to eat a meat.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. [p]

1

, ^fs)

1

tung, copper, brass; VlPJ

dung, a cave, a hole.

2. ban, a board, a plank.

REVIEW 24, 9-10.
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LESSON XXVI. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 55

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 26.

i. Time. 2. Skilled workmen. 3. Coolies.

4. To forget. To remember. 5. But. 6. Not

only. 7. Besides. 8. Think or be of opinion.

9. To be careful. 10. Have yon time to go

and bring my clothes? I have time. IT.

He not only cannot do the work of a skilled

laborer, he cannot do the work of a coolie.

12. Yon must not forget to bring that book!

1
3. I have forgotten how to do this matter,

please you tell me. 14. Please teacher take

the words which I speak and record them

upon your heart ! 15. The good words which

I teach you, you certainly must remember !

1 6. If you forget them, I next time will not

tell you. 17. He is a good man, but he

cannot do this business. 18. Besides this

matter I will not do (anything else). 19. He

is of the opinion that his own ability is ex-

ceedingly good. 20. May this matter be

done? It may be "done, but must be careful.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 26.

1. PX has a number of uses not

illustrated in this lesson, therefore those

definitions are not given here.

2. fjl with or without JE is the com-

mon character for but and only.

3. It is not often necessary to translate

the separate characters in short phrases,

but to take them with their combined

meaning. This illustrates the importance

of learning phrases as well as characters.

The Chinese language is largely made up

of ready-made phrases.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. I', $T gung, merit; %* hung,

red
; $' gang, to carry ; yX' giang, a

river; ?& kung, empty, leisure.

2- s^i , Wt fu, an ax
; ^ 2

,
to uphold;

^if ti, to substitute, for.

REVIEW 25, 11-12.
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LESSON XXVII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 57

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 27.

1. tai is also written

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 27.

i. Ink slab. 2. Platform, pulpit. 3. Ink.

4. Large handwriting. 5. Begin writing.

6. Make a record. 7. Stone. 8. A teacher.

9. Please yon certainly must not forget to

bring my ink slab, pen, and ink, because I

want to write ! 10. Your pen is not very good

to use, but the ink is good and the ink slab is

also good. 11. I wish to invite an able

teacher to ascend the pulpit and preach. 12.

I, because the characters which you write

teacher are good, wish to ask for your able

hand to let down the pen and write several

large characters. 13. The important matter

which I preach please you make a record of

it ! 14. This ink slab is made of good stone.

15. A good pen can write good characters.

1 6. Invite or request that teacher to come

and teach us to write, invite or request this

one to teach us to study.

2. fj[ is a polite classifier to be used

in speaking to or about persons of dis-

tinction. When the person is present or

well known to those talking
*

may be

used without the name of the person.

It must be used in speaking of Jesus

and of God.

3. Phrases 4-6 illustrate some idiomatic

uses of i|.

The Chinese look at handwriting from

the standpoint of strong and weak.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS

1- ^ > ^ tai, table or stage; Jig

tai, to carry on a pole between two.

2. llL
4

, ji la, to pull ; JjfJ

5

lih, a

grain.

REVIEW 26, 13-14.
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LESSON XXVIII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 59

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 28.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 28.

1. With the Chinese, the left hand

side is the place of honor.

2. Note the distinction between 43 and

i. Left side. 2. Right side. 3. Both

sides. 4. Each and every man. 5. A by-

stander. 6. Each one on his own side. 7.

This side. 8. That side. q. Each teacher.

10. Want the women on the right side and

the men on the leftside. 11. Men on the

left, women on the right. 12. Yon men on

both sides how is your meaning? 13. Please

each one of you go and eat. 14. This matter

need not consult with bystanders. 15. Please

you take the pen which is beside my ink

slab and bring it. 16. Men and women

servants each one on his or her own side.

17. This side there is stone, that side there

is wood. 1 8. Please each one of you

teachers come and eat! 19. Each man's

things by each man's side. 20. By the side

of the official or great man is a small or

inferior man. 21. How many men do you

wish to go?

3. is also written

4. ^ is a common distributive word,

sometimes an adjective, sometime a pro-

noun, meaning, each, every, all, but it is

used for all, only in the distributive sense.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ~&\ ftl
3

dzo, aid 2. ^ 4

, f
4

yu,

^ . L-_ i _ _i/* "

protect. 3. ^3-", ^r keh, a guest ; tfft*

geh, a pattern; 4fr lioh, somewhat, a

little. 4. bang, to slander.

REVIEW 27, 15=16.
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LESSON XXIX. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 61

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 29.

i. Tea cup. 2. To heat water for tea.

3. To steep tea. 4. To drink tea. 5. To use

or drink tea. 6. Give to him. 7. Give this

cup of tea to him to drink. 8. Heat water

and bring to make tea. 9. Bring tea and

give to the teacher to drink. 10. Wish

what man to make tea? Want the servant

to make tea. u. Why do you want the

servant to make it? Because it is the

servant's business, and he also knows this

kind of work. 12. Bring two cups of water

and give to them, make one cup of tea and

give to me ! 13. You must go and cook the

rice or food, when it is done I will come and

eat. 14. This stick of wood is no use, you

may take it away and burn for cooking rice.

15. In inviting a teacher to drink tea,

certainly must say, use tea. 16. You go

heat water and bring it, also must bring

several tea cups we want to make tea and

drink.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 29.

1. is also written

a good illustration of a

character where the radical shows some-

thing of the meaning and the other part

gives an idea of the pronounciatioii.

3. i$p as compared with JE is the

more universal word for to give. The

fundamental idea in ^E is to take hold of,

while in -$p it is, to give. See lesson 10.

fp like the English word, to give, often

takes both a direct and an indirect object

but the English often needs the help of

another word, to, to introduce the indirect

object.

4. Note the use of *jj*. f|| in the latter

part of sentence 11 where ^ |H might

seem to be the more natural expression.

This is an illustration of the Chinese view

point as compared with the foreign view

point.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. VtT, t&
3

bao, full, as of food;
IT/. 4

JQ bao, to embrace, carry in the arms
;

Sfr pao, to run. 2. fp"
3 ^ hoh, a box;

l=r dah, to reply ; Jo shih, to pick up.

REVIEW 28, 17-18.
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LESSON XXX. 63

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 30.

i. Then is. 2. Come at once. 3. Go at

once. 4. Hour or time 5. When? Not long-

time. 6. To ask after or give salutation. 7.

Coming and going. 8. The first to begin a

matter, leader. 9. Going out and in. 10.

Coining out. n. Gone out. 12. He

originally said must make a fire, but it is

you who caused him not to make, therefore

now there is no tea to drink. 13. He what

time will come back to study and write?

When his business is finished then he will

return. 14. You returning when will

come? I not long time will come. 15. He at

what time came out? I do not know. 16.

You must not forget to give our regards,

ask after, our teacher! 17. That side going

out and in men are not a few, many, they

coming and going, do you know what they

are doing? 18. That side, came out a

woman. 19. You must not be the first to

take the lead, stick out your head. Then is,

or just so, all right (1 will not take the lead).

20. Why does he go? Because he has

business. 21. When lie goes take my things

and give to him and cause him to take away !

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 30.

1. The character 5/C troubles beginners,

because it is difficult to find an exact

English equivalent. Note some of its

principal uses :

(a) To express natural sequences where

it can generally be translated by the

adverb of time, then, e.g. sentence 13.

(b) an explanatory use where it may

be translated, that is, but, only, e.g.

sentence 12;

(c) simply an adverb of time and can

be translated by now, at once, immediately,

sentence 14
;

(d) in assenting to something that has

been said, e.g. the answer in sentence 19.

2. .Wli is often used both as a verb

and as a preposition in the classical

language when it may be translated go,

come, arrive; to.

1.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

i
3

, IS
3

chi, to lift up; ft*' tu,

a disciple; $jE dou, suddenly.

2. B, t!fi djwoh, stupid ; #S
S

chuh,

to bend.

REVIEW 29, 19-20.
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LESSON XXXI. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 65

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 31.

i. A little faster. 2. A little more slowly.

3. Fast. 4. Slowly. 5. Easy. 6. Cannot

bear with him. 7. Therefore. 8. That which

is being used. 9 Please you walk a little

more slowly, because I cannot walk fast. 10.

To walk slowly is easy, to walk fast is not

easy. n. He walks slowly, you walk fast,

therefore it is easy to walk by him, or to

walk faster than he does. 12. Is this matter

easy to do? Do not know, because this kind

of business have not done. 13. When you go

then come and tell me, do not forget ! 14.

You must quickly go, because the time is

not much, is limited, 15. There is plenty of

time, you may go slowly, or you may wait

awhile. 16. The book which he is studying

is good, or is a good one. 17. That servant

is bad, therefore I cannot bear with him. 18.

This knife is not very sharp 19. He will

come soon.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 31.

f~ jii +

1. Distinguish ^ and fa

2. r/T Ul is the common expression for

therefore, wherefore, and is constantly used

to express logical conclusions. Where the

connection plainly shows the meaning ffi

]^ is often not used where in English

therefore would be used. The student

will have already noticed that many words

are introduced into the translations that

have no equivalent in the Chinese. The

Chinese make a very large use of things

being naturally understood by the connec-

tion and circumstances.

3. j^Jf is much used with a verb and

fi^J to express relative dependent clauses,

sentence 16. \& fiff 1% #J IS & #? ,
the

words which he spoke are good.
A **.

4. While fa is defined as meaning easy,

the common expression in the spoken

language is fa, Jg. jjtj is sometimes used
/Jj.

without fa in a negative statement, e.g.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- ITC) ^ji' kwai, chopsticks, ^ -jp.

2. tft', It' man, bread, H JR.
s

tih, to kick;3- sih, tin;

tsi, to bestow.

REVIEW 30 21-22,
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LESSON XXXII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 67

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 32.

i. To search into, examine. 2. Examina-

tion. 3. To walk. 4. A lonjr road. 5. A

short road. 6. A little farther. 7. A little

nearer. 8. Recently. 9. Come from a distant

place. 10. Personal work. 11. The left hand

road is short. 12. The right hand road is

long. 13. The characters in the book which

you do not know yon certainly must investi-

gate, investigate, or carefully investigate !

14. The teacher now will have an examina-

tion. 15. The large road is a little farther

the small road is a little nearer. 16. To walk

a long road certainly will take much time,

to walk a short road does not take much

time. 17. A long road is not easy to walk,

because it takes much time. 18. On the side

of the road there are two workmen eating

their meal. 19. The large road is good for

walking, the small road is bad for walking.

20. How many workmen have come ? Three

or four coolies have come. 21. Recently

within two months I have invited a teacher

from a distant place to teach me to study.

22. Within the church personal work is

very important, if each man or member can

do personal work, those entering the church

will certainly be many.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 32.

1- sC ^7 is the common expression for

making an investigation, and 3y ^jf for

examining students.

2. Note that the Chinese use jJfi 3c

where the English would use long and

short, a different viewpoint. A distant

road is also used for a distant place,

sentences 16. 9.

3. 5? is also written 5;t

4. ^ is used in the classical language

for personal and demonstrative pronouns,

and regularly instead of 6ft as the sign of

the possessive. It is also sometimes used in

the spoken language instead of B^J, sentence

22.

5- 1 A <. HI is a new expression

for personal work as applied to religious

work.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

I- *$H\ M' dja, dregs. 2. ^V
kao, to beat

; }$f
3

kao, to toast. 3.

HJ1
4

hi, dew.

REVIEW 31, 2324.
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LESSON XXXIII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 69

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 33.

i. See 2. Beautiful. 3. Hear. 4. Not

seen to be that way. 5. Look and see. 6.

Listen and see. 7. See not ont, or cannot

make it out. 8. Unfit to be seen. 9. Cannot

pass it by or overlook it. 10. Knowledge, or

experience, n. Lukewarm. 12. Indifferent.

13. Zealous. 14. Hearsay. 15. Not to hear

distinctly. 16. Do and see. 17. I saw him

having eaten his dinner then go away. 18.

You listen and see, what words is he speak-

ing? I do not know, I have not heard. 19.

That woman is not very pretty. 20. I hear

it said that you, teacher, in doing business

are zealous. Not seen to be that way (a polite

expression). 21. Please you come look and

see this is what thing ! 22. My things are

outside, you must look after them well ! 23.

The words which he speaks I cannot hear

distinctly ;
the characters which he writes

I cannot make them out. 24. This matter is

not fit to be seen. 25. That which that man
has done I cannot pass over, allow to go by.

26. This man very much has knowledge or

perception. 27. This cup of water is tepid,

or lukewarm, therefore I cannot drink it.

28. This cup of cold tea is not good to drink,

you must make a fire, heat it hot and give

it to me to drink. 29. That is a cold-hearted,

or indifferent man. 30. I cannot do this

business, please you do and see. 31. Why
do you not listen to my words, or obey me ?

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 33.

1. ^ is composed of ^ hand over @

eye, and' Je,, of @ over )[^ man. Look

for the difference of meaning in the dif-

ference of structure.

2. ^ is the more general word for see,

and is used more for seeing with the eyes,

while Jit is more commonly used for seeing

with the mind, and hence has more the

idea of perception, understanding. The

two are much used together /If" J^ to

express complete vision.

3. J& is not much used alone, but is

much used with other verbs to add the

idea of perception, thus strengthening their

meaning, e.g. J^* Jf, to hear intelligently.

4. Jjjg is also written W/f

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- J?A 5i
4

hsien, to appear, with >tE

now
; Ji kvvan, broad, wide. 2. jOg Hi

ting, hall, or room.

REVIEW 32, 25=26.
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tESSON XXXIV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 71

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 34.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 34.

i. The Bible, Chinese Classics. 2. The

Bible. 3. Holy men. 4. Already. 5. To do,

as of a thing passing through one's hands.

6. To commit suicide. 7. To pass through

or over. 8. Truly is good. 9. Truly. 10.

Beyond control, inevitable, n. God. 12.

The Bible I have already studied. 13. You

have not studied have you? 14. If you

want to understand the Bible, you must

first know characters. 15. If you wish to

know characters, you certainly must get a

teacher to teach you. 16. The books which

the holy men have seen and endorsed are

certainly good. 17. He certainly is a good

man. 18. This matter was done by him,

passed through his hands, he knew certainly

could not not do well, or complete, therefore

the inevitable was to commit suicide. 19.

That matter is not good to do, you truly, or

certainly must not go. 20. In the Bible is

God's doctrine. 21. Do you know God? I

do not know God, also do not understand

God's. doctrine, because no man has informed

me.

1. Distinguish F^ from tlL gi, Gi szi,

9-11 A. M.

2. ? $jc is the name often applied to

the Chinese sacred books, and has been

adopted as the name of the Bible. ! d
is also used.

3. iHr is also written

4. l& J|j$

2

djen shen and JL. rff are

the two generally accepted terms for God.

The present tendency is to unite on _ W

as the commonly used term.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ^M\ :I
3

gingj the neck; 1JE ching,

light in weight. 2. pt', H^
2

tien, to fill

up as with earth. 3. iff ti, a hoof; R^

ti, to wail, to crow.

REVIEW 33, 27=28.
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LESSON XXXV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 35.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 35.

i. Before. 2. Behind. 3. Previous* 4.

Before in time, formerly. 5. Afterwards. 6.

Afterwards, coming after. 7. Before hand. 8.

Afterwards. 9. Enter the church, to become a

member. 10.Walk or go in. 1 1. Original home

or family. 12. Within the home. 13. Master.

14. To dwell, or dwelling place. 15. You

walk before and I will walk behind. 16. You

previously dwelt wher*? My home originally

was here, but afterwards I thought to go
abroad to dwell. 17. You formerly talked

this with me. 18. Tilings that have passed

are before
;
the things that have not come

are behind or afterwards. (Chinese view-

point) 19. This kind of book before al-

ready have men make well, therefore it is

very easy for the men who make it after-

wards. 20. Let me ask you master teacher,

I have two members of my original family

who wish to enter the church, do you want

them to come? 21. Your family has how

many people ? There are two men and four

women. 22. Go in on the left and come out

on the right. 23. Please come in I want to

talk with you. 24. What do you wish to

talk with me about, or yon with me want

talk what words? I want to talk God's

doctrine.

and of1. Distinguish between

lesson 30.

. i^
2- ^ is the nearest equivalent to the

English, home, but differs from it in some

respects. It is used for the home people,

as well as for, the home.

3. j|lf and & correspond generally to

the English, before and after, but the

i
Chinese viewpoint is sometimes different,

i

e.g. what has been read in a book is before

and what is to be read is behind. This is

also true of past and future events, the past

being before and the future behind. This

corresponds to the expressions, that was

done before, this will be done hereafter.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

^t-2 jV*f \

1- H'J > 53 dzien, to cut with scissors;

^ft' dzien, to fry ; f|ff

4

dzien, an arrow. 2.

%i $R Sia tools
>
furniture

; 'j$
4

gia, to

give in marriage when it is a woman
;

-*-**' J1 t^ 4 M
\**"\

/ff; gia, to sow, harvest. 3. 1 , t

wang, to go ; ^
4

dju, a post, a pillar ; i
4

dju, a commentary ; JJQ;

4

dju, to motheat.

REVIEW 34, 29-30.
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LESSON XXXVI.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 36.

i. Chat. 2. Chat. 3. The moon. 4.

Light. 5. All used up. (>. All eaten up. 7.

Bareheaded. 8. Too much. 9. Too little,

lo. Term of respect for an old lady, for a lady

of rank. n. Sunlight. 12. Please come in,

my family old lady wishes to chat with you.

13. Have you time now to chat with me?

14. The moon originally has no light, its

light comes from within the sun. 15. Having

the sun every kind of thing can be seen. 16.

Not having light things cannot be seen. 1 7.

My pen and ink are already used up, worn

out, now I have none to use. 18. The rice

is all eaten up, but there are two cups of tea

that have not been drunk up. 19. When

the sun is hot, men cannot go outside bare-

headed. 20. The teacher's books are too

many, mine are too few. 21. The sun is

large and the moon is small. 22. The sun's

lightis large, the moon's light is small. 23.

There are those who say that the sun's light

is hot and the moon's light is cold.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 36.

:>.

1. The Chinese believe that all things

have their origin in a male and female

principle, and regard the sun and the moon

as the representatives of these two prin-

ciples. ji||
is the character for the male

principle, hence ~fc^jt & name for the sun.

[^ is the character for the female principle,

hence ~fc Pis a name for the moon. See

Dictionary.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1?J*T) i$c* dan, weak, tasteless
; ^,

3

tan

a carpet, a rug. 2. jt', jfc hwang,

dazzling. 3. fig

2

, jj|
2

yang, to spread;

JJJ?

2

chaug, the bowels
; ^f

1

tang, soup,

gravy, to scald
; ^4

tang, to scald, to

iron.

REVIEW 35, 31=32.





LKSSON XXXVII- ANALYTICAL PRIMER 77

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 37.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 37,

r. My master (polite expression when

speaking to others). 2. New. 3. New-

comer, recent. 4. Recently, very recently.

5. Old. 6. Security man, guarantee. 7. To

protect. 8. Parpose. ,.
Self rule, to control

one's own affairs. 10. To be master, or

chief, in control. 1 1 . If the old does not go

the new will not come. 12. He is a new-

comer, therefore he does not understand our

words, language, 13. The master has very

recently come, therefore he does not very

much understand matters. 14- Please

teacher be my guarantee, because not having

a security man I cannot do that business, or

trade. 15.
His purpose is good, but it is

that he cannot himself be master, can you

teacher control your own affairs? 16. This

thing is too old, not very good for use. 17.

Yon must not say that you have no time,

because have man tell me you now have not

business. 18. God is man's Lord, therefore

man cannot not believe in Him. 19. We

now will immediately believe in Jesus. 20.

Please you now immediately go! 21.

Teacher is your great master at home? My

insignificant master has already gone out

(polite talk).

1- flK is used very much in polite

conversation to depreciate one's self and

one's own affairs. Its use will be further

illustrated in lesson 44 where, the ap-

propriate characters have been introduced.

2. JE was introduced into the first

lesson, but its uses could not then be

illustrated. This lesson, has been chosen

to illustrate some of its uses.

3. Business in China is largely con-

ducted between individuals by guarantee

or middle men.

4. fjjj is also written jff

5. Sentences 19-20 illustrate -the simple

-JUIh

adverb uses of Jg3| See Lesson 38 Note.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. W, $F sin, fuel. 2. $ 3

, ^ bao,

tf-\ fci?5

a subdivision of a township. 3. to , ^fj

roh, if.

REVIEW 36, 33-34.
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LESSON XXXVIII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 79

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 38.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 38.

i. Repent. 2. Repent, or be sorry For

sins and change faults. 3. Forgive. 4. To

sin against one, also used for, beg pardon. 5.

Punish for sin. 6. A sinner, with the Chinese

a law-breaker. 7. If we repent, the Lord

Jesus can forgive our sins. 8. Men can

repent. 9. God can forgive sins. 10.

If be a good man, certainly can obtain

God's protection, therefore certainly must

be a good man. 11. Man sinning against

you, if he repents, you certainly must for-

give him. 12. To forgive bad men is not

an easy thing. 13. A sinner, if he repents,

God may or will not punish him. 14. I

these two months have not come to enquire

after you teacher. 15. Well said, well said

(polite answer to above). 16. This business

certainly cannot be done.

1. The Chinese not having Christian

ideas, necessarily had no words with

which to express those ideas. The mis-

sionaries chose the nearest equivalents

hoping that use would cause them to grow

in ability to express Christian ideas. f$j: I$(

seems to be a fairly good expression for

repent. ^ means to regret, be sorry for,

and 3$C means to change. The combined

expression means that regret that will

bring a change.

2. |i^ % is also a good expression for

forgive, but jpp. falls far.- short of the

Christian idea of sin.

3. Distinguish between -fiS and "% mi,

anger.

4. The Chinese regard a IP A more as
!

a sinner in a political sense than in a

religious sense.

5. Phrase 2 is a very strong and

idiomatic way of saying repent be sorry

for your sins and change your faults.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. *$ ^2

niei, a plum tree ; ffT mei,

mildew
; $J

3

hai, the sea. 2. 8RV'HR
4

.J a >>

hsu, cotton wool
; 5P ru, to reckon.

REVIEW 37, 35-36.
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LKSSON XXXIX. 81

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 39,

i. Middle man. 2.. Middle man, security.

3. Chinese and foreign. 4. China. 5. People

of the country. 6. Native country. 7. Per-

haps. 8. Heart within. 9. No use. 10.

Unpalatable. 11. Men in general. 12. If

there is no middle man, perhaps this matter

cannot be done. 13. Have you a man c;m

be my security man? 14. The Chinese do

not know Jesus, also do not understand the

doctrine of the Bible, therefore there are not

many men willing to believe. (5. Perhaps

hereafter the Chinese will be willing to

repent and believe in the Lord Jesus. 16.

The}', if understand the doctrine in the Bible,

will certainly believe in Jesus. 17. I am a

native and he is a foreigner. 18. At present

Chinese and foreigners, ever}' country are

all mutually friendly, therefore consulting

together about the affairs of the people of the

country is very easy. 19. Has he already

come? Perhaps now he has not come, I

have not seen him. 20. You teacher heart

within have great perception, therefore the

words which you speak are reasonable. 21.

That man is no use, he has no ability.

EXPLANATORY NOTES LESSON 39.

1. Note that the structure of the

character fp fits its meaning in both of

its tones.

2. tp in the 4th tone means to liit tJic

mark figuratively, to be snccessjnl or itsejul.

Phrases 9 and 10 are a negative illustra-

tion of this meaning.

3. HU is also written (ly and recently

4. 7&i TB is the common expression for

perJiaps, which is a weaker expression thr.n

either character taken separately, contrary

to the usual rule.

5. "fif is the common character for, to be

willing. It has another definition growing

out of its radical |?5J flesh, the articulation

of the bones in the body.

6. Note the different shades of meaning

in the different phrases tp J{ middle man,

fS A guarantor, and fj
3 ^ both middle

man and guarantor.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- T3
', J*

1

djung-, loyal ; j-' djung,

inner man, heart; ffp
4

djung, younger

brother; VT chung, to dash against. 2.

ft^-3 Alli4W j Tfif ken, to oppress.

REVIEW 37-38.
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LESSON XLI. ANALYTICAL P&IMER 83

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 40.

i. Ought. 2. Ought. 3. Ought to get,

due. 4. Ought, in accordance with right.

5. Needs. 6. Ought not. 7. Very much

ought not. 8. To seek instruction. 9. Have

prayer certainly answer, or prayer will

certainly be answered. 10. To ask a favor.

n. Savior. 12. To be saved. 13. To put out

fire. 14. A fireman. 15. Arrive or drive

home. 16. Unexpected. 17. Where ought

they to go? They ought to go to China.

1 8. Why ought they to go? Because they

must teach the Chinese to understand the

Savior Jesus' doctrine, cause them to believe

and be saved. 19. This matter ought to be

done. 20. This book ought to be studied.

21. God will certainly answer prayer. 22.

You ask a favor of him to take this matter

and do it to finish, or drive it home. 23.

This thing is my due. 24. We ought to pray

God to forgive our sins. 25. If a sinner prays

to Jesus, Jesus certainly is willing to save him.

26. You certainly ought not to do this thing.

27. It was unexpected, or unthinkable, that

small man would use fire and burn our things.

28. Please you quickly go and call the fire-

men to come and put out the fire. 29. These

needed things are indispensable.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 40.

of lesson 14 and and are

the three common characters to express

what is fitting and ought to be done. They

are used both singly and combined to-

gether, and also in combination with other

characters.

2. ^lj not only means to arrive at a

place, but also to arrive at a conclusion,

sentence 15. It is almost equivalent to the

English phrase, drive it home. Sentence

16 shows it to mean arrive at a conclu-

sion, with the negative.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. <fc
2

, 5$i
2

chin, a globe, a ball
; |!|

* 1>- 2

chiii, fur garments; $<. emu, to assemble

2. Wt, BT hai, a child; glj
5

keh, to

engrave. 3. 3llJ

4

, 111]

3

dao, to fall, to

pour ; notwithstanding. (This is a very

useful character).

REVIEW 39.
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LRSSON XLI. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 85

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 41.

I. The Kingdom of Heaven. 2. Heaven

above. 3. Earth beneath. 4. A place. 5.

Fields. 6. An illustration. 7. Then can. 8.

Compare and see. 9. Dwelling place. 10.

Everyplace, u. Everywhere. 12. Benefit.

13. "The kingdom of heaven is at hand,

you must repent." 14. God is in heaven

above, also can see the things which men

below are doing. 15. China's place com-

pared with foreign places is larger. 16.

China's people compared with foreigners are

more. 17. When he comes only then can

we do this business. 18. Please yon com-

pare and see which one of these two garments

is better. 19. You DOW have no place to

live, come and dwell in my home. 20.

Every place has the things which it produces,

or its own productions, and every place has

its own language. 21. Now everywhere

there are thoseJwho preach the doctrine of

the kingdom of heaven. 22. Preachers

ought to use many illustrations to cause men

easily to understand. 23. If I come, perhaps

it will be of no benefit to you. 24. My
family's fields are not many, but are a little

more than your family's.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 41.

1 . The Chinese worship S^, and J^ as

the male and female principle which unite

to produce all things. See the dictionary

for other definitions.

2. In Sentence 17, fj differs from ^/fj

in that, with /7> the thing can only be

done conveniently after he comes. <jy{i, in

this sentence, would mean the thing can

be done immediately after he comes.

3. Three ways of expressing comparison :

a. Inferior degree, oW ft' jfl IS S
W 3JP ft jR ffi Iff //' thing

/.v as not good as that tiling.

b. Equality ft )fl B |R] }JK ft

l|f |g ;g^ j/t js thing is as

good as tJiat.

c. Superior degree, ffi ff ^ ffi ib

3ft ft SC IS F, this, thing is

better than that, cf. Sentences

15,16.

4. ^u is also written jjul, fc

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS,

1- 5?\ ^ tie") to disgrace;. HI
1

, tien,

to add; ^f', tun, to swallow. 2. ~fj , r% ,

fang, house, room
; Jfc

4

, fang, to let go ;

tR
3

fang, resembling; $f fang, to guard

against. 3. Jfc
3

, Jffi* bi, screen, to

protect; ^3', giai, all.

REVIEW 40, 1=3,
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LESSON XLII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 87

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 42.

i. Previously, long ago. 2. Karly morning.

3. Early morning. 4. Late and early. 5.

Breakfast. 6. Dinner or tiffin. 7. Day not

early, late. 8. I knew it long ago. 9. To

come late. 10. To begin work. u. At

first, or beginning. 12. Motive, or object in

view. 13. Perceive, be conscious of. 14.

To sleep. 15. This book I studied long ago.

1 6. If I had known it to be this way earlier,

I very much ought not to have risen early,

or, If I had known this earlier, I certainly

would not have gotten up early. 17. You

need not fear his being a little late or early,

he certainly will come. 18. I did not eat

breakfast therefore I want to eat dinner a

little earlier. 19. It is getting late you

quickly get up! 20. You begin work too

early. 21. What is your object, in not

using him? It is because he came late. 22.

In the beginning only five men came, the

after coming men were many, or afterwards

many men came. 23. If you are conscious

of your own sins, Jesus will be willing to

forgive you. 24. You go to sleep, to-morrow

you must get up early. 25. Get up early and

go to bed late. 26. Tomorrow's businesso
is much, please you do not come late! 27.

He is now asleep, you do not want to wake

him up. 28. He to-morrow morning early

will come.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 42.

1. This lesson furnishes some very

interesting illustrations of character struc-

ture by the picture method.

2. In -=p, one can see the line of the

sun in its upward course as it has just

risen above the line of the horizon.

(These two lines make the character for

ten.) This is the natural and actual

picture of the early morning.

3.
-)

is composed of J!p., a rhinoceros,

and x_ meaning, going on and stopping.

A large slow animal loitering along is a

good picture of getting there late. The stu-

dent will find it interesting to dissect the
Tijfr

character, J=p, and see what he gets.

4. jtJri, Q, self and ^H, walking, a

good picture for rising up, beginning,

5. HI, dropping, and y , eyes, asleep ;

and in the phrase fi^^, the perceptions

asleep.

6. These notes illustrate both the

pleasure and the advantage of character

analysis.

7. ^ is also written ~^.
8. Notice in sentence 7 the peculiar

idiom used in stating a positive fact in a

negative way.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. --

2. m 4

hammer
;

office.

to learn.

tsao, grass, plants ;

chui, to beat; 3Hf chui, a

tu, to spit; y$
2

yu, post-

\

3

giao, to stir up; lp hsioh,

REVIEW 41, 4-6.
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LESSON XLIII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 89

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 43.

i. To complete or finish. 2. To become

a man. 3. To establish a family. 4. To

become holy. 5. To fulfill. 6. Ready made.

7. Uses. 8. To help. 9. A towel or hand-

kerchief. 10. A helper, or a helping hand.

ii. Many. 12. Xot allow. 13. To promise.

14. Along time. 15. I want to finish this

business therefore please you help me. 16.

He has much business, I fear he cannot finish

it, therefore I want to ask you to help him.

17. Wait until you hereafter become a man,

I will help you to establish a family. 18.

The Bible's important doctrine is want men

to become holy. 19. Do you think this

matter of his. can be fulfilled, or accomplished?

20. Here is a read}- prepared helper, how is

it that you do not use him? 21. The uses

of the Bible are great, I have studied for a

long time, only then was able to understand.

22. To-morrow many men will come here to

me. Please you bring twenty tea cups, I

want to ask them to drink tea. 23. Please

you to-morrow come and help me, are you

willing to promise me? I fear that my
teacher will n Jt allow me to come. 24.

Take my towel and bring it.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 43.

1. Jxi is one of the commonest and

most useful characters in the Chinese

language and is one of the best to

illustrate the importance of learning short

phrases as well as separate characters, as

Sentences 1 6.

2. Distinguish the difference in mean-

ing and use between I/J and T..

The tone and pronunciation is exactly

the same.

3. HI is also written rfi and ^$.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- J$L i$T cheng, city, city-wall; fjj*

cheng, sincere
; ^4

sheng, abundant,

flourishing.

2. m , m chu, hoe; U" chu, to till

the "round.

REVIEW 42, 7=9,
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LESSON XUV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 91

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 44.

i. Honorable name. 2. Honorable country.

3. Insignificant name. 4. People. 5. Given

name. 6. Famous men. 7. Honor, rank.

8. Please tell me your great name ! 9. To

wait. 10. First class. 11. Second class. 12.

Wait a wait, a little. 13. Upper class. 14.

Lower class. 15. Middle class. 16. Classes

are different. 17. Does it fit, is it suitable,

does it aoree? 18. Unable to stand in theo

presence of. 19. Please inform me teach-

er what is your honorable name? My
insignificant name is Hsu. 20. Among the

people of your honorable country are many
famous men. 21. My insignificant country's

famous men are not many, but there are not

a few men of rank.. 22. What is that

teacher's name? I hear say his name is

Beh. 23. What is his given name called ?

His given name is called, Bao San. 24. He
said to me that you must wait until he comes.

25. I will wait for you, teacher, here. 26.

Please teacher wait a little, I will come im-

mediately ! 27. Are these two characters

suitable, or are they alike ? 28. Men are of

different classes, there are the upper classes,

the middle classes, and the lower classes. 29.

He is a first class good man. 30. I am not

willing to be a second class man. 31. Chi-

nese and foreign surnames and given names

are not the same. 3^. I cannot stand in

your presence, please forgive me !

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 44.

1. and
[
are much used in polite

conversation to exalt the affairs of others

and depreciate one's own belongings so

KX.,

that _g^ comes to mean your or yours, and

roX my, mine, or ours.

2. The Chinese have an ancient book

called y ^,xx containing a hundred sur-

names, perhaps, at one time, all the sur-

names of the people hence the expression

R Jo* means the people.

3. Distinguish between 5x, surname,

and ^ , given name.

4. Distinguish between ^ and &.

5. The Chinese divide people into three

classes as in Sentences 13, 14, 15.

6. 23 is also written X>y.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

-^4 ttE 4 I, J v
JC > iK Swei > cupboard; ^ i, to

bequeath.

2. tzj , ming, to engrave.

REVIEW 43, 10=12,
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 45.

i. Mutual, this and that, you and I, both

parties. 2. Here. 3. Mutual love. 4. Mutual

love. 5. Loving heart. 6. Lovable. 7. Can-

not be stopped. 8. Receive instruction. 9.

Able to stand. 10. LTnbearable. 11. To

receive punishment. 12. More than will

be used in a lifetime. 13. Can. 14. Not

enough for use. 15. Not as much as the

original cost. 16. Men ought to love each

other and help each other. 17. We love Jesus

because he first loved us. 18. That man has a

very loving heart. 19. Here there are several

lovable men. 20. This business, can you do

it? 21. These words, how can I stand them,

truly they are unbearable. 22. That man's

sins are great, therefore he will be punished.

23. Has he received your things? He has

not received. 24. I have received his things

and he has received my instruction. 25.

My things are not enough for use, I fear

that your things are also not enough for use.

26. If you do this business, you will not get

your capital back, not enough for original

cost, will lose. 27. He certainly will say

that I cannot stop him.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 45.

1- tK and $, i" the classical language,

take the place of 5H. and Hft in the spoken

language as demonstratives, but jit is

sometimes used for this, in the spoken

language.

2. IRllt'm^el, mutual love between

two or more people ; 'j^ZJJ$\'S: ,
mutual

love between a number of people, only.

3. ix, while appearing to be used in the

active voice in the Chinese can frequently

be best translated into English by the

passive voice, as in sentence 22.

4. !fj{ is also often written f{.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- Jlfc

3

) & tsi, a flaw, a blemish
; j=f

dzi, property; ^ 3

dzi, purple; ^f chai,

fuel
;
^S?

1

sie, a few.

2. ^ 4

,
1 ai, an interjection.

-> 332.4 JjfiL4 t

3. 5C > x>C sheo, to transmit.

REVIEW 44, 13=15.
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LESSON XLVI.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 46,

i. To encourage, to stimulate. 2. To

exhort men to be good. 3. To compel, 4.

To exert one's self. 5. Strong in one's self.

6. He is stronger than I am. 7. Beforehand.

8. To prepare. 9. Patriotism. 10. Please

you exhort him to prepare to do that

business, n. We ought to encourage, or

persuade, the Chinese to believe in Jesus.

12. The people, if can every man exert

himself, only then can the country be strong

in itself. 13. If wish to accomplish a self

ruling country, certainly must first be strong

itself. 14. If wish to become self-reliant,

must every man have a patriotic heart. 15.

Every man ought to prepare for the matter

of the coining life, because if not prepare for

the future life, cannot go to heaven. 16.

Going abroad men ought to much prepare

the things which are needed on the journey.

17. Exhorting men to be good is a very

important matter. 18. Now every kind of

thing is dearer, therefore must use a little less

of every kind. 19. He learned beforehand,

therefore he surpassed me.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 46.

and

3.

4.

1. j[Jj is also written

2. is also written
^ -*

tH. is also written J|t

i/J, /# exhort, combined with $J /#

an effort, form the common expres-

sion for to encourage, to stimulate to action.

7J, in both characters, represents the

necessary strength.

5. JjJ, to make an effort, J ,
to force,

combined form the natural expression for

constraining or forcing a person to do

something.

6.
> self-strong, is now the very

common and popular expression used by
the Chinese to emphasize the importance

of their country rising from weakness into

that self-sufficiency and strength which

will enable them to ||j J, manage and

control their own affairs.

6. Is not ^EC Hy a more fitting expres-

sion of the idea than the English term,

patriotism ?
"

8. These notes are to encourage the

student to make a thorough study of

Chinese phrases.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

i. TO

pot, jar;

evening;

gwan, to water
;

gwan, to look at.

f|/ mien, crown;

tu, a rabbit.

gwan,

wan

REVIEW 45, 16-18.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 47.

i. Draw water. 2. To enquire. 3. To

send. 4. To become zealous. 5. To send

out a letter, 6. One word not say, not a

word to say. 7. Upon the body. 8. The

body. g. A matter. 10. To start. n.To
beoriii work. 12. Must not be touched, noto

to be interfered with. 13. Unable to walk,

or move. 14. It is not necessary to begin.

15. When begin work? 16. Please you do

not beat him, because his ability is small.

17. Draw water, heat and make tea to drink !

1 8. Please you enquire if he has already sent

out a letter or not? 19. Is your body well,

or are you well? Not very well. 20. He

has fever, is not well, therefore he cannot

walk. 21. When will you start? I am

preparing to go tomorrow. 22. Why do you

go this early? Because the road is long and

the weather is hot, therefore I go a little

earlier. 23. This matter must not be inter-

fered with, you must not begin. 24. I told

my servant that he must not chat with

people on the side of the road, must quickly

come back. 25. I knew when he would

begin work, therefore sent him to go. 26.

Why do you have not one word to say, but

cause me one man to speak ?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 47.

1. ff is used a great deal in the

spoken language as a principle verb with

quite a variety of meanings, only a few

of which can be illustrated in this lesson.

The accurate student will be able to trace

at least a shade of its fundamental mean-

ing to strike, in most uses.

?T is also used as an auxiliary verb to

modify, strengthen, or complete the mean-

ing of the principal verb, as in sentences

18 and 25. It precedes the principal

verb. The meanings and uses of 3T can

best be learned by studying the many

phrases in which it appears.

2. What has been said about Jj large-

ly applies to ^. A careful study of the

phrases given in any good dictionary

under these two characters will be found

interesting and helpful.

JfLflft Jj\.~

3. H; is also written 1/.

1.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

3\ Jj

4

fei, to waste; -jf boh,

to open out
; ^ S

poh, to sprinkle.

2. :(', JH"
3

she, to shoot an arrow; j

sie, to thank.

3. HIT, tlU dung, moved, affected.

REVIEW 46, 19-21.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 48.

i. To hope. 2. To look at. 3. To enjoy

happiness. 4. To enjoy the possession of.

5. Happiness. 6. The weather. 7. To lose

one's temper. 8. To get angry. 9. Strength.

10. I now have no happiness, but hope here-

after to enjoy heaven above happiness, n.

Present happiness is scarce, hereafter happi-

ness is much. 12. The men who are not

willing to repent cannot hope to enjoy future

happiness. 13. The happiness already ob-

tained is not so great as the happiness hoped

for. 14. He can enjoy happiness but there

is no happiness to enjoy. 15. If man's capaci-

ty is large, then only can he do great things.

1 6. The weather is not very good. 17. I have

a matter to tell you, please do not lose your

temper. 18. If you say that you will beat him,

he certainly will get angry. 19. His strength

is not small. 20. The people of your honor-

able country say that if the head is large the

happiness will be great. 21. Do you see

the two men that are before? 22. That

man has happiness, but he cannot enjoy the

possession of it. 23. Happiness is from hea-

ven. 24. The one who seeks from himself

will have much happiness. 25. This man

has the strength to lift five hundred catties,

do you think this is large or not large ?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 48.

1. HTj
1 consists of Q ,

the eye and J} ,

divided. The black and white of the eye

clearly defined and from this comes the

meaning, to gase at, to hope, yrft combined

with ]=i[ is the common expression for

hope.

2. 3 is also written ^.

3. jjJBj is a very popular character with

the Chinese. They write it over their

doors and on the screen-walls in front of

their doors.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. J|L
3

, |3|
2

chwen, partridge; fe" shwen,

thick, as a liquid; f$[|

S

shuh, who, which,

why ; ff&
5

shuh, ripe, done.

REVIEW 45, 22-24.
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J9#>^

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 49.

i. Sit down. 2. A seat or throne. 3.

Please have a seat. 4. To take the seat of

honor. 5. Today. 6. This life. The future

life. 7. Yesterday. 8. A friend. 9. A
church member. 10. An old friend, n. A

good friend. 12. A jolly good fellow. 13.

Please have a seat, I want to chat with you.

14. That gentleman sitting by the roadside

is what man? He is my friend. 15. Invite

him to come inside, sit down, and eat with

us. 1 6. Please teacher sit in the seat of

honor, this naturally is your seat, or place.

17. Today I hope that my friend will come.

18. Has he not come today? He promised

me to come, but yesterday wrote a letter

saying that he would not come today. 19.

I hope that he will come early tomorrow.

20. That man is not very good, you must

not be a friend with him. 21. You have

how many honorable friends come? Ask

them to come to my home and drink tea.

22. If church members are zealous in this

life to work, in the future life they certainly

will enjoy happiness. 23. Among my old

friends are two good friends living. 24. You

must not be a jolly good fellow, every day

going out to drink tea and eat.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 49.

"

1. "^ is used with days and years, not

with weeks and months.

2. flp is used with days only.

3.
"* and $ jfe are the common

expressions^?- the present life and for

come.

4. yesterday; , today;

,
tomorrow.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS,

! at-
4

) Jj{*

4

dzo, classifier of buildings,

hills, etc.; $lj
4

tso, to file; |$
4

tso, a file.

2. ging, to pity;
1

tan, to

covet; nien, to think of, to chant.

3. /J9 > TO peng, awning, a booth
;

beng, collapse.

REVIEW 48 25-27.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 50.

i. Finished. 2. Perfect. 3. To finish a

work. 4. To finish preaching. 5. Perfectly

prepared. 6. The whole family. 7. Delight.

8. Happy affairs. 9. To congratulate. 10.

An unexpected happiness. 1 1. What a pity !

12. What a pity my things are used up, I

cannot give you much. 13. The words

which perfect men speak naturally are good.

14. He delights to speak good words to

encourage his friends. 15. I hope hereafter

to become a perfect man. 16. All men

ought to like to be perfect men. 17. If wish

to become a perfect man, certainly must be

careful about what you say and what you do.

18. This business when will be finished?

19. When the teacher has finished preaching,

invite him to come and eat. 20. My clothes

are not complete, therefore I am thinking of

making two new garments. 21. Today one

of my friends home is having some happy

affairs (perhaps marriage affairs) our whole

family must go and congratulate him. 22.

You teacher today coming to see me, I truly

have an unexpected happiness. 23. With

clothes the new are good, with men, the old

are good.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 50.

1. ;TC it! is perfect, in the sense of

finished, completed, while is perfect,

in the sense of all prepared, or ready.

2. In some places the order is reversed

and UK -JU- is written

3. !|K is also written >*/, fj|

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

- 37G ? $7U yuen, college, courtyard.

^l 2 f-V-* "*

2- SET , Jab tsuen, convalescent;

tsuen, to explain; j shwan to fasten, to

tie up.

3- -&
3

, fe
1

hsi, joy; ^' hsi, to play ;

hsi, an interjection.

REVIEW 49, 28=30.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 5.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 51.

i. Still want. 2. Still have. 3. Still here.

4. Lucky, fortunate. 5. Still are. 6. Still

have one garment. 7. Very good. 8. Very

many. 9. Exceedingly good. 10. Worship.
ii. The church building. 12. Sunday. 13.

Monday. 14. Tuesday, 15. To worship
heaven and earth. 16. Polite expression
for visiting. 17. To try a case. 18. Next

Sunday we will again have worship. 19.

You today come is fortunate. 20. I still

have one matter to tell you. 21. That thing
still have? It is still here. 22. This tea is

very good, I still want one cup. 23. This

pen is exceedingly good. 24. Chinese cere-

monies are very many, hear it said there are

three thousand three hundred. 25. In the

church it is men on the left and women
on the right. 26. As you look at the Jesus

church, is it good or not good? Perhaps it

is good, but I, at present, still, do not know.

27. Is that preacher in the chapel? He has

not yet come. 28. Why does he come late?

29. Monday, will go to the recitation. 30. I

will come tomorrow to visit you to exhort

you to worship God, not to worship heaven

and earth. 31. Today the official is trying

cases and will condemn the criminals. 32.

Please you take this tea cup, take away, and

give back to him.

1.
j<p; is read " hsuen " when it means to re-

turn, and is also read " hai " in the colloquial
when used in adverb phrases.

2.
jff;

is also written.
)

3. ^ also means angry, violent, and is

sometimes written $j|, especially when used
with this meaning, The Chinese have a

number of ways of expressing superlative

degree, varying from a weak to a very strong

superlative, e.g. $> p, very good, g #f,

very good, is not used as much in the col-

loquial. $f ffi fiki is a slightly stronger

expression than the two above. #f g{j ~f ^ ^,
exceedingly good. This is the strongest sup-
erlative. See Lesson 73.

4. The Chinese lay very great stress on

propriety, ceremony, etiquette, politeness,
therefore jjj is one of their most important
characters. It stands for the proper outward

expression of the correct inward man, not

only in words, but in gait, in posture, etc.

It is by jji[
that man is distinguished from

the brutes.

5. jf$ is also written |g, ^.
6. ^ is the common word for worship,

but is also much used in polite language for

to visit, to pay respects.

7. ^ has four principal meanings :

(a) Judgement hall, where the judge is

said to ^ ^ ; phrase 17.

(b) Guest-hall, Lesson 57, phrase 5.

(c) Preaching-hall, Sentence n, which
use originated with Christianity.

(d) It is also used in polite language in a

figurative sense, e.g. <fa ^, your mother.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. jg
2

, 3ft
2

hwan, to encircle
; fj|

2
hwan, a

metal ring.

2.
jjjfl

3
, ^3

ti, the body ; gf
3

li, sweet wine.

REVIEW 50, 3=33,
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 52.

i. In the midst. 2. Every other day. 3.

To ask after. 4. May I ask. 5. Smell. 6.

Heard. 7. News. 8. To open a door. 9.

Double and single doors. 10. To be merry,
ii. Begin to preach, or explain. 12. The
Customs. 13. Shut the door. 14. Not to

concern. 15. At the door. 16. In the

middle, or midst. 17. Ought. 18. In out

midst which one will go? He is willing to

go. 19. Please teacher among these several

books which one is the best ? 20. He conies

every other day. 21. Today a friend came

and asked after you. 22. Please you smell

and see this rice can eat or cannot eat? 23.

I have heard that the teacher has already

gone. 24. I today heard a piece of news.

25. The door which was shut on yesterday

ought now to be opened. 26. Why must

open ? I hear men say that the official will

come. Perhaps if he comes and sees the

door still not open, he will lose his temper,

get angry. 27. That man at the door is very

merry. 28. Tomorrow it is I who begin the

preaching, it does not concern you. 29. In

the Chinese Customs there are many for-

eigners attending to business, or doing
business. 30. These two books are new.

31. If ask that preacher the good meaning
of the Jesus' doctrine, will he be willing to

tell me? 32. You must be careful about

the double and single doors, or the outside

and inside doors.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 52.

1. This lesson illustrates, not only the

analytical, but also the synthetic method

in that each one of the five characters is

built up with P^.

2. nH is the classifier for rooms and

houses. It is also used in the 4th tone

where it means, to put a space between, see

phrase 2.

3. A mouth in a door is an appropriate

picture to express the idea of asking a

qiiestion.

4. An ear in a door is also a good

picture of the idea, to hear. g|g, to hear,

is more common in colloquial than pf],

but py also means to smell and is much

used in the spoken language.

5. PJ corresponds largely to the common

English word open, but differs in some of

its uses, e.g. pf] ^ to open the heart, to

be merry; pf] ff$ to open out speaking, to

begin speaking. The same might be said

of HU which is the common word for shut,

but it has other uses, see Sentence 14.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- fal\ Bf[
3

gien, tablet; fl
8
)

2

men,

plural; PS|
4

men, depressed; PJJ shwan,

door bar; |Aj
3

shan, lightning flash; j]|j

hsien, leisure.

REVIEW 51, 34-36.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 53.

i. A virtuous man. 2. The reward of

virtue. 3. Goodness and wickedness. 4. A bad
name. 5. A wicked man. 6. The reward
of wickedness. 7. Abominable, hateful. 8.

To announce news. 9. To recompense. TO.

To register, u. To inform. 12. To divide.

13. To accept a position as something that

can be done, or as something inevitable. 14.

Unable to be divided. 15. One tenth. 16.

To distinguish. 17. Duty. 18. Other kinds.

19. Other places. 20. At present wicked
men are very numerous, good men are scarce.

21. Virtue has its reward and wickedness
has its reward, if not yet rewarded, it is

because the time has not arrived. 22. You
must not be a friend with a man who has a

bad reputation. 23. Virtuous matters are

that which men love, wicked matters are

that which men hate. 24. Men have come
from another place to announce the news
that the official will come. 25. Recompense
is not certainly in the present life, there is

also that which comes later in the future

life. 26. Today many men have registered.

27. Are there still other men coming to in-

form us? 28. Two tenths are mine, two
fourths are yours, the balance of the other

kinds let those two men go and divide. 29.
Does he accept the position, or think, that

it can be completed ? 30. They two are

good friends, are inseparable. 31. Virtuous
and wicked hearts are very different. 32.
If can do a virtuous man's duty, certainly
will hereafter have a good recompense. 33.
These two jade cups, please you distinguish
and see which one is the better.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 53.

1. ^ seems to be applied largely to

persons, to express virtuous thoughts and

conduct, while $4 is used for persons,
_YJV

animals and things, indiscriminately. ^
is not compared like #f ,

it is, not only

the good, but the best, the virtuous.

2. HJ* is the opposite of p^ . It is also

largely used with persons, sometimes with

animals, birds, living creatures but not

with things without life, except in a

figurative sense when the object is per-

sonified. It is also read wu," in the 4th

tone, and means, to dislike, in the sense

of loathsome.

3. ^", in the 1st. tone, is a verb,

meaning to divide, to separate ;
in the 4th

tone, it is a noun, and means, a share, a

duty. *ff JjlJ is also both a noun and

a verb
;

the noun means a distinguishing

difference; the verb, to distinguish.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. Ta , is|
4

shan, a meal of food.

2. *7$\ U ?

fen, flour; %fc
4

fen, anger;

jg^ pen, basin; $/ Pan > long for; J|

pin, poor.

REVIEW 52, 37-39,
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 54.

i. Constantly. 2. To answer. 3. A
favorable reply. 4. A catechism. 5. An

ordinary meal. 6. Convenient, also good

works. 7. Convenient. 8. Convenient and

easy. 9. In the presence of. 10. To follow,

ii. As one pleases. 12. Soon afterwards.

13. I many, very many times asked you

teacher what is your honorable name, why
do you constantly not answer me? 14. I did

not hear, please do not be angry! 15. I am

not angry, only am telling you. 16. I like

to constantly come, but fear you have no

time. 17. He requested me to make a cate-

chism, but I have not answered him. 18. I

invite you teacher today to eat here with

me. 19. Good men like to do good works.

20. Men who can do a small capital business

can very conveniently and easily go out from

home. 21. This business of his is very con-

venient. 22. Do you want me to study in

his presence? 23. You first go with him, I

soon afterwards will come. 24. Whatever

hour you please you may come here to me.

25. As you wish, no matter what book you

study I all can follow you study. 26. I want

you to go out with me to do business. 27.

Teacher, I am thinking of following you to

study.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 54.

TJ^ rt^,

1. (M IEI is the common expression for

convenient. |^ Jtf is convenient in the

sense of easy.

2. ^K literally means ///^ heel, and from

this naturally comes the meaning to follow.

]j| also means with, in the sense of follow-

ing. $fc ^ ife may be appropriately

said to a child or a servant, but not to an

equal or superior. Sentence 27 may be

used by equals in polite language, where

the one asking the question, in Chinese

fashion, depreciates himself.

3- ffi fK is the polite expression for an

ordinary meal, used by the host, but not

by the guest.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ^5

, ftt
5

djah, instruct; ^ 5

dah, to

undertake ;^
5

tah, a pagoda.

2.

hen, very.

bien, whip.

gen > root, foundation;

REVIEW 53, 40-42.
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LESSON LV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 113

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 55,

1. Grace. 2. Affection. 3. Kindness.

4. Benefactor. 5. To show mercy. 6. All

have come. 7. All are this kind. 8.

Reckon and see. 9. Not to be reckoned.

10. Not to be reckoned, no profit. 11.

To yield a seat. 12. Pawn shop. 13. A
dictionary. 14. Gods' grace is exceedingly

great, therefore sinners all may well pray

him to show mercy. 15. Those two men

are very affectionate. 16. I have received

your kindness, teacher, not a little, you

may be counted to be my benefactor. 17.

Not so to be reckoned. 18. You count and

see, here are how many things? 19. Do

not allow them to go with you, lest it

profit you but little. 20. I have yielded the

seat, please you come and sit down ! 21.

I to-day went to pawn clothes, and saw

that within that large pawn-shop there were

a great many things. 22. The student

cannot be without a dictionary. 23. A
great many men have come with the official;

only one is an acquaintance, the others all

are strangers. 24. You think and see,

are they good or not? I consider those

several men all very bad. 25. When is

he willing to come to help me? 26. These

several men do you know them all?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 55.

1. ,@, more generally ,fj JJlL, of course,

could not be expected to contain all the

richness of meaning that is in the Christian

word Grace, but it is a good term to

begin with because it means unmerited

favors bestowed by superiors on inferiors,

or by parents upon children.

2. f||S means a capital or large city.

It is much used in the sense of all, to

emphasize and complete some preceding

thought, sentences 14 and 26.

3. Note the idiomatic uses of ^[ in

the sentences. In ^ft 31 S", it is doubled

both for the sake of euphony and emphasis ;

* JL 3+, not upon the reckoning, no

profit; 3? ^P fa reckon not obtain, not to

be reckoned.

/v+f JL'JL"'

4. -ffL is also written ^.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

! *W Bl yin> cushion; Tjy yen,

tobacco; P@
4

yen, to swallow .

^ &Xt vSsi 1 y-%*-* i-
2- Iflj, zjg she, extravagant ; ffi dju,

pg : Iff', dju, all
; ^' dju, to boil.

REVIEW 54, 43-45.
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LKSSON LVI. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 115

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 56.

I. My father (nsed in speaking to others

about one's father.) 2. Father. 3. Father

(after death.) 4, Parents. 5. Mother. 6.

Mother (speaking to others. ) 7, Mother

(after death. ) S. Sou. 9. Little son (speak-

ing to others about one's son.) i<>. A

philosopher, a sage. IT. The body. \2.

One's own self. 13. I'eloved. 14. To draw

near to. 15. Is your old teacher, (father) at

home? My father has gone out, my mother

is inside reading a book. 16. Fathers and

mothers all love their sons, being sons also all

ought to listen to the words of parents, i 7.

You, teacher's parents, are they still living?

My father has been dead twenty years, my
mother died this year. 18. My father caused

me myself to do this business, did not want

another man to do it. 19. Sage, will you

come today or not come? Not certainly.

20. Our parent's bodies are well, are in good

health. 21. I also hope that your father's

body will soon be well. 22. Beloved friends

naturally constantly draw near to each others,

and mutually love each other. 23. My
clothes, one half are new and one half are old,

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 56.

words for Jaiher and mother when used

separately. ^ _^, ^ "^ are used \ in

polite language in speaking to others. ^
^C? 7U Mf are used in speaking of father

and mother after they are dead,', Other

polite terms may be learned from the

teacher.

2. jjtj -p, 3C JjE a. re the common

terms for son and daughter. /J\ J/j^, /]N ^
are the polite terms when speaking to

others about one's son and daughter. if
v^

JjU, T_T "^C are used by father and motljier

in speaking of son and daughter after thjeir
;

death. ^ may be used alone by fatber

and mother for both son and ciaughie.r ': as

a term of affection, Matt. 21: 28.

3. \ has four principal meanings :

(a) son, child; (b) Your, sir"; (c) inn

enclitic with little or no meaning; (d) ;
a

philosopher, used for Confucius.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

> ^C* giao, mutual, hand over;
i- ^*i j

1 r ii

tu, an ax
; jfj^ ye, grandfather.

2. "ft
3

, 4:
3

inei, each, every.

3. ^ 2

, lJft

J

"i, beginning; gif" bii,

rainbow.

4. ^P, fiF'
?

cki, careful; ^ dzi, a

! character.

5. Tjpl , ^Jt chen, a coffin
; ffijfc chen,

, inner garments.

REVIEW 55, 46-48.
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LESSON LVII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 117

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 57,

i. To delay or hinder. 2. Unable to be

kept (as food.) 3. To lay to heart. 4. A

guest. 5. A guest hall. 6. A merchant. 7.

Politeness. 8. Honorable guest. 9. Buying

and selling, trading, 10. To trade. u.To

betray. 12. You must not delay us, we have

not much time. 13. This meat is very good

to eat, but it cannot be kept, because the

weather is hot. 14. How many guests are

sojourning in your home ? There are fifteen.

15. When parents want anything, sons must

quickly go and buy it, may not delay time.

16. My home has three guest halls. 17.

Constantly there are merchants coming to

buy our things. 18. I see that in your home

today are two honorable guests, they speak-

ing words are perfectly polite. 19. What

business do they do? They are tradesmen.

20. Generally those who delight in selling

ability, can also betray men. 21. The words

which I speak, please you lay to heart, do

not forget !

EXPLANATORY NOTES LESSON 57.

1. WL is also written jfc.

2. Distinguish & and &, ^ and 2g,

3. Notice that buy and sell are very
much alike, both in shape and sound.

What two differences distinguish them?

4. Words, in all languages, have pri-

mary and fundamental meanings, and

many of them, by gradual and natural

steps, come to have other uses and mean-

ings, sometimes almost the opposite of the

original. This is very true of Chinese

characters. It will be both interesting and

instructive to the student to form the habit,

in the early stages of studying the language,
of tracing out the uses and meanings of

characters from their primary or funda-

mental meanings and uses, e.g. jf$jj means

to put, to place, to lay down. From this

it naturally comes to mean to delay, to

hinder, and by joining with |^, the

original meaning of which is to loiter, to

delay, to hinder, it gives us the common
and strong expression, |^ f|$j.

5. It will also be interesting and

profitable to note the effect of parts of

characters and parts of phrases on the

meaning of the characters and phrases.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

j > $3|
S
en

>
forehead.

duh, to read; ffjj duh, to
*~ m-e

duh, ditch
;

4 S3
. , SI

slander; ^ duh, a calf;

^,
s

dih, face to face; |g
3

shuh, to redeem.

REVIEW 56, 49-51.
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ANALYTICAL PRIMER

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 58.

i. All. 2. Certainly must. 3. All say.

^j. Just \vill not change. 5. Trustworthy.

6. Untrustworthy. 7. Close to. 8. Trust

heaven for food. 9. Authority. 10. Authori-

tative ability. I'. Authoritative power. 12.

Knife handle. 13. God has great authori-

tative power, we all may all trust him. 14.

All men like authority. 15. Small men are

untrustworthy. in. Have \ on any trust-

worthy man to go with you to buy and sell?

I have not. 17. There-fore I will delay here

until my friend comes. iS. His son is bad,

I have exhorted him several times, but he

just will not change. 19. Men all say trust

heaven for food, but 1 say it is trust God for

food, because his authority and ability are

very great. 20. This knife handle is gold.

21. lam thinking of coining closer to him

to constantly chat the doctrine. 22- No

matter what business you just must be care-

ful, only in that way can it be done well.

23.. In your home how many people are there

ho trust to YOU for food ?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 58.

1. }H has a number of meanings, but

is used in the lesson only in the combina-

tion ;$H $H which is very ccmmon in the

spoken language, and means all in the

sense of heing hronght together. "^, Lesson

50, means all in the sense of per/ect\

complete. fj"|S, Lesson 55, is also much

used for all, in the sense of abundance.

It is often used with tire two above to

make a double, or emphatic, Sentience 13.

2. $![ means all in the sense of a

number of small things being .brought to:

gether, or summed up. It is also often used

to strongly emphasixe another word, e.g.

rK M c ifc, y^ti Hiitst-gp. It Jieed not

always be translated.

3. .Iff, is also written ff,g.

4. The combinations of /{|f, in; phrases

9, 10, 11, give some interesting synonyms.

Note the different shades of meaning- due

to different combinations.

1.

cage ;

2.

3.

4.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

f&*|3 itAh- *- , , "4M

j^' lung, a deaf person.

Jhfw

3

) W*
1

tsong, clever.

^p,
4

dxao, to create.

. ^.
,

91^ bing, disease.

REVIEW 57, 52=54.
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LKSSON LIX. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 121

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 59.

i. Place upon. 2. Place your heart, do

not be disturbed. 3. To put down, 4. To
let loose. 5. To lose. 6. To lose. 7. Lost.

8. To lose capital. 9. To break faith. 10.

To catch fire. n. To be absent minded. 12.

Faults. 13. A bad lot. 14. Bad points,

disadvantages. 15. Spoiled. 16. Not bad.

17. Take the rice and put it on the table,

we want to eat. 18. Please do not be worried.

I certainly cannot lose it. 19. Turn him
loose and let him go ! 20. The words which

I say to you, you must put in your heart!

2i. Doing business, if break faith, afterwards

will certainly lose capital. 22. His home
has lost a small man. 23. My home has

lost five tea cups. 24. His home has lost

three new books. (Note the different words

used above for lost.) 25. These things you
must all carefully watch, must not lose one

kind. 26. His home has caught fire, they

say it is the servant's fault. 27. My things
must be well arranged, must not lose. 28.

That man is a bad lot, he has very many bad

points. 29. If have losses, I certainly will

require them of you. 30. Take my pen,

ink, and book and put them upon the pulpit !

31. Take this book and put it aside! 32.

Take those books and put in one place ! 33.

He took the things and put them down by
the road side, and a bad man took them

away. 34. He lost very many things on the

road, because he did not arrange them well.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 59.

1. 3H means to place, in the sense of

spreading out, or arranging, while $J

means to place, in the sense of putting

down, letting loose. jjgj, Lesson 57,

seems to have as its fundamental meaning

to put, to place, as of a thing put aside

not to be used.

2. The Chinese language is rich in

synonyms. The careful study of their

different shades of meaning will greatly

improve one's knowledge and use of the

language.

3. >^C is the opposite of -fof, and V& is

the opposite of #j*.

4. y^ ^ is lost in the sense of gone;

and ^ $r is lost, in the sense of dropped;

^p Jl, J is lost, in the sense of out oj

sight.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

Hi, err; djih, order,

rank
;

nate.

2.

dieh, to fall; ^
5

dieh, alter-

W 2

hwai, bosom.

REVIEW 58, 55-57.
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LESSON LX. ANALYTICAL

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 60,

i. Soon. 2. Just ariived. ,3. Hereafter.

4. Just right. 5. Just now. ^6. He is about

to die. 7. Willing- even to .- die. .8. To
/ *>

hinder, obstruct. 9. Sin worthy of death.

10. When will your friend rune? He soon

will come, i r. When did you come, .teacher?

T have just arrived. \2. If yon allow your

son to act this way, perhaps hereafter very

bad, therefore you ought to hinder him. 13.

Is this thing good to use? It. is just .right.

14. When did he die? He just now died.

15. That bad man will soon die, because the

official has condemned his sin to be worthy

of death. 16. If it had not been -for this

hindrance on the road, we would have been

home long ago. 17. If 3011 take this thing

and put it down upon the road, will it not

hinder men from walking? i 8. Wicked
men delight to hinder good thingsL 19.

When, you come back, I only _then can go.

20. When you coine back 1 then can go. (only

then will it be convenient fe-r-me to go. )

21. When yon come back, then I 'will go.

22. You take my things and bring them !

23. Yon take my things and bring- them !

24. Yon take my things and give to him !

25. A true hearted patriot is willing even to

die (for his country.)

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 60,

.

1. ^ is used both in the spoken and

in the written language with a variety Of

meanings. See definitions in this lesson

and the dictionary. It is sometimes used

with a verb to form an immediate future,

phrase 1.

2. The lessons so far have had three

characters for to take, or take liold of; ^.,

Lesson 11, is the most common and com-

bines with 2r, as the others do not, for

bring; ^, Lesson 10, is also very common

in the colloquial with about the same

meaning as 7$ which is more used in the

classical language, book niandkirin, and

polite speech.

3- $f|l is like the consequential .$6 but

is much stronger, Sentence 19,
;where the

going of the on? depends entirely upon the
-tjIV

return of the othei . JSj$G in this same

sentence, would mean, ivJien \ou Jmve

returned then. I will go, emphasizing
<\

more the time of going than the dependence

of one on the other. For this! reason,
""^-fe- ^b

with JgTO in this sentence, HEV^onld be

dropped .

4.
-|!|-

and jj are about the same;, , but

~JJ is more classical and elegant.

5. -dE i.s also written -

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.
iijff i y<i i *MT i

1- m , 3K dziang, starch, paste ^
dxiang", an' oar; :^ 3

d/iang, command

or

4

dziang, sauce.encourage ;

-.. -7 | 1 [

2. JE
3

, M shi, corpse; ]

dzang, to bury.

REVIEW 59, 58-59.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 61.

i. Foreign dollars or money. 2. Japan.

3. Foreigners. 4. Copper cash. 5. Price.

6. One who has money, rich. 7. To owe

money and not pay it. 8. The true price.

9. No two prices, only one price. 10. To

offer a lower price than the one asked, n.

Truly. 12. Foreigners use dollars more,

and the Chinese use cash more. (The

Chinese are now using the copper cent very

much.) 13. The foreigners living in China

are not a few, there are also many Japanese.

14. Among them the rich are many and the

poor are few. 15. The price of this thing is

dear, the price of that thing is not dear. 16.

There is truly but one price for this thing,

therefore you cannot offer a lower price. 17.

Every man certainly likes money, because

it can as one likes buy any thing. 18. He

does not speak the truth, you must not trust

him. 19. The exchange for dollars may be

settled according to the time. 20. This one

dollar is brass, and is no use. 21. The true

price of this garment is how much money?

22. You must not owe money and not pay

it, perhaps people will say that your heart is

bad.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 61.

1. It is strange that the character for

vt
ocean, f=p, should be composed of water

and sheep when a sheep so dislikes water.

Why is it? Is it because even a little

water is an ocean to a sheep?

2. ffi means foreign, in the sense of

something beyond the ocean, J|C ffi Japan.

It is used more frequently for foreign than

for ocean, in the colloquial.

3. Notice that g, gold, is used in

characters for things made of metals of

any kind. It is the metal radical.

4. ^ . Hi is used on the sign-boards

of large stores where they claim to have

but one price for a thing.

5. 5[ solid, as opposed to empty, comes

naturally to mean true, sincere.

j a

is also written -j.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS,

A\t2 J&4 . ,

1- rr *fc yang> waves ripples.

2. IsT) &&
3

tsien, shallow; yj%
4

dzien,

Mi*. 3

mean, low; jtjl dzien, to trample.

3. 1C , IK gwan, accustomed to.

REVIEW 60, 1-4.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 62,

I,. I,earning. 2. A pupil. ,}.
To learn

the doctrine. 4. To lenrn a trade. 5. A

school. 6. To learn and practice, or apply.

;. Precious stones. Tepid water. cS. To

review. 9. To make money, also to ''squeeze"

money. 10. Every man sees that learning

can help a man to make mure money, there-

fore all look upon learning as precious, n.

That guest who came today has very good

learning. 12. The pupils in the school must

constantly review the books which they have

studied, i ^. The pupils in the church schools

must constantly learn the doctrines, or teach-

ings, of the Bible. 14. My son has gone to

learn a trade. 15. Whether study or write,

certainly must diligently learn and practice,

only then can surpass men (come out man's

head place). 16. The price of precious

stones is very dear. 17. Not cold and not

hot water name is called tepid water, hike

warm. 18. He this man in studying is very

diligent, i 9. Have your guests gone ? They

left yesterday. 20. This time trading I did

not make any money. 21. I exhort you to

imitate this good man's plan. 22, That

servant is bad, when he buys things, he

constantly "squeezes" my money.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 62.

1. originally meant to study, to

learn, and from this, naturally, comes to

mean to imitate, Sentence 21, also Matt.

11 : 29.

2. In the days when books were scarce

students seemed much of their learning

by asking questions (IP]/ ,
hence the

phrase ^ fpj for learning. This old

method is still useful.
i

3. J|L is also written ^ and jk.

4. Note both the similarity and the

difference between JIL and "J^.

5. $m, is also written }fin..

6. Because profits are often secured by

cheating, lf| i-s often used for cheating or

making money in wrong ways, Sentence 26.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1.

2. If

3. im.

4. !$t
4

incorrupt.

hsiao, to teach, to imitate.

5

djeh, tofold, wrhrkled.

.' wen, an epidemic;

chien, humble r

; )jji~ Tien.

REVIEW 61, 5-8.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 63.

i. Cleanse the heart. 2. To wash clothes.

3. To wash clean. 4. To wash one's hands

of a thing, have nothing more to do with it.

5. To bathe. 6. A bathing house. 7. A
platform for sunning clothes. 8. To sun

dry. 9. To sun until dry. 10. Clean, n.

The family from which one has informally

adopted a son. 12. An informal adoption,

without inheritance, of a son. 13. To work

without money. 14. All sold out. 15.

Repentance is the plan for cleansing the

heart. 16. Using water in the bathing house

is the plan for cleansing the body. 17. You
take my clothes and wash clean and put on

the drying platform and sun until dry. 18.

This business is not very good, I will wash

my hands of it and not do it. 19. When the

Chinese bathe they like to use hot water
;

foreigners like to use cold water, teacher,

which way do you regard as better? 20.

Bring hot water I want to bathe! 21. This

cup of tea is not clean, you must not drink

it. 22, These men are all working for

nothing, do not want money. 23. Your

adopted son's things are all sold, does his

family know it? 24. Today the sun is not

very good, this garment perhaps cannot sun

dry. 25. The outside clothes are already

sun dried, you may bring them in.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 63.

1. VJC is also used in a figurative sense,

sentence 15. To wash one's hands seems

to be a very ancient custom to express in

a forceful way the thought of having noth-

ing further to do with the matter. Pilate

used it in the trial of Jesus, Matthew 27:24.

It is also used in the English language

and it is interesting to find the same usage

in the Chinese language, Sentences 4, 18.

2. if|f is also written Bjlj.

3. The sentences show some interesting

idiomatic uses of f, ^ T, work without

money, a dry job; 12 5E "J* a dry son,

an informal adoption not involving control,

support, or inheritance, a dry sort of son-

ship.

4. $ is also written ^?.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

>U i *^T3 iLW 4
1. i^K , & dzao, elegant; $& sao, to

dry; -flc tsao, to grasp.

2. ^4

, ^ 3

sa, to sprinkle.

i 39i4 **K 4 i *
3- ?

, Bf clzmg, quiet.

REVIEW 62, 9=12.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 64.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 64.

i. Damp air. 2. Damp. 3. Remembrance,
to bear in mind. 4. To be anxious. 5. To

hang up. 6. To put on clothes. 7. To take

off clothes. 8. To lose. 9. Dry. 10. This

place below is very damp, cannot dwell in

it. ii. The clothes which you are wearing

are damp, you must take them off, hang
them outside and dry them. 12. When
clothes are soiled they must be washed clean,

only then are they good for wearing. 13. I

constantly remember you. 14. Please do

not be anxious about me. 15. Takeoff the

soiled clothes and bathe, and when you have

bathed then you can put on clean clothes.

16. The knife has already gone through his

heart how can this man not die? 17. When

the bamboo and trees send up sprouts, they

certainly will bore through the midst of the

ground and come out. 1 8. The road is wet

and not very good for walking. 19. Water

can wash men's bodies, the doctrine of Jesus

can wash men's hearts. 20. When the body

is unclean you must bathe. 21. When the

clothes are soiled you must wash them clean.

22. In writing you must be careful, must

not constantly be leaving out words.

1. Notice that the character for dirty,

filthy means a buriedbone, in its component

parts, a very good picture to represent such

a thought.
>rT "^f*

2. S| is the opposite of f&. It is also

written ^.
3. Jit" is also written .

4- j$jj $5- i-s another way of saying to

lose, or drop out. It is to lose in the sense

of dropping a part of something or of

dropping out a part of a character or part

of a sentence in writing. ^ $& would

be used where the whole of something is

lost and may also be used instead of )$ ^g-,

where only a part is lost, see Lesson 59,

Note 4.

5. Note again the uses of |H and ~Jj

in Sentences 12, 15. Jg/L in these sen-

tences would not be so emphatic.

6. ^C f r very, is generally used with

the negative ^ 7^ $J\

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. 3|
4

) "Pr gwa )
outer jacket.

2. ^ 5

5 $Jl
3

shien, manifest.

3. 5Jr) ^ 2

ya, a short sprout.

4. JJS
5

) !8
5

shwoh, to speak; ftj yueh,

pleased .

REVIEW 63, 13-16.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 65.

i. Weeping to heaven and weeping to

earth, weeping violently. 2. Funny words,

or ridicule. 3. To laugh at him. 4. Old man
of the family. 5. Old man. 6. Old man, 7.

Oldest son. 8. The second son. 9. Old tea-

cher. 10. Honest. 1 1. An experienced hand.

12. Miserable. 13. To beat unmercifully.

14. Hard service. 15. To suffer misery.

16. The depth of misery. 17. To become

an eminent man. 18. Distressed. 19. That

old man of the family has violently wept
until he is exceedingly miserable. 20. I do

not know on account of what matter. 21.

It is because he has nothing to eat, no

clothes to wear and is constantly doing hard

service, therefore he is thus miserable. 22.

Oldest son, you must not do this kind of

business and cause people to ridicule. 23.

Second son, you are experienced in doing
this kind of business, therefore please you
come and help ! 24. This old man is exceed-

ingly distressed in heart, because his small

son is dead. 25. You must not laugh at

him, he is a miserable man. 26. Old tea-

cher, your son is very honest, why do you

unmercifully beat him? 27. If you do not

endure the depth of misery how can you
become an eminent man? 28. What misery
has this man? He only lacks money, if he

had money, he also would be happy. 29.

That old man eats a lot of rice and can walk

very fast.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 65.

1. The Chinese language is a picture

language. Do the component parts of ^
jt'tt

and ^ make these good pictures for weep-

ing and laughing?

2. Distinguish between ^ tien and ^
yao; ^ and ?T, if.

_|y^ -

3. ^ is often contracted into ^ in

combination to form other characters, see

synthetic characters below. It is used in

respectful address, Sentence 8, and also to

distinguish the order of sons in the family,
H/- _!_ -V- .

e.g. ? 7C> ^
4. % M ft and ^ M ?, have

the same meaning, but the first would be

more used in the Northern Mandarin.

5. S 3* ^ and A A, in Sen-

tence 27, are interesting devices to express

emphasis.
^ t !%

6. f originally means bitter, one of

the five flavors (bitter, sweet, sour, salt,

hot, as pepper) and from this naturally

comes to mean miserable, etc.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

! s&? > W cn i' a m^n of 60; |H
5

dieh
;

a man of 70; i|
4

miao, a man of 80; /g
4

hwen, a man of 90; ^f;
3

gou, old decrepit;

s|
4

hsiao, to reverence; 5^'
3

kao, to

examine.

REVIEW 64, 17-20.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 66.

i. Besides. 2. Apian. 3. Way of doing.

4. Plan of doing. 5. France. 6. A French-

man. 7. To prepare a meal. 8. To spoil.

9. To make a row. 10. To put to death.

ii. Not properly done. 12. All together.

Total. 13. In all. 14. Naturally, 15. My
clothes are spoiled, have you besides a good

plan to make them complete? i 6. I besides

have several good garments, please you wash

clean and do not spoil! 17. This matter I

do not know how to do, have you any good

means of doing it? 18. This thing is spoiled,

how can it be fixed. 19. There are many

Frenchmen in China. 20. If the country's

laws are good, the people will naturally have

patriotic hearts. 21. When you prepare a

meal you must be careful not to have it

unpalatable! 22. Those several bad men

have truly made a row
;
one of them has

spoiled a man's hand and another has used

an overbearing heart and taken a man and

done him to death, there is no end to it.

23. How much money has he in all? 24.

You all together want how much money to

use? When I come back I will give you.

25, When will you have time to come?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 66.

1. 3; ~f* and ~fj fe are about the

same in use, but jj ^z is the stronger be-

cause /7 also means a plan in union

there is strength.

2. ^ originally means to play with

and is much used for playing instruments

which cannot be illustrated in this lesson.

It is also a very common character with a

variety of uses, most of which are embraced

in the definitions given.

3. $g, Lesson 12, is used in asking

direct questions but is not the generally

used character. J^, Lesson 8, is the

more universal direct interrogative particle

but Nj| (ma) is used in its place in

Northern Mandarin. JjJ^ is used with

other interrogative expressions to empha-

size the question and sometimes to state a

strong affirmative in question form.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ;7
4

, W gwai, a staff; $}' gwai,

kidnap, decoy; Jjlj

5

bieh, other.

2. ^ 4

, fPT'gung, evidence; ^' gung

to respect; ^ 3

gung, salute; ^' hung,

toast; i
2

hung, a flood; fijl^

3

hung, to

cheat.

REVIEW 65, 21=24.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 67.

I. Generous. 2. Great kindness. 3.

Substantial. 4. Stingy. 5. Paper. 6. News-

paper. 7. Try and see. 8. Try. 9. To

give one a trial. 10. I would be glad to

know. ii. To break. 12. Ragged clothes.

13. This man is exceedingly generous, that

man is exceedingly stingy. 14. This paper is

truly substantial. 15. I have not received

his great kindness, he only gave me one rag-

ged garment. 16. Next time you buy a

newspaper I do not want it broken, or lorn.

17, You try and see, thin paper is easy to

tear, thick paper is not easy to tear. 18.

Please you try this man one month and see

if he is good or not good ! 19. I should be

glad to know why this book of yours is so

thick? It is because foreign paper is used,

therefore it is so thick. 20. This pen, you

first try whether it is good to use or not good

to use. 21. The things are broken. 22.

Torn paper cannot make a new book.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 67.

1. The Chinese, being a picture lan-

guage, is more concrete, than
.
abstract.

The abstract meanings of many characters

are the secondary or derived meaning, e.g.,

from I|, thick and fH, thin, we get

generous and stingy. Other things being

equal, the concrete speaker will be better

understood in speaking Chinese.

2. Perhaps in no two languages can the

same expression in one be translated by

the same expression in the other. This

is especially true of the Chinese language

because it has been so little influenced by

other languages. While fp\] means to try,

it is not always used where the English

would use to try. The reverse is also

true, is used in the lesson where the

English would require two entirely differ-

ent words, Sentences 16, 21.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1.

universal,

passive; Jg

|l
4

bu, account-book; ^ 3

pu,

S
2

1

cm, to repose.

jj

3

bi, that; ^4

bei, sign of

po, slope.

REVIEW 66, 25-28.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 68.

i. To thirst, 2. To long for. 3. Starved

to death. 4. To teach and nourish. 5. To
rear and not teach. 6. To nourish the body.

7. To rear a son. 8. To drink tea. 9. What
is left over, a residue. 10. Left over rice,

ii. Food. 12. When the weather is hot

men easily get thirsty. 13. Not seeing you
for three months, teacher, I very much long
for you. 14. When men do not drink tea,

then they get thirsty. 15. When you have

no food to eat then you will starve to death.

1 6. In the three character classic it says,

"Rear a child and not instruct him is the

father's fault," therefore in rearing a son

certainly must instruct and nourish all per-

fectly. 17. Tea and rice can nourish the

body, but must not eat too much. 18. When
you eat you must not drink much tea. 19.

If the rice cannot be eaten up, it may be

left over, need not be compelled to eat. 20.

Parents naturally certainly love their child-

ren. 21. When hungry you must eat rice,

when thirsty you must drink tea. 22. This

left over rice is cold, you must not eat it. 23.
The Chinese constantly say drink tea and

eat tea, they do not know that these two

words, drink, eat, ought not to be thus used.

24. Men cannot go one day without food to

eat.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 68.

1. V to thirst, like the English is

used for to long for, phrase 2, Ps. 42: 2.

2. Vfi and Wl are interesting specimens

of characters that are closely related, note

their similarity and difference.

3. The Chinese in many places use

^LL fc, tat tea, instead of B^f 2j*.

4. g$ and ^ are two characters in

which the radical helps one to remember

the meaning and the other part, the sound.

5. 5fc\\ is also written l.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

I- TO , mr
, W gieh, lift up or off,

as the top of a box; i^
s

gieh, to put

forth to the utmost.

2- 5v 5 7^ yang> to itch.

REVIEW 67, 29-32.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 69.

i. Generous, magnanimous. 2. Broad-

minded. 3. Narrow-minded. 4. To look

lightly upon, despise, neglect. 5. Light and

heavy weight. 6. To regard as important,

respect. 7. Regeneration. 8. To do over

again. 9. Repeat over and over again. 10.

To settle definitely, n. Men must be

magnanimous then can do great things. 12.

Mr. Hsu said that he was again going to

to make a new book and give to you to

cause you to develope a broad mind. 13.

Narrow-minded small men certainly cannot

accomplish great matters. 14. You must

not despise him, he has very great learning.

15. All things have weight distinction,

heavy and great things ought to be first done,

light and small things ought to be done

afterwards. 16. Sons ought to respect their

parents. 17. That old man in talking re-

peats over and over again and is very

annoying. 18. This garment is very wide

and that garment is very narrow. 19. That

dollar's weight is heavy and this dollar's

weight is light, how is it that the weight of

the dollars is not correct? 20. If you do

not allow him to go, then he will not go,

why have so many words to say? 21. If

you do not permit him to go, he certainly

will go, this then will cause both sides to

get angry.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 69.

1. 1C and 5% and M. are good

examples of opposites, and all four of them

show how pictures of concrete ideas take.^

on abstract meanings, e.g. broad become,

generous; narrow, mean and stingy; light,

trifling; heavy, important.

2. Jit cluing, in the 2nd tone, aspirated,

means again, in the sense of a .second

time, lf ^h., regeneration (John 3:3). It

is also used for repetition, phrases 8, 9.

3. ?fi and f^f, Lesson 43, are both used

for to permit, to allow, perhaps ^ is a

little more colloquial. Both have other

widely differing uses.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ^ , $p
4
or ffp

4

, dja. an oil press.

2. 3|i
4

, @ 3

djung, a seed; JH|
3

djung,

swell, inflated; iHi
3

, djung heel, follow;

ffl
1

djung, a cup; Jf(j

4

dung, move, stir.

REVIEW 68, 33=36.
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LESSON LXX. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 14J

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 70.

i. To add. 2. To diminish. 3. To lower

the price. 4. To lower by half. 5. To get

rid of. 6. To eradicate. 7. Addition, 8.

With the exception of. 9. Besides him. 10.

Arithmetic is very difficult, must first learn

the easy, afterwards slowly add work. n.

I caused him to add five men, he only added

two, is it not that he has diminished three?

12. I have already reduced the price by one

half, and do you still want me to reduce the

price? 13. This matter, unless you go, then

only can accomplish. 14. Besides him there is

no other who can do it. 15. In the plans of

arithmetic, you must learn first addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division;

when you can leain addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division, afterwards you

can learn other plans. 16. He has added

five men in his family to eat food. 17. To

add men is to increase mouths (to eat,) to

divide men is to diminish mouths, or eaters.

1 8. If wicked men are willing to repent,

they certainly must eradicate the root (of

evil), only then can become good men.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 70.

1. JjP and ^ft are used, both, together

and separately and seem to have about the

same meanings and uses, 7JP is used for

addition in arithmetic, $J is used more

for small things and is more colloquial.

2. JIP, S, ^, ^ are the common

terms used in mathematics.

3. ^T, Lesson 53, means to divide, in

the sense of separate, distinguish, distribute.

|$ literally means to deduct, and is used

for division because division is subtraction

repeated a certain number of times. $J;

to deduct the whole while $>% is to subtract

a part. Division is a taking away of the

whole and dividing it up.

4. ^j|, in the 4th tone, is read sheng"

and cheng" and is a classifier of vehicles.

5. Note the peculiar idiom in Sentence

17, where D means mouths to be fed.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

I- JP
1

, ^ gia, frame; JJfl

1

cangue; ^^ gia, Buddhist surplice; J

chariot; ja. congratulate.

gia,

gia,

2. sheng, left over.

REVIEW 69, 37-40.
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ANALYTICAL PRIMER 145

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 71,

i. To avoid. 2. Your honorable province.

3. To economize. 4. The eighteen provinces.

5. To examine into one's own faults. 6.

Not to examine into, or understand, men's

affairs. 7. Your exalted palace. 8. Your
honorable palace. 9. A magistrate. 10. A
district magistrate, n. The mandarin dia-

lect. 12. A public road. 13. You must

economize a little to avoid taking your money
and using it all up. 14. May I ask you,
venerable teacher, where is your honorable

province and honorable palace? 15. A
large province has ten odd Prefectures and

Departments, and seventy or eighty Districts.

16. A small Province has only seven or eight
Prefectures and Departments, and thirty or

forty Districts. 17. He already does not ex-

amine into, or understand, men's affairs, you
must not hope that he will examine into his

own shortcomings. 18. It is easy to be an

official, but it is difficult to get the hearts of

the people. 19. Your exalted palace, mandarin

teacher, is from which province? 20. This

is a public road, how is it that men are not

allowed to walk it? 21. What is called a

department? Compared with a Prefecture,

a little smaller; compared with a district, a

1 ittle larger, this place is called a department.
22. A province must be divided into several

prefectures ;
a prefecture must be divided

into several districts. 23. At present all the

world and China in all have how many
people? Do you know?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 71

1. The characters for this lesson were

selected before the Revolution, the many

changes in the government that are sure

to follow may soon necessitate a decided

change in this lesson. It may go out of

date while the book is being printed.

2. -g is also pronounced "shing" and

means to examine, to be wakeful, phrases

5 and 6.

3. One of the oldest divisions of China

' andwas into nine departments,

that is still one of the namis of China;

USA M, all the world and China,

Sentence 23.

4. jfjJR is also read hsnen "
arid means

to suspend, as in space, but when used

with this meaning, is now more frequently

., IBS
written fi&.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. Jtt
3

, it
3

fu, bow down; jjjff' fu,

bowels; ^ 3

fu, curd, putrid.

2. W, $M' djou, a continent.

t lH# 4 <? 2
1

3. /Bfc , 32; hsuen, suspend.

REVIEW 70, 41=44
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LESSON LXXII. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 147

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 72.

i. Inside the city. 2. Outside the city.

3. To enter the city. 4. On the street. 5. To

go on the street. 6. Rivers and mountains,

or the country. 7. Shanghai. 8. To ascend

a mountain. 9. To come down a mountain.

TO. Upon the mountain, u. A sea is larger

than a river. 12. The streets in the city are

not so wide as those outside the city. 13. I

want to enter the city to buy several things.

14. You must go on the street to buy two

books. 15. A rebellion or revolution (to beat

the rivers and mountains). 16. To go up the

hill is difficult; to come down the hill, or

mountain, is easy. 17. Foreign countries

have some cities built upon the mountains.

18. Do you know those two same size islands

in the middle of the river is what place?

19. Sea water is not so good to drink as river

water, river water is not so good to drink as

mountain water. 20. Of the cities of every

place, the provincial city is certainly the

largest. 21. Prefectural and district cities

are a little smaller than provincial cities.

22. You must go on the large street to buy

things, not buy on the small street.

EXPLANATORY NOTES, LESSON 72,

1. This lesson affords some very

interesting illustrations of character struc-

ture. Note both meaning and sound of

-ft?-

5& m its component parts.

yy -

2. ffi shows a radical divided to take

another character in itself.

3. J!H is composed of water and work.

Are not rivers the work of the water

ploughing their way to the ocean?

4. $j is water and each, every. Is

not tire sea, in a sense, each and every

water ?
i

5. Note the three peaks in
|.i| which

shows that it is a picture of mountains.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. |LT, Itl|

4

shan, abuse, slander; flu

sien, genii, immortals.

2. $$
3

, $|:
2

mei, plum; fij
3

hwei, re-

pent; (l/fjt

4

hwei, stupid; ifJJJ:

1

hwei, to

//- 3

instruct ; ^ wu, insult.

3. tt-', iX' gang> carry between two.

REVIEW 7 1,45=48.
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LKSSON LXXI1I. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 149

ENGLISH TRANSLATION, LESSON 73.

i. The best. 2. Button on Chinese hat.

3. The top of the head, or above. 4. Feeling

bad, or miserable. 5. Repulsive. 6. Hard
to say. 7. Difficult to obtain. 8. Difficulties.

9. To vex, annoy, also a polite way of thank-

ing a person for a favor. 10. Not difficult.

ii. Hard to do. 12. Miseries, calamities. 13.

To know. 14. Not to know enough, (used
when a man has been given enough but still

wants more.) 15. In general. 16. To come

again. 17. To repeat. 18. Over and over

again. 19. The best. 20. Above the head is

heaven. 21. The Chinese officials formerly
had or wore, a button on their heads, or caps.

22. Men who are willing to be diligent do

not fear the most difficult matters to do under

heaven. 23. Men who are not willing to be

diligent only knowing a little about one or

two things, then they are not willing to again

learn, or to learn more. 24. When a man has

no food to eat, he is very miserable. 25.

When one has no clothes to wear he is very

repulsive looking. 26. Is it possible that he is

a famous man? 27. I did not hear intelligent-

ly, may I trouble you to repeat? 28. Precious

things are most difficult to get. 29, His
difficulties I in general know several parts,
or I know a little of his difficulties. 30. Do
yon know this man's calamities? 31. If

you are willing diligently to learn and

practice this doctrine, in the coming days, or

days afterwards, yon then will understand.

32. That man never knows enough, do not

again pay attention to him, let him alone.

33. I talked to him over and over again, he

just will not come. 34. I think that com-

pared with all men below heaven this man
is the best.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 73.

1. Tf[ is the regular sign of the super-

lative degree, TS $J", the best. See Lesson

51, Note 3. for other superlative expres-

sions, -f^ JfJ* *$ ^f, phrase 19, is also

a strong superlative expression.

2. Ap jf! is about equivalent to 03 "f^f ,

but is used more in book mandarin and in

Northern mandarin.

3. fl* is the common character for

again, repeatedly. Compare with 1ft

Lesson 69, Note 2.

4. HH is also written /*p|.

5. Up is also written W&.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

I- tfi\ "*
4

hsiang, neck; ^PT clung,

just now.

2. i||ff, JlSf

1

tan, spread; jKH' tan, sand

bank; HH' tan, paralyzed.

3. fl', ^ 4

dji, wisdom.

4. ^ 4

, ifi^

4

gou, inner chamber.

REVIEW 72, 49=52.
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LESSON LXXIV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 151

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 74.

i. Scrolls. 2. Connected 3. A substitute.

4. To die for men. 5. Universal. 6. Use<*

every where. 7. Through or not through

(used of a road). 8. The venerable teacher

writes scroll characters perfectly good. 9. A.

bad man, you must not be connected with

him. 10. I to-day am not well, aii-1 I wish

to ask that substitute to go and work for me.

1 1. Jesus died for men, therefore \ve oirjht to

believe in him. 12. China must take advan-

tage of this time to quickly become stro;:^

in herself, selfreliant, only th?n will it be

well. 13. At present in China the irai
-1 "* '!

dialect is universally spoken, and fore'^i

dollars universally used. 14. Is this s/.i?"l

road here a through road? 15. You iiii si

take advantage of the good suusiiihe to Uke

the clothes and sun them dry. 16. Tal:e

advantage of having time to-day to qui^
1

ly

this matter and finish it. 17. At pre^eii
1
:

China being connected with every coiiLlry

has many advantages, and also many <"'-

advantages. 18. Tradi; ^ toget-'e. L
1
;!s is i

advantage; not to be able to control jie. o,v;.

affairs in every thing, this then is a dis-

jKlvmitrfge. 19*. When you work for him you

must do it well, then lie wilt be pleased.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 74.

1. Ijfjj originally means to connect. ,$&

means a rope, a blood-vessel. The two

na'ira^y combine to give the strong and

coiiiinon expression for connected.

2. It is inteiesting to note that [f^,

Wesson 52, contains within it the right-

hand s'de of .

3. ^ a 1 so means to go sivijtly. The

man who wishes to avail himself of oppor-

tunities must be a man of action and

alettiiess.

4. 1& is also written TgK.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

2. |

3.

4. 3

pain.

BT gwan, to shut.

f^h,rr-,iel; Jl

4

lu, to Uibe.

8|~ n'.en, Imperial chariot.

ffi
3

tmig, a bucket; $lj
4

Ling,

REVIEW 73,
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LESSON LXXV. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 153

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 75.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 75,

i. Affinity. 2. Reason. 3. To be popular.

4. Especially. 5. Ancient affairs. 6. Dead.

7. The South. 8. North and south. 9.

South of the Yaiigtsc River. 10. North

river, or north of the Yangtse River, n.

The North. 12. The northwest. 13. The

northeast. 14. Canton city, or province. 15.

Kwangsi province. 16. He is a north river

man and you are a south river man. 17.

There certainly must be affinity, only then

can live in one home. 18. You have worked

at this business already for five days and it

is still not finished, what is the reason? 19.

Please venerable teacher, preach, or tell, an

ancient story for us to listen to. 20. You

act the part of a man well, therefore you are

popular everywhere. 21. My former sever-

al old friends are all dead. 22. He till to-

day has not yet come, I do not know why or

I also do not know what the reason is. 23.

China is broad and the people are many,
how is it then that she cannot be self-strong?

24. He has a reason for not coining. 25. In

the northwest is one province, exceedingly

dry ;
in the south in the Canton province

the water on the other hand is too great, or

much. 26. The dry place is miserable, hear

it said that people are already eating people;

the great water place not a few people also

are dying.

1. /jt) y$ KK means why, in the sense

of because of wliat, and is the common

equivalent of the English why. -jv j^

jf$! uX is the common expression for why,

in the sense of what reason or cause.

2. The Chinese language states direction

in the reverse order of the English. The

compass is called point south needle."

South of the river is river south."

3. 3ft H3 has already been much used

for things. In this lesson it has the

original meaning, East and West.

4. /PC is itnde in the sense of broad,
A-&

extensive, while j|], Lesson 69 is the

opposite of narrow.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. $C\ fift* dzo, to do, to make.

2. PIT, HjfT nan, mutter, chatter; ^liT

nan, cedar.

3. 3b
S

, ft
4

bei, the back; 5 yin,

the swallow.

REVIEW 74, 57=60.
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LESSON LXXVI. ANALYTICAL PRIMER 155

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 76,

i. To keep over, or detain. 2. To detain

a guest. 3. To pay attention. 4. A black,

or wicked heart. 5. To detain. 6. Not to

concern one's affairs. 7. Put on clothes. 8-

Send a man to come. 9. Unnecessary, no

use for. lo. Of the same year, or age. n.

This year. 12. Last year. 13. Next year-

14. Age. 15. A secretary. 16. Dessert. 17.

To nod assent. 18. A little. 19. Old man,

you are saving a little money to give to what

man? Why do you not take advantage of

this time to prepare a few clothes to wear

and to prepare a little tea and food to eat,

this is what you ought to do? 20. There

is not even a little dessert prepared in his

house, how can he entertain guests? 21.

You send a man to take these useless things

and carry them away. 22. You and I are

friends of the same age therefore I will ask

you to act as secretary. 23. This old man's

age is not small
; truly, he has this year, not

next year, can only pass a day and reckon a

day, or this old man is very old, truly, he has

this year but not next year, he can only reck-

on his life by days. 24. Leave a little good
conduct for men coming after to see and do

not use a wicked heart to treat men. 25. I

exhorted that man to give attention to his

work. He promised by nodding assent, after-

wards, he certainly did a little better. 26. It

does not concern your affairs, let him do as

he pleases.

EXPLANATORY NOTES LESSON 76.

1. iij >L) is carejul, by way of keeping

the Jieart or mind on the matter in hand,

while /JN >[^ and j& >ftv are careful, in

the sense of being cautious.

2. Distinguish )|jj and pG both as to

form and uses, e.g. ^ jfsE rt^^/ >li^ n,

/6> forget.

3- ^C y^C ^ or xC Mti, TM ^C> large,

larger, largest, this one of the regular ways

of comparing an adjective, but the Chinese

have many ways of expressing comparison,

especially the superlative, Lessons 73, 51.

4. There are a number of ways of say-

ing, "a little," Sfi,
~

? a few, ty

and ^ ^> not much or many.

5. US is also written ,vj.

6. "pa is also written
vti t

1. IT,

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

li", pomegranate; ^g
2

liu,

tumor; }uf li"> driP 5 SI' lhl
'
loiter -

REVIEW 75, 61=64.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 77.

r. To entertain guests. 2. To take over,

ds the duties of another. 3. Very bad. 4.

Most important. 5. A physician, doctor. 6.

A hospital. 7. A park or yard. 8. A

theological seminary. 9. A college. 10.

Faulty speech. 11. Faulty hand. 12. A
foreign firm. 13. Not an expert. 14. The

men in this foreign firm cannot entertain

merchants, therefore their business is not

very good. 15. "J hat business I will not do,

you go, take it over, and do it. 16. Japanese

physicians are very numerous, those who
have true ability are, perhaps, not a few.

17. In Shanghai by the side of the river the

mission people have opened two schools;

one called a Theological Seminary ;
the

other a College, this is reckoned to be the

most important matter in mission work. 18.

I see that the patients in the hospital are not

few. 19. There are some patients truly

exceedingly miserable, xo. This kind of

disease is very bad, quickly go to the hospi-

tal and be treated twice, then can get well.

21. This court is too small and is not well

ventilated. 22. When people talk they must

not use faulty speech; when they write they
must not use a faulty, or unsteady, hand.

23. To do this kind of business you are not

an expert. 24. He has walked a three days

journey and certainly will walk himself sick.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 77.

1- IK i-s still another character cxpress-

ing very strong superlative.

2. -fnf is also written ^f, i
,

is used for a

firm or company and is pronounced hang.

Note the idiomatic expression ^f> ^Jl ff.

3- wf gel- s its meaning from its radical

and its sound from the other part. Its

original meaning, sickness, when applied

to men's actions or conditions, easily

comes to mean faults.

4. S is also written 1^.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

djoh, pinch, pick;

chwai, suck, sip.

2.
> ^r^ Mi, screen.

REVIEW 76, 65=68.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 78.

i. Flurried, disturbed. 2. Hurried to

death. 3. To engrave characters. 4. To

engrave upon the heart. 5. A quarter of

three (o'clock). 6. Five horses. 7. To
come and go, or associate with. 8. To ride

a horse. 9. Quickly, immediately. 10.

Railroad car. n. A carriage. 12. A jin-

ricksha. 13. A wheelbarrow. 14. I can

only delay a quarter of an hour, please do

not get flurried. 15. If you associate with

a bad man and fall into his trap, then you
will be harassed to death. 16. Can charac-

ters be cut on a stone as a record? They
may be engraved, but it is not good like

engraving them upon the heart, (not so good
as engraving them upon the heart.) 17.

Please teacher come at a quarter to three to

teach me to study! 18. These five horses

are very good, can travel very fast, and their

cost price is certainly not small. 19. I will

come immediately. 20. I do not wish to

ride a horse, nor ride in a vehicle, I will

slowly walk and go. 21. Shanghai has

every kind of vehicle, railroad cars, carriages,

rickshas, wheelbarrows, etc. 22. To go a

short distance you can ride in a carriage.

23. For a long distance the railroad car is

the fastest way to go. 24. When you go to

Shanghai to-day, will you ride a horse, or go

in a carriage?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 78.

1. Not having had, so far, the diaracter
*,-{V

Ml djung, clock) the sentences caimot fully

show how to talk about the time of day.

Let it here be emphasized that the student

ought, by all means, to learn as much

colloquial as possible. Cultivate the child-

habit of learning sounds and expressions

without the aid of characters, but do not

go to either extreme. Just as in English, the

word, clock, can be left out, Sentence 1-7.

2. 3r "tE is the common expression for

social intercourse with friends.

4. Distinguish 'jx from "fix.

5. 'fx is also written -fit.

6. Jv3 _tl, swiftly. The horse was

formerly China's swiftest way of travelling,

but now that steam and electricity have

come, ought not tliis expression to be

changed?
7. The Chinese sit <^A vehicles and ride

jpf horses. Is not their language more

accurate in this than English.

8. Note both the structure and the

meaning of UnJ".

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

, investigate; Pj1.
,

to cough.

2. ^5
5

, -jit" shen, what, very.
ttl-4-* '> J J -> 4

3. JtnT, l!F gi, to send as a letter;
t-i. t ^

i, to lean on
; yfpt i, ehair.

REVIEW ?7, 69=72.

keh,
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EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSEN 7\

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 79.

i. Reconciled. 2. Good will. 3. Gentle.

4. United. 5. To untie. 6. To explain by

talking or preaching. 7. To explain. 8. To
make peace. 9. Connected, consecutive. 10.

In twos and threes, u. Even one all not

have, or not even one. 12. In the world.

13. The world. 14. A life time. 15. A

boundary stone. 16. I exhort you two men
to be reconciled to each other for your life

time. 17. That man is very friendly, of

good will. iS. She is a very gentle woman.

19. China has now already established a

united kingdom. 20. You take your clothes

and loosen them and go to sleep. 21. That

teacher's plan of explaining the doctrines of

the book is the very best. 22. This matter

cannot be separated, or settled, yon make

peace, make peace, then it will be all right.

23. I have studied to finish three books in

succession. 24. First came out one horse,

afterwards many horses came out in twos

and thre . In the world there is a mat-

ter difficult to explain ; men take money and

regard it as very important, take doctrine

and regard it as insignificant, do you not

know that this is extremely bad? 26. On
the boundaries, there ought to be boundary
sto:

1. One great difficulty in learning the

Chinese is that the language lacks certain

small words that are very common in

English. There seems to be no definite

word for and. In many sentences no word

is used for it, but [1 and $U, meaning

and, in the sense of av/A, are much used.

There are also colloquial sounds, or words

for ami. IflJ is more common than ^Q. but

T^U is more elegant and carries with it

more of the idea of harmony.

2. j|? is used as a surname and pro-

nounced hsich. In the 4th tone, it means

to send up a criminal or a case Jor judge-

ment.

^p is also written jjfr.

4. Note the idiomatic expression for the

whole of life JL *

1t- In Northern

Mandarin,
*

i^f ~T", ih bei dzi, all

through life is used.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. fl?
J

, VR hsiai, lazy; iff, hsiai,

crab.

oS ". 31 ^en the lotus.

3. TEL
4

, ^T
4
i? leisurely.

REVIEW 78, 73=76.
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AA
ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 80.

i. A father-in-law. 2. Feet and inches

3. To guard. 4. To perform one's duty.

5. To observe Sunday. 6. A number. 7.

To count. 8. To send a man, or a runner.

9. A wide difference. 10. About right, u.

Send him. 12. Not much difference. 13.

May it be that this old man is your father-

in-law? 14. In making clothes must first

take the foot measure and measure correctly.

15. Ten inches is one foot; ten feet is one

djang. 16. If it is one hundred times one

thousand feet, you reckon this number ought

to be how many djang. 17. This number

is easy to calculate, even I can do it. 18.

This money you count and see altogether

how much. 19. That runner is most hate-

ful, thinks only of "squeezing" money. 20.

This thing is not very different. 21. This

matter is widely different. 22. This old

man is a very best watchman. 23. If a man

is willing to do his duty then he is a good

man. 24. Believers in religion ought to

observe Sunday. 25. About enough. 26.

What business did you send him to do?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 80.

1. The Chinese do not yet have a uni-

versal standard of weights and measures.

Different places have different standards,

even the same place sometimes uses different

standards for different things. There

are several standards for y\., foot. The

carpenter's measure and the tailor's measure

are the most common. They are both ten

inches long, but the tailor's inch is longer.

The tailor's foot is a little longer than the

English foot while the carpenter's is slightly

shorter. They now largely use the decimal

system.

2. HJC, in the third tone, is a verb and

means to count, to estimate.

3. <, when it means to differ, to err,

is read cJia, ?. ^p %> , differing not much,

is the very common expression for about.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. 3t', ft' djang, to fight; ft
4

djang,

a staff.

2. *%\ It
3

tao, to beg; ft
4

fu, to de-

liver, to pay.

REVIEW 79,77-79.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 81.

i. From the beginning, of old. 2. For-

merly. 3. To follow. 4. To obey. 5. From

the present hereafter, or from this time on.

6. Throw down. 7. To drop a matter. 8.

To bring together, assemble. 9. To as-

semble. 10. A Chinese quilt, n. Beaten.

12. Only have. 13. One (a classifier). 14.

I, from of old have not, never have, heard

this kind of talk. 15. Those former matters

we have all dropped and will not talk. 16.

That teacher has how many pupils following

him to assemble in the school room to study?

17. Because he was beaten by you, from now

on he will not again follow you. 18. After-

wards when we again assemble we can

consult together. 19. This quilt is ragged

and cannot be used. 20. One tea cup. 21.

I with you will first take this reason and tell

them and cause them not again by small

people to take the matter and spoil it. 22.

Measuring from this end to that end it is

thirteen feet five inches. 23. This matter

only he one man knows. 24. When the

sun goes down below the mountain it is

from five to seven o'clock P. M.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 81.

1. How many times is J\ used in each

of the two characters 'wt and pfc, and do

they fit the meanings?

2. ^ is used as a noun for followers and

is read djung", 4th tone.

3. Compare ^ and ^.

4. ^ placed before the agent is the

commonest way of forming the passive

voice, e. g. 5xi $(. Tul 1 4 J -^ was

struck by him.

5. jF*only, merely, is more bookish than

^F* lljl, only. %., only, in the sense of

single..

6. The passive voice is perhaps not so

much used in Chinese as in English.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. t$T\ $Sb
3

dzmig, lax, loose; 3j

3

dzung

excite
; f^

2

tu, disciple 1/E
3

si, to remove.

2. ilt\
3

tsu, to marry.

3. 5V, ^H
?

dji, thorns.

REVIEW 80, 1=5.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 82.

i. Up stairs. 2. Stairs, steps. 3. Four

stories high. 4. A ladder. 5. A large bridge-

6. A small bridge. 7. One bridge. 8. One

layer of paper. 9. A throne. 10. One city,

n. Teacher what story do you live on? I

formerly lived on the third story, now have

moved up to the fourth story. 12. This

place the houses with stories have only four

stories and three stair-steps are enough. 13.

The Shanghai storied houses have seven

stories, and certainly must have six stair-

steps, then sufficient for use. 14. The bridges

of this place are numerous, some large and

some small bridges. 15. I do not know how

many in number, if I had time I could

gradually count and see altogether there are

how many. 16. This one bridge is the larg-

est and the widest. 17. This one city must

be reckoned to be China's first in size, or

largest, the officials within are also most

numerous. 18. God's throne is in heaven.

19. One layer of paper is too thin and two

layers of paper are too thick. 20. Dead men's

bodies are called corpses.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 82.

1 . Compare >fH and

ence?

What differ-

2. The Chinese use the same character

for ladder and stairway, because there is

but little difference between their stair-

steps and ladders.

3- Mi, in the 3rd tone, is the classifier

for hills, buildings, etc, *J^5^, one city.

4. Compare J and <*fe. Would it be

correct to say, ppf )$? ?J 1 9* 9 -9 f 1

5- JiL ift i s a shorter expression for

OH. 10 iiil /7 >
a"d i s slightly more elegant,

Sentence 12.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

I- ft", IE' lou, bent; jjf
2

lou, skull;

Jj|
3

hi, repeatedly.

2. 'tilT, iilj

1

gi^o, tender, elegant; @ 3

giao, proud.

REVIEW 81, 6=10.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 83.

i. A guest room. 2. A foreign house. 3.

A room. 4. Buildings, houses. 5. One

building. 6. Upon the roof. 7. News or

rumor. 8. The Chinese geomautjc system.

9. A geomancer. 10. Wind rises, n. To
rain. 12. To stand up. 13. A section of

road. 14. Not able to stand. 15. To leak

out, or become known. 16. The roof leaks.

17. This foreign house has several large

guest rooms, and also has several small

rooms. 18. A good building no matter how

great a wind blows, how great a rain falls,

it a little all, even a little, will not move, or

shake. 19. A poor house cannot be lived

in
; only fall a little rain, then it leaks, rise

a little wind, then it is cold. 20. If you

disclose the news about him, he then cannot

stand it, cannot stand up, 21. The Chinese

believe in geomancer's words, therefore

constantly invite them to come to practice

geomancy. 22. One section of road is called

a hundred li, Chinese mile, truly it is only

.eighty or ninety //'. 23. W7ith this kind of

great wind and hard rain how can one go
out from home ? 24. Where are you going?
I am going back home. 25. What is that

man standing on the roof of the house

looking at ?

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 83.

1. J~fj shows by its structure, door, and

square, that its original meaning was a

room and from that comes, a house, a build-

ing- JM means the whole building, but is

used in the North for a room. The two

combined, ffi Jl* houses, buildings. In

Shanghai and perhaps in other localities JH

is sometimes used for ^,, e. g. ^ ^lj ^,
/f=3\ -^ -I* T f^
\/JE,} 3* 2ic / am going home, pj and

/M each has its own particular uses for

which the other cannot be substituted.

2. Is there any connection between the

component parts of JKj and the wind? It

is easier to ask some questions than to

answer them.

3. Jffiu 7[C, Chinese geomancy, by which

they, with the aid of geomancy teachers,

decide the location of houses, graves, etc.,

so as to ward off evil influences and bring

good fortune. This phrase will repay in-

vestigation both in its use and in the

dictionaries. See Giles.

4. While ijjj means to stand, 100 li

oj road, it is also being much used now for

a short section, especially by tram-car lines.

KT PvT
5. Jffiu is also written JX\j.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ffi
3

,

5

wuh, grasp; }Jg
5

wuh, soak.

2. Mi, Sj
1

?
feil

> maple; Jlj
1

feng,

paralysis ; jpv feng, ridicule.

REVIEW 82, 11-15.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 84.

i. To change. 2. To alter one's views, or

change one's mind, or change one's disposi-

tion, 3. Excitement. 4. To turn into money,

to sell. 5. Dining the night. 6. During the

day. 7. Odors. 8. A fragrant taste. 9. To

burn incense. 10. Fragrance, u. Flavor.

12. Taste. 3. A stinking smell. 14. That

man is untrustworthy, because he is con-

stantly changing his purposes, is fickle. 15.

Why is there excitement about the great

matters of the country ? It is because the

officials are not good, and the people all have

changed their minds. 16. You do not want

to sell your houses, perhaps afterwards have

no place to live. 17. The Chinese men and

women all like to burn incense and worship
heaven and earth. 18. You truly are a man
who does not know fragrance and stinks,

that is, a stupid knave. 19. The flavor of

this rice yesterday was very fragrant, but in

one night it has changed and has a little bad

smelling taste, or flavor. 20. Because the

weather is hot, tea and rice easily change their

flavors, spoil. 21. Stinking tea and stinking

rice by no means can eat, having eaten will

get sick. 22. The bad smell of these two

things is about the same. 23. The time of

days and nights in China is not the same as

in foreign countries
;
when it is day in China,

then it is night in foreign countries. 24.

The taste of this water is very good to drink,

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 84.

1. It is interesting to note the position

of the radical in ^, according to the gen-

eral rule, it would be ^C, at the bottom.

2. ^ suggests the fragrant harvest-field,

the sun-dried grain.

3. ^ is explained by the Chinese as

__.
character. The man who re-

gards himself as great is a good picture for

stinking, offensive. It is really

self-dog, also quite appropriate.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

-i #i& 4
7WJ&

4
lion fntirl of

J. . S>~ i *Ui\ I It. II, It Mill Uli

2. T
4

, m ih, juices.

3. ^.
4

) -H-
5

nidi, provincial judge.

4. l$C
4

, |^
4

mei, younger sister.

REVIEW 83, 16-20.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 85.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 85.

i. To leave. 2. To separate or part from

a person. 3. Not wayward. 4. Too way-

ward, very bad. 5. Hungry. 6. Is it false or

not false? 7. Appearance. 8. I will see or

meet you again, goodbye. 9. How many

years has it been, teacher, since' you left

Shanghai? I seem to a little know you. 10.

I remember that you, teacher, came to our lit-

tle firm and bought things, therefore seeing

your appearance, teacher, I slightly recognize

YOU. 11. You have recognized wrongly I
s O o J '

formerly have not been to Shanghai, this

is only the first time. How can you say that

I have bought things in your firm? 12.

This man does business according to custom,

not wayward; that man talks in too forward

a way. 13. You must not falsely pass this

hour, or lose this opportunity. 14 You are

hungry, quickly cause the servant to open,

or set the meal. 15. We two men have

been separated for many years and have

unexpectedly met again to day. 16. This

place is how far from Shanghai?

1. ii^ means alike in the sense of

redoubling; [pj ,
alike in the sense of to-

J..X&

o-ctlicr witJi ;
* ^, alike in the sense of

one pattern, the same.

2. Every language is itself a history of

the people who produced it, a repository of

art, poetry, customs, characteristics and

mental attitudes. The thoughtful student

will find much in the Chinese characters,

phrases and sentences, both, in their struc-

ture and meaning, to amuse, interest and

instruct.

3. Some characters show a system in

their formation in which the radical shows

the meaning, and the other part becomes

the phonetic, but many either conceal or

faff* rt I jffjTm

do not have any system, $j|I, JjL, He, show

a system, but y& shows no system and g?!f

violates the general rule, that is, when g

is the radical of a character the character

generally stands for something made of metal .

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. wfe.

2

> Hflr li> bamboo fence.

2. )Ji
4

, Pi
3

tu, spit; /fet

4

du, stop up.

3- 3R* , BB tsu, vinegar.

4. ]E^ , ^flj hsing, punishment.

REVIEW 84, 21=25,
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 86.

i. To build 2. To build a house. 3. To
walk a road. 4. A race horse. 5. Face and

eye, the countenance. 6. Face, confidence,

boldness, effrontery. 7. Inside. 8. Outside.

9. The face of a square, also on one hand, or

face. 10. This side. n. That side. 12. A
tram car. 13. A telephone. 14. A telegraph.

15. Ancient and modern. 16. An ancient

man. 17. In ancient times. 18. From ancient

times on down. 19. The buildings are not

sufficient, must still build several, then it

will be all right. 20. When you build

a house, you must not only have the outside

good looking, but the inside wood and

stone must be genuine, then it will be

trustworthy. 21. That race horse certainly

travels fast. 22. The ancients said, "walk-

ing the road is difficult". I think that the

ancient roads truly were difficult to walk.

23. Now there are railroads and electric

cars, compared with horses they travel still

faster. You see that the Shanghai tram cars

in a half hour can go ten odd li. 24. This

large bridge was ten months in building and

only then finished. 25. If the Chinese Pro-

vinces and cities had telephone and tramcars,

would it not be convenient for every body ?

26. Looked at from this side, or hand, you

ought to go do it
;
looked at from that side,

you cannot go and do it. 27. This side is

good looking, that side is not good looking.
28. When you know a man, you know his

face but you do not know his heart.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 86.

1. jajJC is the common word for make,

*jfc.

in is also to make, in the sense of create,

build.

_
|.^

2. 7E is the regular word for walk, but

is sometimes used for run, e.g. jH. Icr mb

HL $J tfc ^f t&- Jfi means to run but

sometimes means to walk, in the sense of

travelling.

3. Review the uses of $H and JS/u in

this lesson.

4. The English, on the one hand, on

the other hand," becomes in Chinese

[If ^ 2fc,
*

Is! ^ 2fc. Which is the

more correct?

5. The phrases 12, 13, 14, show the

ability of the Chinese language to express

modern ideas.

6. jiff is also written f|].

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- ifti j WL Pa >
cannon.

2. fa, pf , l"i> thunder.

3. pf
4

, f5|
4

gu, strong; wC gu, cause;

:3

ku, bitter.

REVIEW 85,26-30.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 87,

i. The beginning of spring. 2. Spring. 3.

The vernal equinox. 4. Three springs, or

years. 5. The summer. 6. The beginning
of summer, about the fifth of May. 7. The
summer solstice. 8. The autumn. 9. The
autumnal equinox. 10. The winter solstice,

ii. The winter. 12. The four seasons.

13. In the three spring months the weather
is the best. 14. At the vernal equinox and

the autumal equinox the days and nights are

the same length. 15. In summer the days
are long and in winter the nights are long.
16. The sunlight of the two seasons, spring
and autumn is the best; it is not too cold,

also not too hot. The summer's sun is too

hot and the winter's north wind is too cold.

17- This year the summer was not very hot,

perhaps hereafter it cannot yearly be this

way. 18. One year has twelve months, and

three months is one season. 19. What is

called the four seasons? It is the beginning
of spring, the beginning of summer, the be-

ginning of autumn the beginning of winter.

20. When winter comes it is cold, certainly
will have to make a fire in the stoves. 21.

I taught him five lessons and then came
back. 22. In the winter time mutton, or

goat meat, is the best. In mutton the bones

must be taken clean out, then it is good to

eat. 2'f At the summer solstice a day and

winter solstice a night the time is most, or

l
the longest

EXPLANATORY NOTES LESSON 87.

1. The Chinese calendar will now cease

to be so important since they have adopted

the Gregorian calendar, but it will be of

interest even after it is given up to see

how a calendar based upon the moon can be

made useful. The Seasons are about a

month earlier than in the universal calendar.

2. Does the structure of ^!\ and ^ in

any way suggest these two seasons?

3. In what sense is a season the son of

grain ?

4. ^ and ^C are sometimes used for

years, a certain number of springs or sum-

mers meaning so many years.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS,

1. ^'> IH chwen, a father; ^ chung,

to pound.

2. jfC,

4

, )j|[

4

hsia, a mansion.

3- ^C', $&' dxiu, catch; $~ tsou, sad.

4- ^ I

, $&~ tong, ache; ;$&' djung, end.

REVIEW 86, 31-35,
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 88.

i. To wrap tip. 2. To contract to be use-

ful, or guarantee. 3. Hard, or anthracite,

coal. 4. Bituminous, or soft, coal. 5. A

coal stove. 6. Small folding receipt book.

7. To bind up. 8. A stove or grate. 9. You

take these several garments for me and wrap

them up, I at present do not wish to wear

them. 10. The perfumery which is bought

on the streets may be guaranteed, but in

the summer it must be well wrapped up.

ii. Anthracite coal and bituminous coal

which kind do you think is better? For

some uses the anthracite is better
;

for

some. uses the bituminous coal is better. 12.

You must take anthracite coal and make a

fire in the stove. 13. How many garments

in this parcel of clothes? 14. You take the

receipt book for me and go on the street and

buy things. 15. Please you call the servant

to take the several poles of bamboo outside

the big gate and bind them np. 16. When

it is very cgld in winter it is most convenient

to make a fire in a foreign stove.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 88.

1. 6i is the usual word for a bundle or

to wrap up a bundle. J is used for bi>:d-

itig, or tying np large things.

2. y Afc anthracite, white coal because

of the white ashes.

I ^ V\J I II*

3- W. ViF !$Fc soft coal has been shipped

from Japan into China, in large quantities,

hence the name, Japanese coal.

4. Note the comparison in Sentence 11

by naming the two things compared and

asking which one is good. The answer is

also an interesting idiom.

5. $3i ja 4 is a long piece or narrow

paper folded back and forth, fan-fashion

into convenient shape and slipped into a

cloth case. It is used as a sort of receipt-

book for collecting rents, accounts, etc., the

paper giving a receipt to the receiver by

writing on one of the folds of his %$ Jjg

=-.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. CM JI&
1

bao, womb; ^' bao, sprout,

IfjJ

4

bao, embrace; PH," pao, roar; J@,
3

bao,

full.

2. j^c", $S;~ uiei, marriage go between;

Us mou, plot.

REVIEW 87, 36=40.
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LESSON- LXXXIX ANALYTICAL PRIMER :=:

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 89.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 89.

i . To sweep the floor, or ground. 2. To ,

wipe the window. 3 Glass. 4. Glass win-
|

dow. 5. To make glass. 6. cnp, or

.

tumbler. 7. These sweeping floors and wip-

iiicr windows business all are what theo

servant ought daily to do. S. This cup is

not glass, it is white jade, tljerefore the price

is exceedingly dear. 9. Today the wind is <

great, or high I cannot go out from home;

tomorrow we will again see. 10. This

downstairs you today have not swept clean.

tomorrow yon certainly must sweep clean

11. That glass window you must slowly.

carefully, wipe clean, only then will there

be li^ht. i-3. The upstairs windows YOU
> *

still have not wiped clean. 15. These tumb-

lers will cost how much apiece? 14. For-

merly the Chinese did not use glass very

much, because they could not make it, but

nnv eveiv count: \ can make, therefore it is

much used.

1 3, as a verb, is 3rd tone ; as a nonu,

4th tone, fi| flj broom.

- What is the difference between the

character to wipe and the character to joUTt

3. l"i s that glass was first made

lina in A. D. 424.

4. The two characters, &[ ^| mnst be

taken together for gfass. It is interesting

to note that both have 3E for the radical

is jadf and skin.

5. What is the difference between this

2p| and the word for to faint?

6. In review, note the uses of 1^ in

Sentences 11 and 13.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. , 9w " woman.

:

fg' hsiai, together;

flight of steps; f
J
chiai, model.

$K\ HI" li. to lea\-e.

REVIEW 88, 41-45.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 90,

i.. Level ground. 2. Peace. 3. Ordinary,

commonly. 4. Just, justice. 5. May yon
have peace all the way on your journey! 6.

To do one's duty in any station of life.

7. The Seventh Day (sabbath) denomina-
tion. 8. The sabbath day. 9. To stop
work. 10. To rest. 11. To stop or put down
as of a burden for resting. 12. Already
a long time. 13. A very long time. 14. A
railroad track. 15. When a walks much he

certainly must sit down on a level place and
rest. 1 6. Those workmen on the level

ground have stopped work today. 17. Have

you peace in your exalted palace at present?

Relying upon happiness still at peace. 18.

This man's ability is only ordinary, but in

doing business he is just, and he also knows
how to attend to his own business, and that

will do, or is enough. 19. The present

worship-day is called the Lord's Day; it was
the first day of ancient times. 20. The Sev-
enth Day denomination still uses the old plan.
21. The sabbath was the ancient worship-
day, that is the present sixth day. 22- I for

a very long time have not seen you, did

you have peace all the way on your journey
today? 23. If you stop doing this business,

then how? 24. From Shanghai to Canton
there are how many sections of road, or dis-

tance, how far is it from Shanghai to Canton ?

25. Please you rest your breath, quiet your
anger, after two days talk about it again !

26. Yon may drink a cup of tea and rest,

then go. 27. How many days since he came?
He came a long time ago.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 90.

1. A woman under a shelter, or staying

at home, is the Chinese idea of peace, 35^.

2. H/ is to rest, in the sense of leaving

off, and ,^' is to breatlie, rest, in the

sense of liaving a breathing spell. The

two together ^ ,, make the common

and strong expression for resting.

3. Compare the interrogative particles

WE and 8$ in Sentences 17, 22-24, 27.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ^P"', In pig> to criticise
; ^P cheng, .

balances, scales.

2. TS $^
4

an, saddle; -j^ an, lay hands

on; ^ 4

an, a case at law.

3. Jf^
5

, jf^/ sih. daughter-in-law; JtE ;

sih, to extinguish.

REVIEW 89, 46=50
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 91.

I. To go straight ahead. 2. Abrupt, or

direct speech. 3. The opposite face, or side.

4. To rebel. 5. A long-time. 6. Long- and short,

length, also merits and defects. 7. Im-

mortality, to live long without growing old.

8. The Presbyterian denomination. 9.

Grown up into manhood, or grown. 10.

Long, or regular work, i i. Job, piece work,
work by the day. 12. Not the same length,
not as it should be, not good for nse. 13.
Not to talk of the merits and defects. 14.

To trust. 15. To obey, or comply with.

1 6. I do not agree with you. 17. Following
this horse, or large, road straight ahead you
will arrive at Shanghai, or this large road

leads direct to Shanghai. 18. Please you speak

directly, or to the point, is it to do regular
work or a short job? 19. This foreign paper
is very thick, the opposite side is also good for

writing on. 20. At present China's rebellion

lias already been harmoniously settled. 21.

That Presbyterian man has dwelt here for a

long time. 22. That boy has grown up, on
the contrary does not act according to your
words. 23. This paper compared with that

paper is of uneven lengths and cannot be used

for making a book, or books. 24. When we
enter the house we will not speak of the merits

and demerits of the case, but first take the

rice and eat enough, then talk. 25. This

garment is not too long, nor too short, it is

just right for wearing. 26. Formerly you
trusted men enough, are you now again

wanting to trust men? 27. You are not will-

ing to act according to my words, hereafter

you certainly will suffer misery. 28. What
man will live a long time and not grow old?

29. You see this large quantity of left-over

rice, what a pity !

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 91.

1. Learn from the teacher the sounds for
. ,.

|

the opposites of IB and ]X- Here, again,

let it be urged to form the habit of learn-

ing as a child learns sounds without the

written characters. This will help greatly

in learning to speak and will make it

easier to learn the characters later.

2- 3^, in the 3rd tone, unaspirated,

means old, to grow, phrase 9.

3. The Chinese often say, how long

and short is it" for how long is it?".

This is also done with many other charac-

ters of opposite meanings, e.g. Jl; fe ^

^ ,
how long, literally, long-short much-

few, 3g fl| ?fC M W %> '3>5k @, *>

long is this stick of wood!

4. 156 is a good illustration of a character

with a decided phonetic and a radical that

shows, if not meaning in full, at least, the

agent, the man who follows or trusts.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. lS
5

> ff djih, to plant; fg
s

dji, to

place, arrange.

2. R\ IR
4

fan, food; ^ 3

ban, a plank.

3. djang, a surname;

djang, a curtain; K|| djang, accounts.

REVIEW 90, 51=55.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 92.

i. To search for. 2. Found. 3. Unable

to find. 4. Found, have looked every-where.

5. Unable to find. 6. A girdle or belt. 7.

To bring with one. 8. To take with one. 9.

To take a letter. 10. To unfasten a belt,

ii. To stumble, fall down. 12. On the con-

trary. 13. To fall clown. 14. To pour out

a cup of tea. 15. The things are lost of course

must search for them. 16. The man whom

I want to search for, I have searched several

days and am altogether unable to find him.

17. Yesterday I lost a book, looked every-

where and was unable to find it. 18. Please

you take a letter, or message, and cause my
son to take my girdle and bring it. 19.

When you go to sleep you must first unfasten

your girdle. 20. How did you stumble and

fall on the road? 21. I have not yet spoken

about your faults, you on the contrary have

spoken of my defects. 22. The wind was

high for one day and his house fell down.

23. In Shanghai several banks have failed.

24. If I give you a large dollar, how much

change ought you to give me? 25. Goat's

horns are only a foot long and also all are

crooked.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 92.

1- and J, both, combined and

separately, are commonly used for to search,
to look for. Which one is more common
in your place? They are not exact

equivalents, each one having uses peculiar
to itself.

y-

2. 2ji is also pronounced ching in some

places.

3. Compare fe, ?. What is the

difference?

4. Note the force of ^ jjjf in phrases
3 and .5.

5. Note idiomatic uses of ^f ^, faults,
in Sentence 21.

6. Try to get from the teacher the dif-

ference between *rff ^K, ^ = and ^

Drt*
/. igJc is a good illustration of a charac-

ter where the component parts, while

giving no help as to the sound, both parts

assist in the meaning.

8. What is the difference between jj^c

and f;lj, as to falling, and what is the dif-

ference between jg^ p?l] and each one taken

separately?

9. fJHJ in the 4th tone, means to pour out.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1- $JC , ?xT, o, first personal pronoun.

2. {&A , {kX fu, to sit crosslegged.
- tMf-, . Mil,

3. m , $|f dji, to obstruct.

REVIEW 91, 56-60.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 93.

I. To thank, as an inferior thanking a

superior. 2. To influence. 3. Grateful for

favors. 4. Influence. 5. To thank. 6. A

specialist. 7. Singleness of purpose. 8.

Expenses. 9. To bloom, 10. To spend

money, u. To trouble one (A polite ex-

pression). 12. Expenses. 13. Waste. 14.

To spend strength. 15. Tuition. 16. Last

year I troubled you to help me to complete

those several books I truly exceedingly

thank you. This year are you still willing to

help me? 17. This year during the summer,

if you have time and will again help me to

complete several books, I will of course

heavy, heavy, very much thank you for your

kindness. i$. Ungrateful people are num-

erous. 19. Those who study with singleness

of purpose certainly can get influence to in-

fluence other people. 20. You studying in

the Shanghai College want how much for

tuition for one year, besides must spend how

much money for incidental expenses? 21.

These flowers have all bloomed out in full,

and are very fragrant. 22. When you go

abroad you must prepare for expenses, but

you must not be wasteful. 25. The expenses

of an official's, family are very much, or

great,

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 93.

1. The student will find it interesting

and instructive to form the habit of search-

ing out the fine shades of meaning in

characters which have one or more uses

that are the same, and also the effect of

JV

combining two in a phrase; e.g. JiS? is to

feel gratitude in the heart
; ffj is to express

thanks in words or by a gijt. The two

combined express both ideas and give the

best expression for heartfelt thanks. Does

the difference in structure show the differ-

ent shades of meaning?

2. The note above applies to 4fc and ^.
These two give interesting illustrations of

the effect of the component parts on the

character, 4fc vegetation transforming, that

is, blooming; Jt not regarding a thing as

precious, that is, ivasting it,

3. Compare flj j| and ft Jfl.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. S?'\ S 4 h, to move, to shake;

til' nan
>
to regret.

2. H^\ ill chwan, to preach; f^f

djwan, to turn around
; fi$f

'

djwan, a brick.

3. R 4

, ff
5

fuh, like.

REVIEW 92, 01-65,
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EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 94.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 94.

. I. Sincere, honest. 2. True heart, sincere.

3. To lie. 4. To cheat by lying. 5. To

cheat by deceiving. 6. To allure to come.

7. A crowd of people laughing loudly. 8.

One who cheats. 9. To be deceived. 10.

A sentence, n. To understand perfectly.

1.2. Being a man you certainly must be

honest
;

if you constantly tell lies, when

people know you thoroughly, then they will

not believe you. 13. I am not deceiving you

with this sentence; truly it is that I sincerely

hope that you will be good. 14. I from

childhood have been unwilling to tell lies

and cheat people, deceiving them here and

also deceiving them yonder. 15. When the

students in the school heard the teacher

speaking funny words, they all laughed out

loudiy. 1 6. There are many people who

are experts at saying that they have great

ability, but truly their ability is exceedingly-

ordinary. 1
/.

To be able to speak a few

sentences of mandarin, or to preach a few

words of doctrine, is not to be reckoned as

any ability. 18. I yesterday walked with a

cheat and I was not cheated by him. 19.

When mandarin is spoken perfectly clearly

so that no matter whether it is a man from

the north or a man from the south he

can understand perfectly, that then is true

ability.

1 .
jjfty

and
ftjft have decided phonetics.

Both have the same radical. Note the

effect of the phonetic on the meaning, in

each case
; complete words, sincerity; wild

words, lies. If all characters were formed

as these two are, the language would be

much easier to learn.

! 'IV J

2. 3$ true, sincere; III true, not false;

~^ true, solid, real.

3. IJJv all mouth, hence, noise, to deceive.

4. Compare fjj&, Rjt, and SH and note

their combinations.

5.
>

ii] is also pronounced gou," 1st

tone, crooked, a Jiook.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

2- fii
3

,

3- Hit
3

,

respectful

flood.

4. ^fi

1

~

cheng, a city.

S' hwang, agitated.

fjt

1

gung, evidence;

jt
1

hung, to toast; i

pj' gu, to seize.

gung,

hung,

REVIEW 93, 66=70.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 95.

I. The beginning. 2. The sixth day of

the month. 3. To begin studying. 4. To
meet for the first time. 5. To accustom a child

to anything, or certain way. 6. To spoil.

/. To become accustomed to speaking. 8.

To become accustomed to doing. Q. To

practice anything until a habit is formed.

10. The last da\. 11. Lastly, finally. 12.

The time in Spring when the Chinese wor-

ship their ancestors. 13. Distinct, clear, as

of an affair or accounts. 14. Clear to tht

understanding, also clear conduct. 15. Mis-

fortunes, miseries. 16. When foreigners

begin to learn mandarin, it is a little difficult;o
if they have studied fora long time and have

become accustomed to speaking, they will

naturally feel that it is easier. 17. I arrived

at Shanghai on the sixth, and for the first

time met with you. 18. At Chiny rniiicj that

day in his family there was not one cash; is

it that you do not know his miseries? 19.

Do not get children too much accustomed to

things; if spoil their conduct, afterwards

it will be difficult to teach them. 20. The

Bible says that at the world's last day Jesus

will certainly come again. 21. That sentence

which you spoke at the last is the most

important. 22. Mandarin must be spoken

distinctly. 23. The men who are accustomed

to composing mandarin are naturally a little

better than other teachers. 24. The Bible

also says, "Blessed are the pure in heart, for

they shall certainly sec God."

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 95.

1 il *#, 3i St, Si :5fc, are three com-

mon expressions for beginning; the first is

more elegant, the second is more common

in talking, the third a former beginning.

2. Note that the Chinese realize that

constant practice becomes habit, Sentence 9.

3. Compare 7ft and yfC. Are they

written with the same strokes? ^ is roof,

origin, beginning oj the tree, while 7fc is

the tip of tlie brandies, the end, the last.

It will be interesting to trace the uses of

7J^ and ^ from the original meanings.

4. Compare ^R ^ anc^ Easter as to

time and sentiment.

5. The Chinese seldom use only one

word, in the spoken language, to express

an important idea. iff originally means

clear, lucid but needs J[|, whose secondary

meaning is clear, plain, to give us the

common expression Vpf 3-

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1.
5

shihi solid.

2. 7JC
5

, $C
5

moh, froth; j^
5

inoh, to

rub out.

3. H3

, Vfr liu to drip; Jj|
5

gin, to

forbid; 3fc~ fen, to burn; ^' sen forest-

like.

REVIEW 94, 71-75.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 96.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 96.

i. Deep red. 2. Light red. 3. The earth,

clay. 4. Gold. 5. To spread, or circulate,

all over the empire. 6. A man of eminent

virtue. 7. Lost. 8. Lost by dropping. 9.

To throw down. 10. To turn round, u. To

change ends. 12. I have two kinds of

red cloth; one kind is deep red and the other

kind is light red. 13. Below the heavens

the earth is the most precious, gold also is

produced from within it. 14. We ought to

take C rod's good doctrine and spread it all

over the world. 15. To look at it on this

side it is red, but to turn it around and see

it is yellow. if). I want to go on the streets

to buy several cha tig of cloth to make

clothes. 17. I do not know whether red is

better, or whether yellow is better. 18. His

parents say that you do not want to buy that

red or yellow ;
the best is to buy several

dicing of blue cloth and white cloth and

make clothes. 19. The cloth which you have

bought you must not lose. 20. When you

go up on the roof, you must be careful not

to fall down. 21. Turn your head around,

then you can see. 22. Do not take my
things and lose them. 23. He is a man of

eminent virtue, therefore he treats all people

well. 24. Change the ends of this thing

then it can be used,

1 JjGl ' s the good luck color and is

used for visiting-cards, on joyous occasions,

for fancy dress etc.

-
1 1

-

2. ~js\ is the royal color. Will the new

Republic change this?

3. HI is the color much used by the

common people for their daily dress.

4. Learn the names of other colors from

the teacher.

5. ^, $, $J, all mean to fall. ^
P 2lv to fall doivn by accident or by some

unnatural means or force, from a position

above to one below, %%? ~h xtS to Jail

naturally, as rain, ripe fruit, flowers, leaves,

etc. pH) h ^N to fall as of something that

rests upon tlie ground, a house, a fence

etc.

6. Note the use of jg for whether, as

in Sentence 17.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

! ]Hc > 3$f hwang, jaundice; T5|

heng, crosswise; J8f
3

gwang, broad.

2. HI , H2

Ian, basket.

3. 'ffr

4

, fftj

4

bu, spread ; 3fe hsi. rare.

REVIEW 95, 76=80
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chang Prosperous

Chkng'To sing.
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A pavilion

To stop ;
to

desist.

tung A child
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 97.

i. To sing a duet. 2. To sing with a fine

voice as Chinese girl singers. 3. To stop. j.

Stop one stop, stop a little. 5. One o'clock.

6. To wind the clock. 7. Clock-strike, cu-

ring the bell. 8. Reputation. 9. Sound,

voice. 10. Localisms. I r. Pronunciation,

brogue. 12. Gospel, r^. Gospel hall, chapel.

14. The five tones : shang ping, hsia ping,

shang sheng, chu sheng, ruh sheng. 15.

When one man sings the sound is not very

good to hear, but if there are two, you sing

and I in harmony, that then is good to hear.

16. I went yesterday to hear the singers,

went in at one o'clock and came out at a

quarter to six. 17. The pendulum in this

clock has already stopped, it must be wound.

18. You wait a little and come again! 19.

That man's reputation is very great. 20.

There is a foreign teacher in the chapel

preaching the Gospel, his pronunciation is

very distinct, it is not local, it truly is uni-

versal mandarin. 21. Chinese characters

have five tones : shang ping, hsia ping,

shang sheng, chu sheng, ruh sheng. 22.

When the clock has struck five then you

may stop work. 23. When the train arrives

at Shanghai it waits a long time.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 97.

1. The Chinese first had bells, then

clocks were brought in by foreigners, and
!

because of the bell-like striking they

named the clock, a bell, hence flf for both

clock and he//.

2. Notice the Chinese aversion to using

one character alone for a definite thought
A-S-A >-* >

ill 1? ff.

3. *sjf: and "p are used for distinct,

' organised sounds as opposed to noisy dis-

- J_*

cord a nt sounds. ~pf is the more common,

and each has uses peculiar to itself.

4. With 5lf:, the names of the five-

tones can now be more thoroughly learned,

phrases 14.

fc|Ft

5. pfj means to open, to start, hence its

use for winding a clock and starting it to

run.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. HU
4

, fli
4

chang, to lead.

2. 5=p , ^' ching, stone chimes.

3~ff.
' -3&4 ttfc 4 jH i JttC ^ meaning; Rpf an, dark;

fit' an, skilled in.

REVIEW 96, 81*85.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 98.

I. Just, justice. 2. Public use. 3. Public

matters. 4. Cheap. 5. One foreign dollar.

6. To bring: a boat to llie shore for lauding.O <J

7. To go on a boat. 8. Boatmen, generally

a family. 9. To ride in a boat. 10. To
sail. ii. One man lino, carries on his

shoulder suspended from the ends of a pole.

12. Two men lai, carry on shoulder suspend-
ed from the middle of a pole. 13. To select

the good. 14. The public money must be

distributed with justice, only then can cause

people's heart to be peaceful. 15. In doing

public business you must be careful, must

not delay, put off. 16. Please you look at

this horse, how many dollars ought he to cost?

I regard this horse as very good, his price

also is cheap, only cost sixty fire dollars and

besides small expenses sixty cents in small

change. 17. To travel by water you must

OT> in a boat. 18. When does the boat sail?
J3

19. When you go on the boat you must be

careful and must not fall in the water. 20.

Boatmen, when you bring the boat to the

shore, you must also be careful, you must not

spoil, or break, my things. 21. These two

laroe stones one man can bv no means carry ;t> v * '

certainly must have two men to carry one

stone. 22. People no matter buy what things

all like to select the good and buy. 23. A
small boat is called a small djou.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 98.

1. (Eight (private^ affairs

make (public} Q affairs.

2.
"-

Jtyk 1% means a dollar, but *

J$k is often used without the noun for a

dollar.

3. Some analyze ^ft
1

into ^ djou, a;

boat, A. eight, and P mouth and think

that they see in it an allusion to the Ark.

It is interesting but doubtful.

4. One man carrying with a carrying-

pole is %fo ;
two men using the carrying-

pole, with the load between them is j^ ;

to carry alon? with one without saying
-im-i

how it is done is *rtf.

5. Note two uses of I]/b in vSentences 16

and 21. In one it strengthens what is

already a question, and in the other, adds

the suggestion of a question to a positive

statement, as much as to say, is it not

that way?'
1

6. Note also the use of Hf) in vSentence

14, where the meaning is only. then. It
-L.K

is much stronger than JR/O would be.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ir', !&' gung, centipede; g sung,

accuse.

2. $&', tit
4

kwei, ashamed; ^ kwei,

gigantic; 3j&' gwei, jaspar.

3. |&~', I$t ban, a class.

4. q^a > ITU tao, peach.

REVIEW 97, 86=90.
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EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 99.

ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 99.

T. Careless, rough. 2. Wanting in deli-

cacy of touch. 3. Careful. 4. Fine and soft.

5. To chat about details. 6. Minutely. .7.

To carefully, or minutely, enquire. 8. Weak.

9. Violent and hardhearted. 10. Hardheart-

ed, ii. When you write you just must

be careful. 12. A careless man constantly

writes characters wrongly. 13. One who is

lacking in delicacy of touch cannot do fine
*> J

work. 14. The price of fine and soft clothes

is certainly dear. 15. Venerable teacher, I

have an important matter am thinking, or

would like, to minutely talk with you. 16.

My body in the recent, or last, two years is

well
;
not so weak as when I lived in earlier

years in Kiangsi 17. My heart is very soft,

only see a miserable man, then want to think

up a plan for him to help him a little, then

well. 18. His heart is too hard, seeing those

very miserable men, just not willing to help

them a little. 19. This man is too violent

and hardhearted, how is it that even the

master's words he all will not obey? 20.

Hard-hearted people are not willing to listen

to exhortation. 21. I still have not minute-

ly asked you, or carefully enquired, how old

your parents are. 22. The rice which our

fields produce is very white, and is enough to

eat for the whole vear.

1. The original, concrete meanings of

$E nd $flj; are coarse and fine, and they

naturally take on the abstract meanings,

rude, careful. This is true of many Chi-

nese characters and shows the natural

growth of a concrete picture language in

its efforts to express both concrete and

abstract thought.

2. |fc is also written |Sj.

3. l|\ is the opposite of $5* and means

soft, and because soft, weak. By uniting

with ^ which naturally means weak,

forms the common expression !|\ |p| for

weak. flU goes through the same process

in forming the phrase 31 $ll obstinated.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. ft'. ^H. dzu, girdle; $fl.' dzu, to

rent.

2- liffl

4

) ^ 4
l u '> repeatedly ; jfefr chou,

woven silk.

3. Ijlf

3

, ^" suh, drown.

REVIEW 98, 91-95.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION. LESSON 100.

EXPLANATORY NOTES. LESSON 100.

i. High grade, or second grade as applied

to Chinese schools. 2. Above. 3. To hang
the head down. 4. Menials, servants. 5.

Even, just. 6. Precisely so. 7. Chinese first

month. 8. The right side of any tiling. 9.

Correct, upright, straight 10. Important and

upright matteis. ir. Partial love. 12. Ore !

sided, prejudiced. 13 A prejudiced view. i-|.

Bent on having. 15. To pull up. 16. The
i

Chinese have many schools of the second

grade. 17. Your son wants to come up. but

I cannot pull him up. 18. You stand above
|

then you can pull him up. 19. This small

road "is not level, has hills and holes, and

cannot be walked, 20. To bow the head is

to worship. 2f. The rich go with a high
head (ride a highheaded horse); those who
are not their relatives and friends draw near

to them. 22. Low class men constantly use

a prejudiced heart to see their own affairs as

the most important. 23. I see that the

houses of Shanghai are higher than the

houses of this place. 24. You are bent on

saying that those of this place are higher, is

not this a prejudiced view? 25. Venerable

teacher, may not your name be Tsicu't It is

precisely so. 26. If you are not straight

yourself, how can you straighten men: 27.

The Chinese new year's first month is called

the chcng month. 28. Please sit correctly

and do not lounge around! 29. He is an up-

right man and certainly can do important
and upright business. 30. Peoples

1

parents,

all are partial to the smallest sons. 31. The

tight side of this cloth is pretty, but the

wrong side is not pretty.

Rcviow the whole book

1. The Chinese often use several differ-

ent words to express different phases of

the same idea where the English uses the

same word but the reverse is true with rnj

which is the common word for high up in

space and also for tall in stature.
j\f

2. foi is low, as opposed to high up but

not low in stature or height. It is not

used for a short person, or low house. Learn

from the teacher how to say a short

man", etc.

3. TF is much used for true, in the

sense of correct, straight up, as opposed to

^f? wai, awry. Compare with jjf! and jC,

Lesson 94, Note 2., also, with Tg[ Lesson

91. It has three tones, IE
4

^, JE' f\ ,

iE
3

*^
4. ifii is the opposite of IE in a figura-

tive and abstract sense, as seen in its

definition.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTERS.

1. rnJ\ W* gao ?
^

5 Hii Ra i
^oat-

pole.
I t^y^ 7

, JK di, substitute.

3. t\ $L* chih, to weep ; 'Q/i'

t

wei,

throne.

REVIEW 96=99,

and stand examination.
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m
iU

A stand.

kan.

IJ -

Re-

ceptacle.

Dao.

Knife.

Zl

U)

Lih.

Strength.

M

40

<<>

4:;

4:3

47

46

45

Bao.

To enfold

Bi.

b -
A ladle.

Fang.

Basket.

Hsi.

c
Box.

Shih.

Ten.

is

Bu.

M
To divine

Dzleh.

|
J a^-

A seal.

Han.

r-
A cliff.

Szi.

*

Private.

11

Yu.

Also.

49.

91.

40.

45.

kou.

P v

Mouth.

P
SO

28

K"

44

^ 4

28

114
88

K

fn

81

66

94

05

CS

79

Hwei.

P"
En-
closure.

14

B

Tu.

Earth.

10

49

r.i
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its

59
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H

Si

Scholar.

Step for

ward.

Sui

Walk
slowly.

87

Sih

36.

Evening.

15

18

84

Da

Great.

18

36

41

59

26

Nu

Woman.

44

Dzf.

so.

Child.

50

1"

62

87

Mien

40.

Roof.

tf

50

25

71

81

57

13

69

00

61

80

Tswen.

41.

Such.

80

60

44

Siao

Small.

18

IS

Wang.

Lame.

Shi,

Ft 44

A corpse.

r 82

80

83

82

Cheh.

ifr
45

A sprout.

Shan.

ill
4

Hill.

Ill

Chwan.

A stream

71

Gung.

i'
Work.

X 20

28

80

Gi.

Self.

Gin.

Ift

Napkin.

IU 43

06

54

02

41

34

Gan.

51.

Shield.

00

Yao.

Little.
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H

Yen

"

A cover.

Yin

*- *
Move on,

Gung.

Folded
hands,

Ih.

56

Dart.

Gung.

A bow.

4

46

99

45

Gi

Ij A =L58

Pig's
snout.

Shan.

Feathery.

85

Chih.

Step.

ft

51

Sin.

Heart,

19

25

26

22

39

24

31

31

22

53

78

38

23

55

Go.

A spear.

43

Hii.

83.

A door.

31

83

Shou.

Hand.

ffi

2

47

100

10

51

02

11

96

89

89

60

64

57

59

98

i

58

88

77

98

88

Dji.

Branch.

Puh.

66.

Tap.

59

38

16

40

80

37

Wen.

Literature.
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B

Dou.

* 68.

A peck.

Gin.

ft ""

Axe.

48

Fang.

~/7 '"'

Square.

41

Wu.

N̂ot.

Rih.

-
Sun, day.

10

42

4! I

Yueh.

B
To say.

74

14

Yueh.

Moon.

W
JW

in

10

41)

48

Chien.

Muh.

Wood.

*

14

19

r>8

15

Owe.

jit

Jh ;

To stop.

IE 100

Dai.

Va.

Bad.

Shu.

To kill.

Wu.

so.

Do not.

Bi.

81Jt
Compare

41

Mao.

Hair.

Shi,

&
Clan.

Chi.

-

Breath, air

48

Shui.

7JC?*
83

Water.

10

?-'

00

01

10

63

29

10

72

OS

I 04

02

Hwo.

Fire.

16

88

10

Djao.

jK "*

Claws.
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Fii

8

Father.

Hsiao

89-

Intertwine.

ChwHng

Yiing

10

89

Use.

Eil

19
Boh

Tien

Gwa

Frame.

Pien

'

.A slip.

Niu

^fc 93.

Ox.

Chuen

Dog.

Hsuen

Dark.

Yu

Jade.

Melon.

Wa

Tile.
02.

Tooth. Gan

Field.

09.

Sweet.

41

18

79

rf i

;i>
- '

14

Back to

back.

Beh

91

33

71

48

White.

24

10

Plh

/E ios -

A roll.

NthSeng

V^f: loo.

Beget. j

Sick.

Pi

107;

Skin.

104.

Min

M 1

Dish.

Mi,h

wo..

Mao

no.

Lance.

Shi

Arrow.

Hsueh

A cave.

27

Shi

113

39

To i

Lih
n

dicate.

48

To stand.

91

Shih

112.

Eye.

Djuh

118.

A track. ! Bamboo.

H5
1t

Growing
grain.

87

21

54
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B

Mi

Rice.

Szi

Silk.

96

76

20

99

74

34

75

60

58

21

Fou

Earthen
ware.

Wang

m
A net.

12

Yang

Sheep.

87

76

Yu

124.

Plume,
wing

62

Lao

Old.

Er

ffij
12

And, yet

Lui

A plough

128.

Ear.

52

34

81

21

33

97

74

52

Yuh

129.

Pencil.

Ruh

Flesh.

HE 12

85

39

64

Chen

131.

Statesman

Dzi

132.

Self,

from.

16

Dji

^p 133.

Reach.

Giu

A mortar

Sheh

13,

Tongue.

Chwan

136.

Con-
tradict.

Djou

137.

Boat.

98

98

Gen

138.

A limit.

Seh

139.

Color.

Tsao

Grass.

14

65

29

93

23

59

96

Hu

Tiger.

41

Chung

Jfe

Insect.

142.

Hsueh

jfe
14

Blood.

Hsing.

ft i44 -

Go, do.

t?

74

77

72

Clothes.

16
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81

15

Si

146.

West.

Gien

HL
See.

33

42

Gioh

148.

Yen

PI
Words.

149.

Horn,
angle.

92

79

17
.

16

26

43

20

.94

'67

24

36

12

40

17

93

17

22

13

20

94

",">

17

84

Guh

150.

Gully.

Dou

Bean.

57

68

Chih

155

Red, bare.

Dzou

86

92

Chen Ih

161.
JJ163.

Time. City, dis-

trict.

Djoh

To advance.
Shen

158.

Body.

Shi

Swine.

Djai

153.

Reptile.

Be)

Walk.

30

154.

Valuable.

Jit.

Dzuh

JKi ^ 157.

Foot,

enough.

47

Che

Yu
32

86

74

164.

New wine,

81

159.
Bien

Cart.

78

21

To separate.

69

Sin

160.

Pungent.

Li

51

28

42

JB. 160.

A Chinese
mile.

85

69
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Gin

Metal,

gold.

VOCABULARY

Fou

A mound.

Tsing

Green,
azure.

Yeh

M
A page.

Shod

Head.

100

Niao
.

196.

A bird.

61

ill

97

Chang

Long.

Men

Fei

175.

Wrong,
Not.

4''.

Hsiang

186.

Scent.

Biao

Hair, locks

Lu

Rock salt.

Feng Dou

Dai Mien
Ma 191.

171.

Wind. Strife

Reach to. Face.

Djui

Birds.

-

-

Goh

Hides.

Fei

To fly.

169,

Door.
Yu
ry;

1^
Rain.

Wei
-=t*.

j^ i?a

A thong.

Shih

To eat.

Giii

TTI

179.

Leeks.

Yin

180,

Horse.

Chang

'.'4

Guh

Bone.

Aromatic
herbs.

Geh

Caldron.

Gwei

Luh

Deer.

Meh

199.

Wheat.

Ma

Hemp.

Gao

Sound.

High.

L!4.

Spirit,

demon.

Yu

Fish.
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Hwang Gu

Yellow. A drum.

H

Shu

Shu

A rat.

Bi

Glutinous
The nose,

millet.

Heh
J*
Uniform,

Black. .J1.

m
ilwi

z*\

DJ;

Front
teeth.

Embroider

Mm

Lung

A dragon.

A frog.

Gwei

A tortoise

Dmg

&
Tripod.

Ybh

A flute.
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118

119

12(1

121

122

123

124

12:.

12fj

127

128

12f

130

132

13?

134

135

136

13

it

#'

Djnh Bamboo, 1 ;s

Mi l?e.

P6n Earthen ware.

!Wang A net.

]39

G^n AHmlt.

141

142

Yang Sheep

Yfl Plume, wing.

Lao Old.

tin
Er And, yet.

Lfii A plough.

r Ear.

Yah Pencil.

,

Ruh Fle*h.

Chen Statesman.

14:!

144

145

1 Ifi

Seh Color.

^ Tsao Grass.

5*

H6 Tiger.

|
I t Chung Insect.

mt tlsut-h Blood.

-!

f
I jHsing Go, do.

' Clothes.

>i west.

Gien See.

148

Yen Words.
PI

Dzi

Giu

Self, from.

Reach.

\ mortar.

150.

151

Sheh jTcngue.

Chwan Contradict.

Djou Boat.

l.-.l

155

Guh Qully.

Dod Bean.

Shi Swine.

Djai Jcptie.

M

156

157

158

Dzou

D/uti

Waik.

Foot, enough.

1<0

1(52

163

104

;Shen Body.

Che Cart.

Chen

Djoh

th

Yo

Gloh Horn, angle. 166

Pungent.

Time

To advance.

City, district.

New wine.

16

168 1

16H

170

171

Bien To separate.

Li A Chinese mile

Gin Metal gold.

Chang Long.

R

Men

Fou

Door.

A mound.

Bel Valuab!e. 17

,~
Chih ReJ, bate. l<3

| Di | jReachto.

O'ui Birds.

!Ya Rain.
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174

17

176

177

178|

179

180

#
Tslng

Fei

Goh

Wei

aid

Yin

Qreen, azure.

Wrong, not,

Face.

Hides.

A thong.

Leeks.

Sound.

Yeh A page.

182

183

184 !

185

181

187

188

189J

190

Feng Wind.

* Fei To fly.

iShih

Sh6u

To eat.

Head.

rlsiatig Scent.

Ma

191

192

19-"

194

19

Dou Strife.

Chang Aromatic
herbs.

Caldron.

Owe! Spirit, demon.

198

199;

200

201

YQ Fish.

Niao A bird.

Ln

!Ljh

Meh

Ml

Rock salt.

Deer.

Wheat.

lemp.

200

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

3
I

Min

Ding

Uu

ShQ

Tsl

Chi

A frog.

Tripod.

A drum.

A rat.

The nose.

Uniform, all.

Front teeth.

Lung A dragon.

Gwel ;A tortoise.

Yoh A flute.

Hwang (Yellow.

i
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